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This eBook presents all 10 articles published under the Frontiers Research Topic 
“Evolutionary Feedbacks Between Population Biology and Genome Architecture”, 
edited by Scott V. Edwards and Tariq Ezaz. With the rise of rapid genome sequencing 
across the Tree of Life, challenges arise in understanding the major evolutionary 
forces influencing the structure of microbial and eukaryotic genomes, in particular 
the prevalence of natural selection versus genetic drift in shaping those genomes. 
Additional complexities in understanding genome architecture arise with the 
increasing incidence of interspecific hybridization as a force for shaping genotypes 
and phenotypes. A key paradigm shift facilitating a more nuanced interpretation of 
genomes came with the rise of the nearly neutral theory in the 1970s, followed by a 
greater appreciation for the contribution of nonadaptive forces such as genetic drift 
to genome structure in the 1990s and 2000s. The articles published in this eBook 
grapple with these issues and provide an update as to the ways in which modern 
population genetics and genome informatics deepen our understanding of the subtle 
interplay between these myriad forces. From intraspecific to macroevolutionary 
studies, population biology and population genetics are now major tools for 
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understanding the broad landscape of how genomes evolve across the Tree of Life. 
This volume is a celebration across diverse taxa of the contributions of population 
genetics thinking to genome studies.  We hope it spurs additional research and clarity 
in the ongoing search for rules governing the evolution of genomes.
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Editorial on the Research Topic

Evolutionary Feedbacks Between Population Biology and Genome Architecture

Joe Felsenstein famously quipped in 1988 that “systematists and evolutionary geneticists don’t
often talk to each other,” laying bare the schism between macroevolutionary thinking, such as
building phylogenies, and population genetics (Felsenstein, 1988). Thirty years ago, in its early
phase, studies of genome evolution were already beginning to incorporate population genetics
when comparing the DNA of distantly related species (Dover and Flavell, 1982), but the field
was far from mature. Today this schism between population genetics and genome evolution is
much healed, being bridged by novel statistical methods for detecting natural selection (Kreitman
and Akashi, 1995), as well as to the monumental book by Michael Lynch (2007), “The Origins
of Genome Architecture,” which in turn built upon the foundational nearly neutral theory of
Tomoko Ohta and Motoo Kimura (Ohta, 1973, 1992). This Frontiers Research Topic celebrates
this increasing infusion of population biology perspectives into studies of genome evolution, which
has facilitated key advances in our understanding of how eukaryotic and microbial genomes evolve
and the evolutionary forces influencing their structure.

This research topic includes 10 papers that encompass a wide range of model and non-model
systems from bacteria, plants, crustaceans, and vertebrates. In addition to linking population
biology and genome architecture, these chapters also study diverse components of the genome,
including organelle and nuclear genomes, karyotypes, sex chromosomes, RNA transcripts, small
non-coding RNAs, and repetitive elements, to understand genome evolution, speciation, and
population divergence. For example, Nagai et al. combined mitochondrial and candidate sex
determining gene Sox3 sequences to demonstrate speciation events as well as gene flow among
16 populations of frogs from Japan. In a similar approach that delved into interactions between
the mitochondrial and nuclear genomes in two avian and one crustacean species, Sunnucks et al.
demonstrated how genomic architecture might facilitate better understanding of co-adoption
of mitonuclear interactions and enhance biochemical efficiencies of oxidative phosphorylation.
Potter et al. present another approach by combining genome sequencing data with cytogenetics to
understand chromosome rearrangements leading to speciation and population divergence. Using
a unique Australian native marsupial, the rock wallaby, Potter and colleagues demonstrate the
value of combined approaches of cytogenetics and genomics to understand evolution of genome
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architecture as driver of speciation. Addressing the variability
of LINE element composition in vertebrates, Ruggiero
et al. resequenced 13 genomes of green anole (Anolis carolinensis)
from two populations and found high variation in the frequencies
of polymorphic LINE elements, concluding that large effective
population size and negative selection together curb the
proliferation of LINEs in this species. In another inquiry into
repeated sequences, Samelak-Czajka et al. expand on a clever
and accurate approach for quantifying CNVs in Arabidopsis
genomes, offering a promising approach to quantifying
these widespread structures in plants. Each of these studies
illustrates how molecular and population processes can interact
in unexpected ways to shape the structure of eukaryotic
genomes, an interdisciplinarity that requires consideration of
the population context in which molecular variation is being
studied.

Other studies in the Research Topic attempt to bridge
population biology and genome evolution at macroevolutionary
scales. Hua and Bromham tackle the perennial question of
whether rates of lineage diversification are linked to rates of
genome evolution and discuss a wide range of results and
theoretical connections between the two. França et al. bring
a genomic microscope to examining lineage diversification by
reviewing the role of microRNAs in altering gene expression
between species, thereby playing a potential role in phenotypic
evolution and disease. AnMiao An et al. turn attention to lineage
fusion when studying phenotypic and molecular introgression
in oaks in China. They find both morphological and molecular
signals of introgression in this complex, in some cases leading
to genetic swamping and likely mediated by habitat degradation.
Bobay and Ochman update our knowledge of broad trends
in bacterial genome architecture, showing how genome size is
a product of the interaction of nearly neutral forces of drift
and mutation bias toward deletions and how the interplay of
selection and drift cause deviations from a strict correlation
between genome size and gene number. Finally, Romiguier and
Roux synthesize information on the interactions among of GC-
biased gene conversion, recombination and natural selection
in modulating GC-content in eukaryotes. They illustrate the
interplay between micro- and macroevolution by showing how
variation in GC-content among lineages can strongly bias our

estimation of phylogenies, natural selection, and the extent of
codon bias.

The articles in this Research Topic offer a useful snapshot
of how research in genome evolution naturally incorporates
insights and theories from population genetics, but also
some of the challenges of doing so. To what extent should
macroevolutionary models remain phenomenological, or instead
incorporate the minutiae of evolutionary forces to predict
observed patterns today (Hua and Bromham)? How can modern
genomics effectively update the classical theories of chromosomal
speciation (Potter et al.), or abundance of transposable elements
(Ruggiero et al.), and apply them to natural populations? Today,
coalescent methods of phylogenetic inference (Liu et al., 2015;
Xu and Yang, 2016) have largely answered Felsenstein’s quip.
Similarly, the nearly neutral theory is widely applied on a
genome-wide scale today (e.g., Yi, 2006; Akashi et al., 2012;
Gossmann et al., 2012; Denisov et al., 2014), but even more
noteworthy is the wide range of species and settings in which
it is applied (e.g., Figuet et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018). As
illustrated by the articles in this Research Topic, population
biology thinking has been shown to be useful in most areas
of genome evolution where researchers care to apply it, from
the evolution of sex chromosomes, microRNAs or transposable
elements, to GC-content and genome size. This Research Topic
shows the breadth of situations, both genomic and ecological,
in which population-thinking is helping us to interpret genome
evolution. And, in doing so, few can say today that genome
evolutionists and population biologists rarely talk to each
other.
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Darwinism for the Genomic Age:
Connecting Mutation to
Diversification
Xia Hua* and Lindell Bromham

Centre for Macroevolution and Macroecology, Research School of Biology, Australian National University, Canberra, ACT,
Australia

A growing body of evidence suggests that rates of diversification of biological lineages
are correlated with differences in genome-wide mutation rate. Given that most research
into differential patterns of diversification rate have focused on species traits or
ecological parameters, a connection to the biochemical processes of genome change
is an unexpected observation. While the empirical evidence for a significant association
between mutation rate and diversification rate is mounting, there has been less effort in
explaining the factors that mediate this connection between genetic change and species
richness. Here we draw together empirical studies and theoretical concepts that may
help to build links in the explanatory chain that connects mutation to diversification. First
we consider the way that mutation rates vary between species. We then explore how
differences in mutation rates have flow-through effects to the rate at which populations
acquire substitutions, which in turn influences the speed at which populations
become reproductively isolated from each other due to the acquisition of genomic
incompatibilities. Since diversification rate is commonly measured from phylogenetic
analyses, we propose a conceptual approach for relating events of reproductive isolation
to bifurcations on molecular phylogenies. As we examine each of these relationships,
we consider theoretical models that might shine a light on the observed association
between rate of molecular evolution and diversification rate, and critically evaluate the
empirical evidence for these links, focusing on phylogenetic comparative studies. Finally,
we ask whether we are getting closer to a real understanding of the way that the
processes of molecular evolution connect to the observable patterns of diversification.

Keywords: molecular evolution, macroevolution, phylogeny, comparative studies, reproductive isolation

INTRODUCTION

Darwinism unites genetics (heritable characteristics) with population biology (change in frequency
of heritable traits through differential reproduction) and biodiversity (formation of new lineages
through speciation). The neo-Darwinian synthesis codifies the belief that these processes are
all parts of a single evolutionary process, such that the generation of genetic variation that
makes individuals differ from each other feeds the change in the characteristics of populations
by selection and drift which drives speciation and the diversification of lineages. Thus the
neo-Darwinian synthesis “puts an equals sign between microevolution and macroevolution”
(Dobzhanksy, 1937). Most biologists accept this unified view of evolutionary process.
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Yet evolution is still predominantly studied in a remarkably
partite fashion, with most researchers concentrating on one
particular aspect of this process. While discipline specialization is
a necessary part of modern science, there are some evolutionary
phenomena that require an appreciation of many different levels
of biological organization.

One such phenomenon is the observed correlation between
differences in the mutation rate, estimated by comparing DNA
sequences of different species, with net diversification rate,
estimated from the number of extant species in different lineages
(Barraclough and Savolainen, 2001; Pagel et al., 2006; Eo and
DeWoody, 2010; Lanfear et al., 2010; Duchene and Bromham,
2013; Bromham et al., 2015). This relationship might initially
seem surprising: how could the rate at which mistakes or
damage are repaired in individual genomes lead to differences in
species richness between lineages? The correlates of diversity are
usually examined at the level of lineages, regions and biological
communities. For example, diversification rate has been found
to be associated with life history, dispersal rate, generalized
feeding strategies, geographic range size, environmental energy
and latitude (Cardillo, 1999; Cardillo et al., 2003; Davies et al.,
2004; Phillimore et al., 2006). But evolutionary change must
ultimately start with heritable changes to genetic information, so
the supply of variation is a critical first step in the formation of
new evolutionary lineages.

Our aim with this Hypothesis and Theory paper is to examine
the possible links in the chain of causation that connects
the average mutation rate, estimated by comparing nucleotide
sequences, to differences in lineage net diversification rate, as
measured from molecular phylogenies. In order to investigate
how mutation rate could be linked to diversification rate, we need
to consider how an increase in the supply of genetic variation
could speed the rate of formation of new species. To do this
we will first consider why mutation rate varies between species.
Then we will examine the factors that shape the number and
type of mutations that become fixed features of the genome
within a population (substitutions). Then we consider how the
accumulation of these substitutions can cause population to
diverge from each other, until the genetic differences between
their genomes prevent populations from exchanging genetic
material. At this point, the populations can no longer interbreed,
and we consider them separate species. Lastly, we propose a
conceptual approach to relating the formation of new species to
bifurcations on molecular phylogenies.

We explore both the theoretical foundations and empirical
evidence for the links in the causal chain between mutation rates
and macroevolution. These connections bring together topics
typically considered in different biological disciplines, namely
molecular evolution, population genetics and macroevolution,
but we illustrate some of the approaches that allow us
to effectively view all of these processes simultaneously by
comparing DNA sequences between individuals, populations,
species and lineages. Because the relationship has been noted
by comparing gene sequences between lineages, we confine
our discussion to mutations that change nucleotide sequences.
However, there are many other kinds of genetic change that
may also be important drivers of diversification, such as

chromosomal rearrangement, regulatory changes or epigenetic
modification.

MUTATION RATES EVOLVE

To explain why variation in mutation rate is associated with
differences in diversification rate, the first topic we have
to address is why species differ in their average mutation
rate. Mutation rate is often in the background of molecular
evolutionary studies. It is frequently assigned an arbitrary
constant value, providing a steady drip of genetic variation into
populations. But mutation rate is a dynamic and highly variable
phenomenon, changing across the genome and over time, varying
among individuals and lineages. We should not be surprised that
mutation rate is highly responsive to evolutionary pressures: it is,
after all, the fundamental process at the heart of all evolutionary
change.

Because we wish to examine the links between diversification
rate and the rate of molecular evolution as measured from DNA
sequence comparisons, we will consider only point mutations
that change single nucleotides in gene sequences. Point mutations
arise when damage to DNA is imperfectly repaired or errors in
DNA replication are not fully corrected, resulting in permanent
change to the base sequence such that the changed sequence
will be included in any subsequent copies. DNA is a large,
complex molecule: it is inevitable that it will occasionally suffer
damage that affects the genetic information it encodes. In
addition, the genome must be replicated every time a cell divides,
so even a phenomenally low replication error rate (typically
only one error per billion bases copied) will result in frequent
changes to the DNA sequence. To protect the integrity of the
genetic information needed to make essential components of
the organism, there is a diverse and sophisticated set of cellular
machinery that is directed at detecting and correcting any damage
to the DNA or mistakes made in copying the genome. The costs
of DNA repair to the cell are not well known, but it seems fair to
say that investment in repair apparatus must come at cost of other
cellular functions. Therefore, while we expect organisms to invest
resources in reducing the risk of harmful mutation, there might
come a point where the payoffs of further reduction in mutation
rate are outweighed by the increasing costs of DNA fidelity. All
species must walk a tightrope, finding a balance between fidelity
and error, but they may find different points of balance between
repair and mutation (Denamur and Matic, 2006; Bromham, 2009;
Lynch, 2010).

One aspect of this balancing act, initially proposed on the basis
of information theory, is the need to maintain mutation rates
below an “error threshold,” the copy error rate above which a
replicating sequence effectively goes extinct by failing to produce
sufficiently faithful copies of itself (Eigen, 1971). In the earliest life
forms, this may have led to a trade-off between genome size and
mutation rate: for a given per-base error rate, a small genome is
more likely to be copied without error, but a small genome may
also have limited capacity for evolving mechanisms that reduce
the mutation rate (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry, 1995). The
error threshold model appears to place real-world constraints on
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the evolution of RNA viruses (Holmes, 2003). The reliance of
RNA viruses on the error-prone reverse transcriptase to complete
their life cycle endows them with a mutation rate more than an
order of magnitude greater than DNA viruses (Sanjuán et al.,
2010). While the high mutation rate in RNA viruses has been
considered to contribute to their rapid evolvability, it may also
place restrictions on adaptation by limiting genome size. Small
genomes may speed replication, but it could also place constraints
on coding capacity. Therefore it has been suggested that the high
mutation rate of RNA viruses may, by limiting genome size,
constrain the capacity for evolving new genetic features (Holmes,
2003). Increase in mutation rate beyond the error threshold has
been reported as causing extinction of yeast lines (Herr et al.,
2011a).

It has been suggested that many species settle on a similar
point of balance between the per-genome copy error rate and
genome size that represents a chance of error roughly once
in every three hundred genome copies (Drake et al., 1998), at
least relative to the “non-frivolous fraction” of the genome in
which mutations can influence fitness (Drake, 1991). A larger
genome with more functional sequences provides more targets
for deleterious mutations, so a lower per-base mutation rate is
required to have the same per-genome-replication risk of fitness-
damaging mutations. The balancing point for the per-genome
mutation rates has been most frequently examined for single-
celled organisms. It is less clear whether the same relationship
between genome size and mutation rate applies to large, complex
multicellular organisms. There is surprisingly sparse data on
the association between mutation rate and genome size in large
multicellular organisms (Bromham et al., 2015), but observed
patterns have been considered consistent with an overarching
relationship between the effective genome size and the per-
generation mutation rate (Lynch, 2010).

The balancing point between the costs and benefits of
mutation and repair can be altered by circumstance. Both
theory and experiment have suggested that populations of
microbes subject to rapidly changing conditions can show a
transient increase in mutation rate because “mutator” alleles
that increase the rate of mutation can hitchhike to fixation
through their association with advantageous mutations (Chao
and Cox, 1983; Haraguchi and Sasaki, 1996; Sniegowski et al.,
1997; Taddei, 1997; Giraud, 2001). These theoretical models
and laboratory experiments have found additional support
in observations from medical settings. For example, bacteria
infecting the lungs of patients with cystic fibrosis can only
persist if they can adapt to ongoing antibiotic treatment
and a changing environment as the patient’s lung condition
deteriorates, resulting in a higher frequency of bacteria with
raised mutation rates (Oliver et al., 2000; Oliver and Mena,
2010).

Both models and experiments suggest that it is possible for
mutation rates to be shaped by adaptation to circumstance.
However, most of these experiments and simulations produce
only transient increases in mutation rate, as the association
between the mutator allele and beneficial mutations may be
uncoupled by recombination, and the burden of deleterious
mutations will result in selection against the mutator allele

(McDonald et al., 2012). Can selection produce long-term
differences in mutation rate between species through balancing
the costs and benefits of mutation and repair? There are several
observations that suggest it can. Firstly, in many populations
there is naturally occurring heritable variation in mutation rates.
For example, individuals can vary in the proofreading efficiency
of their polymerase enzymes or their mismatch repair systems
(Oliver et al., 2002; Sundin and Weigand, 2007; Reha-Krantz,
2010). Mutations that disable essential DNA repair genes can lead
to disease phenotypes with dramatically increased mortality for
affected individuals (Bradford et al., 2011), but slight variations
in DNA repair genes that cause relatively mild reductions in
DNA repair efficiency and fidelity can also influence fitness (e.g.,
Mohrenweiser et al., 2003; Gokkusu et al., 2013; Kabzinski et al.,
2016). Although most studied “antimutator” alleles are changes
that can compensate for deficiencies in mutator strains (Herr
et al., 2011b), there is some evidence of naturally occurring alleles
that can increase DNA repair efficiency or copy fidelity (Schaaper,
1998; Foury and Szczepanowska, 2011). The existence of spatial
variation in DNA repair enzymes provides further evidence of
the evolvability of mutation rate in natural populations (Miner
et al., 2015; Svetec et al., 2016). So the raw material for selection
to act on mutation rates does not seem to be lacking in natural
populations.

Secondly, it seems fair to suppose that DNA repair is costly,
such that organisms must find a level of investment that
maximizes survival yet minimizes costs. Higher DNA repair
efficiency may come at cost of other key cellular functions.
For example, costs of repair may explain why the induction of
resource-intensive stress response pathways in bacteria can lead
to an increased mutation rate (Torres-Barceló et al., 2013). The
potential trade-off between investment in DNA repair and other
cellular functions is supported by the observation that some DNA
repair systems are inducible under mutagenic conditions. For
example, plants can have repair systems that are turned on or
increased under high UV conditions, to prevent an upsurge in
DNA damage (Ries et al., 2000). This suggests that maximum
DNA repair efficiency is not maintained at all times, instead
the repair effort is scaled to a level that allows the maintenance
of cellular processes and reproductive potential. The metabolic
cost of DNA repair is supported by observations that individuals
in poor condition or subjected to mild stress can have elevated
mutation rates, presumably because they are unable to invest as
much in DNA repair (Agrawal and Wang, 2008; Goho and Bell,
2000). For example, it has been reported that male birds with
lower levels of antioxidant carotenoids have higher rates of DNA
damage and also reduced survivorship and lower mating success
(Freeman-Gallant et al., 2011).

Thirdly, species can adapt to different levels of risk of
mutation through altered investment in DNA repair. Species
living in highly mutagenic environments might require greater
investment in DNA repair in order to be able to maintain a
persistent population against mutational meltdown. Microbes
living in high-altitude lakes, exposed to high salinity, high
levels of UV radiation and high concentrations of heavy metals,
have been shown to have enhanced levels of DNA repair
(Albarracin et al., 2012). Bacteria adapted to survive long periods
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of desiccation, which results in accumulation of DNA double-
strand breaks, can have enhanced DNA repair that incidentally
allows them to survive other mutagens such as ionizing radiation
(Mattimore and Battista, 1996). Escherichia coli selected to
survive ionizing radiation can evolve DNA repair proteins that
are more efficient and less prone to inhibition by perturbations of
normal metabolism, potentially making these repair proteins able
to function under a broader range of environmental conditions
(Piechura et al., 2015).

Conversely, species living in low mutagen environments
may need to invest less in DNA repair. For example, species
living in low UV environments may have lost some of
their photolyase repair genes (Lucas-Lledó and Lynch, 2009).
Populations can have consistently different levels of efficiency of
UV-induced DNA repair, apparently reflecting different points of
adaptation of DNA repair efficiency to match local environmental
conditions. For example, water fleas from natural ponds with
higher levels of UV exposure have more efficient DNA repair
of light-induced mutation (Miner et al., 2015) and fruit fly
populations from different latitudes show different levels of
UV repair efficiency (Svetec et al., 2016). The adjustment of
DNA repair to the level of mutation risk might also explain
the puzzling lack of evidence for the prediction that basal
metabolic rate should have a direct influence on the mutation
rate, due to the production of free oxygen radicals that can
damage DNA (Gillooly et al., 2007). Although this relationship
has been modeled based on body size and temperature,
comparative studies have found no significant variation of
rate of molecular evolution with metabolic rate, above and
beyond the association with other life history traits such as
body size or generation time (Bromham et al., 1996; Lanfear
et al., 2007; Galtier et al., 2009b). One possible explanation
for the lack of a significant association between metabolic
rate and mutation rate is that DNA repair efficiency may
be adjusted to ameliorate any additional damage, so that
species with high metabolic rates also evolve greater levels of
protection against damage from free-oxygen radicals (Lanfear
et al., 2007).

DNA repair proteins thus can be considered as a “highly
adaptable scaffold readily tailored by evolution to the
requirements for genome maintenance in each particular
organism” (Piechura et al., 2015). Evolution shapes mutation
rates just as it shapes other species traits, balancing costs and
benefits to suit the species form and lifestyle. In the next section,
we will consider how differences in mutation rates between
species can vary predictably with species traits.

SPECIES TRAITS INFLUENCE
MUTATION RATE EVOLUTION

Given that DNA repair is likely to impose a non-trivial cost
on individuals, that higher rates of mutation can lead to lower
survival and reproduction, and that individuals show genetic
variation in DNA repair efficiency, we should expect selection to
find a balance between the cost of repair and the cost of mutation.

But the balance between these competing costs might vary with
other species characteristics (Sniegowski et al., 2000).

In multicellular organisms, the costs of mutation are expected
to increase with increasing body size (Bromham, 2011). The
larger the body, the more cell generations it takes to build it. Every
cell division requires the genome to be copied in its entirety,
and every genome replication brings the risk of copy errors that
might ruin important DNA sequences. The influence of number
of genome replications on the mutation rate is supported by the
observation of higher per-generation mutation rates in males
than in females. Due to the large number of cell generations
required for sperm production, the male germline is copied many
times more per generation that the female germline, and so the
majority of de novo mutations arise in males (Wilson Sayres and
Makova, 2011). Furthermore, germline mutations accumulate
with male age, suggesting that the increasing number of germline
divisions per gamete results in more mutations (Kong et al., 2012;
Venn et al., 2014). Species with stronger potential for sperm
competition, and therefore selective pressure to increase sperm
production, have been found in some cases to have higher rates
of molecular evolution (Bartosch-Harlid et al., 2003), though this
pattern is not supported in all studies (Wilson Sayres et al., 2011).
The influence of number of DNA replications on mutation rate
has been proposed as the explanation for the generation time
effect on rates of molecular evolution, on the assumption that
species with faster generation turnovers copy their germline DNA
more often per unit time (Gaut et al., 1992; Bromham et al., 1996;
Welch et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2010; Lehtonen and Lanfear,
2014).

However, the copy error effect on its own does not seem
sufficient to explain the observed life history patterns in mutation
rate (Nabholz et al., 2008; Welch et al., 2008; Gaut et al., 2011;
Hua et al., 2015). The difference in mutation rates between
species is not commensurate with the difference in number of
genome copies per unit time. For example, mice can go through
50 generations for every human generation, yet the rate of
molecular evolution in mice is only a few times faster than that
in humans. This suggests that the influence of copy number on
mutation rate is modulated by other factors. Other life history
characteristics have a significant relationship with mutation
rate above and beyond their covariation with generation time,
particularly fecundity and longevity (Nabholz et al., 2008; Welch
et al., 2008). The significant association between generation time
and molecular evolution rates may be partly due to it covarying
with other causal traits, but being measured more reliably. Most
studies of longevity are based on maximum recorded lifespan,
which is strongly influenced by number of observations made
(that is, it can only go up as more data points are included), so it
is possible that for species with relatively little data on longevity,
generation time is a better proxy for life history differences.

What effect will selection for longer life spans have on the
evolution of a species’ mutation rate? Larger-bodied species
tend to have longer lives, requiring the maintenance of more
genome copies from incidental damage over a longer time period.
Unrepaired damage to any cell’s genome can result in life-
shortening damage, such as somatic mutations causing cancer.
In particular, the accumulation of mutations in mitochondrial
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genomes has been proposed as a driver of aging (Fridovich, 2004;
Kujoth et al., 2005; Loeb et al., 2005; Larsson, 2010; Yang et al.,
2013). Reactive oxygen species produced in the mitochondria as
a byproduct of metabolism can cause damage to DNA and other
biomolecules. As damage accumulates over time, mitochondrial
function may be impeded. So evolving a longer life span may
require increased investment in cellular mechanisms that reduce
the overall mutation rate in order to keep lifetime mutation risk
to a tolerable level. For example, the mutation rate in long-lived
species might be reduced by greater investment in mechanisms
that prevent oxidative damage (Pamplona and Barja, 2011). This
prediction is borne out by observations that long-lived species of
mammals, birds and fish tend to have lower per-base mutation
rates (as measured by the synonymous substitution rate), above
and beyond the association between longevity and other aspects
of life history (Nabholz et al., 2008; Welch et al., 2008; Galtier
et al., 2009a,b; Hua et al., 2015).

Yet, molecular phylogenetic studies measure the germline
mutation rate, not the somatic mutation rate. Although there
must be evolutionary pressure on the mutation rate in both
somatic and germline cells, the somatic mutation rate need not
be the same as the mutation rate in the germline. Indeed, one
of the possible evolutionary advantages of multicellularity is
the ability to set aside a quiescent germ line in which DNA
(particularly organelle DNA) is relatively protected from the
harmful byproducts of metabolism, and for which expression
levels are kept at a minimum (Bendich, 2010). Keeping germline
copies in a quiescent state might be particularly valuable for
mitochondrial genomes, hence the evolution of separate sexes:
the mitochondrial genomes of motile and metabolically active
male gametes can be discarded at fertilization, leaving only
the quiescent, relatively unimpaired mitochondria from the
immobile female gamete (Allen, 1995; de Paula et al., 2013).

While there is good reason to believe that selection acts on
mutation rates, the power of natural selection to shape DNA
repair might in itself by limited by species traits, specifically by
traits that influence the mutation rate (affecting the supply of
variation) and population size (affecting the power of selection).
In small populations, fewer mutations that improve DNA repair
will arise (Baer et al., 2007), and selection will be less effective
at promoting slight improvements to DNA repair or removing
mutations that increase the mutation rate, potentially limiting
the effectiveness of selection in optimizing mutation rate (Knight
et al., 2005; Lynch, 2007; Hodgkinson and Eyre-Walker, 2011).

Whatever the mechanistic or evolutionary forces that shape
the differences in mutation rate between species – whether an
incidental effect of copy frequency, an adaptive compromise
between competing costs, or some other phenomena – the
practical upshot is that even closely related species can differ
in their average rate of mutation. So the rate of supply of
new genetic variation to a species’ gene pool is at least partly
dependent on a variety of species traits that influence the
mutation rate. What effect will differences in the supply of
variation have on the evolutionary process? The role of mutation
rate in governing the rate of evolution has been given relatively
little attention for non-microbial taxa, perhaps due to a general
conviction that adaptation in complex multicellular creatures

is typically not mutation-limited. But we should not be quick
to dismiss the rate of mutation as playing an important role
in population diversification. Although there is debate about
the relationship between mutation rate, standing variation, and
rate of adaptation (Barrett and Schluter, 2008), empirical studies
suggest that adaptation to rapid environmental change or strong
selection pressures can come from both standing variation
(existing alleles) and de novo mutations (Hartley et al., 2006;
Durand et al., 2010; Jerome et al., 2011). Even if adaptation is
not mutation limited, population divergence can also be driven
by non-adaptive genome evolution that may be influenced by the
mutation rate.

Species-specific differences in mutation rate will only
influence the evolutionary rate of lineage divergence if the supply
of variation influences the rate of fixation of genetic differences:
that is, if the mutation rate at least partly determines the
substitution rate. So now that we have explored the evolutionary
factors that shape the supply of variation to populations at
any point in time, we need to consider how the supply of
variation through mutation contributes to rates of genome
evolution.

Mutation Rate Influences Substitution
Rate
Mutations occur in individual DNA molecules. For a mutation
to be detected as a consistent difference in the DNA sequences
sampled from different populations or species, it must clear
several hurdles. First it must be copied from the genome it
occurred in and passed on to that individual’s offspring, in
order to enter a new generation. If the mutation is included
in one or more offspring in the next generation, then each
of those individuals has a chance to reproduce and pass the
mutation to their offspring. While the mutation is at low
frequency in the population, there is a high chance of being
lost by chance if those few individuals fail to reproduce. If
it increases in representation in the population, the mutation
becomes established as a polymorphism, carried by some but not
all members of the population. Eventually it may rise in frequency
until it replaces all other variants in the population, so now all
new individuals born in that population will carry a copy of that
mutation (barring a new mutation occurring at the same site). At
this point, we call the mutation a substitution and say that it has
been fixed in the population. In this section, we will consider the
factors that influence the rate at which new mutations become
substitutions, thereby contribute to population divergence.

For each neutral mutation that has no effect on fitness, such as
most synonymous substitutions that change the DNA sequence
of a gene but not the amino acid sequence it codes for, the
probability of being passed to future generations is entirely due
to chance, and so its frequency in the population is determined
only by the mutation rate and the effective population size (Ne).
However, the observed level of standing genetic variation within
populations is often much lower than would be expected (Lande,
1976; Turelli, 1984; Lynch and Hill, 1986) if the amount of
variation was shaped only by the processes of mutation and
genetic drift (Frankham, 2012; Hodgins-Davis et al., 2015). This
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suggests that that there must be additional factors limiting the
accumulation of genetic variation in populations (Eyre-Walker
and Keightley, 2007).

For non-neutral mutations, such as most non-synonymous
mutations that change the amino acid sequence of a protein,
their frequency in the population will be determined not only by
the mutation rate and the effective population size, but also the
selection coefficient of the mutation (s). The influence of chance
events on allele frequencies is potentially much greater in small
populations. For example, the lucky survival and reproduction
of an individual with a mutation that slightly lowers fitness will
have a proportionally greater effect on allele frequencies in a
small population than in a large population. In a large population,
random fluctuations in allele frequencies are less likely to result
in chance fixation, because they have proportionally less effect
on average frequencies from one generation to the next. The
larger the population, the less influence of chance events on allele
frequencies. Therefore a beneficial mutation (s > 0) is more likely
to increase in frequency in larger population than in a smaller
population. Mutations with a substantial fitness costs (s << 0)
will not become substitutions, as they will be removed from
the population by purifying selection. But slightly deleterious
changes (s < 0) will be nearly neutral and are more likely to go
to fixation by chance in smaller population (Ohta, 1992).

We can describe the probability that a new mutation will
becomes a substitution, found in all genomes in the population.
We call this probability the fixation probability Pfix. Theoretical
studies provide an analytical approximation of the fixation
probability (Waxman, 2011):

Pfix =
1− E[e−4NesX(T)

]

1− e−4Nes .

This approximation accounts for a general situation where the
values of effective population size and selection coefficient can
change over T amount of time. So T = 0 means the population
has constant effective population size and selection coefficient.
According to the equation, the fixation probability depends on
the product of the effective population size and the selection
coefficient of the mutation, and on the frequency of the mutation
at time T [X(T)].

Over evolutionary time periods, the overall substitution rate
in the population approximates the product of the mutation rate
in the population and the fixation probability of each mutation,
that is, 2NeuPfix, where u is the mutation rate. When most
mutations are neutral (s = 0) and when effective population
size stays constant, Pfix depends only on the initial frequency
of a mutation. For a new mutation occurring in a population
of diploid individuals, its initial frequency is 1/2N, where N
is the number of individuals in the population. Under these
conditions, substitution rate equals uNe/N. To investigate the
impact of changing effective population size over time on the
substitution rate, we simulated changes in the frequency of a
mutation when the effective population size increases, decreases,
or stays constant. The resulting frequencies were used to calculate
the expectation value of e−4NesX(T) in the equation for Pfix. Results
suggest that changing the effective population size does not have

a significant effect on the neutral substitution rate (Figure 1).
Therefore, the rate of neutral substitutions always approximates
uNe/N, regardless of the demographic history of the population.

Theory predicts the rate of fixation of neutral mutations will
be unaffected by population size. The substitution of beneficial
mutations will be faster in large population and the effect is
greater in an expanding population (Figure 1). The substitution
of deleterious mutations will be faster in small populations and
the effect is greater in a declining population (Figure 1). Given
that advantageous mutations are relatively rare compared to
deleterious mutations (Eyre-Walker and Keightley, 2007), we
expect smaller populations to have the greater overall substitution
rate for a given mutation rate.

We can test these predictions by comparing different classes
of substitutions in DNA sequence comparisons. Since all types
of substitution rates are related to mutation rate, taking the
ratio between any two of them will cancel out the influence
of mutation rate. Therefore, a common test for the effect of
population size on substitution rate is to correlate population
size to the ratio between non-synonymous to synonymous
substitution rates (dN/dS). Similarly, radical substitutions (from
one class of amino acid residue to another) are more likely to
be deleterious than conservative substitutions (within the same
functional category) because radical substitutions cause more
changes in the physiochemical properties of the protien, so the
ratio between them (Kr/Kc) is expected to show the same pattern
with population size as dN/dS (Figure 1; Zhang, 2000; Smith,
2003).

The predicted negative relationship between dN/dS and
population size has been supported by observed correlations
between dN/dS and life history traits that scale with population
size (Nikolaev et al., 2007; Popadin et al., 2007; Lartillot and
Delsuc, 2012; Romiguier et al., 2013; Figuet et al., 2014). It has
also been supported by comparing sister lineages that differ in
effective population size, such as domesticated populations to
wild populations (Björnerfeldt et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2011)
and island lineages to their mainland close relatives (Johnson
and Seger, 2001; Woolfit and Bromham, 2005), although island
lineages do not necessarily have smaller effective population size
than mainland lineages (Wright et al., 2009; James et al., 2016).
A puzzling exception is that dN/dS in birds shows no correlation
to body size (which is often related to population size), but the
correlation between Kr/Kc and body size is as predicted (Nabholz
et al., 2013; Weber et al., 2014; Figuet et al., 2016). While there
are many possible causes of the lack of relationship in birds, such
as a lack of correlation between life history traits and historical
population size or unreliable estimates of dN/dS (Lartillot, 2013),
there is thusfar a puzzling lack of evidence that they provide an
explanation for the lack of correlation between dN/dS and body
size in birds (Figuet et al., 2016).

Interestingly, the formula of fixation probability never
suggests a linear relationship between dN/dS and population
size. In fact, we show in Figure 1 that in the range of effective
population size where it has strong negative relationship with
Kr/Kc, dN/dS may show weak or even no dependence on
population size particularly when population declines. So, a
simple correlation test between dN/dS and population size may
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FIGURE 1 | Relationship between substitution rate, dN/dS, Kr/Kc, and effective population size (Nε) under different scenarios of population growth
and selection coefficient (s). Fixation probability is calculated by the general formula described in the text. To approximate the expectation value in the formula,
500000 replicates of an allele are simulated under a Wright-Fisher model described in Waxman (2011). In each simulation, selection coefficient stays constant and
population size changes deterministically over generations. When population grows, the final population size is 1.9 times the initial population size. When population
declines, the final population size is 0.1 times the initial population size. Fast population change takes 20 generations to reach the final population size. Slow
population change takes 200 generations. Substitution rate is then calculated from the fixation probability and is plotted on natural log scale with respect to mutation
rate, so when substitution rate equals mutation rate, the value is 0 in the plots. dN/dS is calculated as the ratio between the fixation probability of a slightly
deleterious mutation (s = −0.001) to that of a neutral mutation (s = 0). Kr/Kc is calculated as the ratio between the fixation probability of a deleterious mutation
(s = −0.01) to that of a slightly deleterious mutation (s = −0.001).

not be a robust way to test our theoretical understanding
of substitutions against empirical data. We suggest that the
formula of fixation probability should be explicitly accounted in
future analyses on the relationship between population size and
substitution rates. In particular, the formula can be written into a
form similar to logistic regression, where the selection coefficient
is the regression coefficient and the expectation term becomes a
parameter in the link function to estimate.

We have considered the way that increases in mutation
rate should flow through to increases in substitution rate, in
many classes of substitution (neutral, advantageous, slightly
deleterious). Now we can look at the way the accumulation
of substitutions makes populations genetically distinct from
each other. In the next section, we will consider how isolation
between populations is achieved either by spatial separation
or through the acquisition of genetic traits that reduce the
chances of interbreeding. Once populations are isolated, they will
accumulate unique sets of substitutions.

ISOLATED POPULATIONS ACQUIRE
DIFFERENT SUBSTITUTIONS

The simplest way for populations to become isolated is through
the imposition of a physical barrier to the movement of alleles
from one population to another. When a once-continuous
population is divided by unsuitable habitat, there are three
possible outcomes. One is that the barrier continues to prevent
gene flow between the divided populations. The second is that
the barrier is removed, allowing individuals or gametes to move
between populations once more. The third is that one or both of

the daughter populations acquires adaptations that allow them
to overcome the barrier and re-establish contact with the other
population. The first two processes are entirely determined by
the frequency at which isolating mechanisms are created or
removed. But the third possibility is a biological process and its
frequency will depend not only on the nature of the isolating
mechanism but also on the ability of either daughter population
to adapt to the novel intervening habitat and overcome the
barrier. Adaptation is found to occur on both new mutations and
standing genetic variation (Olson-Manning et al., 2012). Standing
genetic variation is also positively correlated with direct estimates
of mutation rate (Vigouroux et al., 2002; Phillips et al., 2009). So,
higher mutation rate could facilitate local adaptation, potentially
allowing secondary contact between divided populations (Barton,
2001; Sexton et al., 2009).

It’s possible for substitutions to cause genetic isolation
between populations in the absence of a physical barrier to
interbreeding. Divergent selection for different substitutions
within the population may contribute to non-random mating
(Servedio et al., 2011). For example, divergent selection on
flowering time has been detected in two genetically distinct
populations of Mimulus guttatus, causing temporal isolation
between the two populations (Lowry et al., 2008), and divergent
selection on color pattern mimicry has been found to cause
assortative mating in sister species Heliconius melpomene (Jiggins
et al., 2001). Such substitutions can happen rapidly under
local adaptation, generating genetically isolating populations
(Servedio et al., 2011), so the effectiveness of this process will
depend on how common these kinds of disruptive traits are,
and on the rate of generation of relevant alleles by mutation.
Therefore, the major limit on the evolution of non-random
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mating is the initial frequency of alleles associated with these
disruptive traits in the populations, which is related to the
mutation rate and the rarity of the traits. In theory, any
substitutions that make individuals more likely to mate with
individuals of the same population will facilitate genetic isolation
between populations. The most general case is when substitutions
make immigrants much less viable and/or fertile than local
individuals (Servedio et al., 2011).

If divergent selection is removed, then non-random mating
may breakdown. For example, light gradient has been found to
drive divergent evolution of female sensory bias in some cichlid
fish, such that females at different water depths prefer different
male colors (Seehausen et al., 2008). But the same species living
in turbid water does not show the same preference, presumably
because light of the certain wavelengths is absorbed so fast
that most water depths have monochromatic light, under which
females cannot discriminate color (Seehausen and van Alphen,
1998).

We have now considered how sub-populations can acquire
different sets of substitutions, either because physical barriers
prevent movement of substitutions between them, or because
divergent selection fixes different traits in different parts of
a species’ range which directly or indirectly engender genetic
isolation between populations. Now we will consider how the
acquisition of these different sets of substitutions can contribute
to genetic incompatibility between populations, paving the way
for the formation of new species.

SUBSTITUTIONS LEAD TO
INCOMPATIBILITY

Given some level of population isolation, genetic differences
between populations will inevitably accumulate over time.
If these genetic differences reduce the chance of successful
reproduction between members of different populations, they
contribute to the reproductive isolation (RI), preventing or
reducing gene flow between populations. Broadly speaking, there
are three ways that substitutions can contribute to reproductive
isolation: by local adaptation of populations making hybrids unfit
in either of the parent environment (e.g., Via et al., 2000), by
influencing the chance of successful mating or fertilization (pre-
zygotic isolation: e.g., Quinn et al., 2000), or by generating sets
of alleles that reduce hybrid viability and/or fertility when mixed
with alleles from other populations (post-zygotic isolation, or
genomic incompatibility: e.g., Yamamoto et al., 2010).

However, there may be no clear line between the different
ways that alleles contribute to RI. For example, local adaptation
that involves changes to metabolic genes might involve co-
ordinated changes to both mitochondrial and nuclear genes,
potentially causing cytonuclear conflicts if mitochondrial alleles
from one population are combined with nuclear alleles from
another population (Johnson, 2010). Furthermore, if mutations
conferring local adaptation are physically linked on the same
chromosome to mutations causing genomic incompatibility,
locally incompatible regions of the genomes (“speciation
islands”) can reduce interbreeding between populations and

accelerate their genetic differentiation (Via, 2009, 2012). It is
possible for RI to evolve within a population, for example
through polyploidy or chromosomal rearrangement, as long
as the mutant individuals can reproduce by selfing or mating
with other mutants, but have greatly reduced chance of
successfully combining chromosomes with wildtype members of
the population (Ptacek et al., 1994; Guelbeogo et al., 2005; Wood
et al., 2009; Twyford and Friedman, 2015).

Following Dobzhansky’s pioneering experiments in the early
1900s that involved introgressing small regions of the genome
from one species to another (Dobzhansky, 1936), “speciation
genes” have been identified which confer low fitness in
hybrid genetic backgrounds but not in their original genetic
backgrounds. The genomic incompatibility caused by these genes
stems from antagonistic interactions between parental genomes.
Empirical studies on speciation genes have agreed on four general
patterns (Coyne and Orr, 2004; Welch, 2004; Presgraves, 2010).
First, the completion of RI can involve multiple incompatibilities.
Second, the evolution of each incompatibility can be driven by
multiple substitutions. Third, these substitutions are often found
in uniparentally inherited genes. Fourth, these substitutions cause
significant decrease in individual fitness only when they are in
particular combinations.

Most of the models developed to account for these patterns
are derivatives of the Dobzhansky–Muller-Incompatibility (DMI)
model (Dobzhanksy, 1937; Muller, 1942). The basic argument
of a DMI model is that combinations of alleles found in
high frequencies in a given population must be compatible
with each other; otherwise they would be removed from the
population by purifying selection. Given that any individual
unfortunate enough to inherit a deleterious combination of
alleles has lower fitness, so will pass on fewer copies of those
alleles to the next generation, we expect incompatible alleles
to reduce in frequency within an interbreeding population.
But alleles in one isolated population are not tested against
alleles in other populations, so combinations of alleles that
can only be formed by hybridization between populations
may have low overall fitness. The DMI model is particularly
good at explaining the four general patterns of “speciation
genes,” because it predicts that incompatibility is a feature
of particular allele combinations, and it assumes that each
incompatibility involves multiple substitutions as it requires
different substitutions in different populations (Welch, 2004).
Note that, although the DMI model was originally proposed
to describe the evolution of genomic incompatibility, it can
be generalized to model the other two ways that substitutions
can contribute to reproductive isolation through prezygotic
incompatibility or local adaptation. We can use the DMI model
in any cases by where substitutions have positive or neutral
effects on fitness in their own populations, but hybrids may have
deleterious combinations of alleles from both parent populations
and so contribute to RI.

When a population is divided, each subpopulation will
acquire substitutions, and every substitution has some chance
of creating incompatibility between the subpopulations. Orr
(1995) formulated the DMI model by assuming that each
derived allele in a population has equal probability of being
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incompatible with each of the derived alleles in the other
population. As a result, the number of incompatibilities
is the number of all possible combinations of derived
alleles, which increases with the square of the number of
substitutions fixed between the two populations. This prediction
that the rate of acquisition of RI increases quadratically
with genetic differences between populations is called the
snowball effect (Orr, 1995). While empirical studies have given
some support for the snowball effect (Matute et al., 2010;
Moyle and Nakazato, 2010; Wang et al., 2015), it has been
suggested that these results suffer from inaccurate estimates
of genetic divergence between species (Stadler et al., 2012) or
overestimates in the frequency of hybrid inviability (Barbash,
2011).

The assumption that every derived allele in a population
has equal probability of being incompatible with each of the
derived alleles in the other population does not seem realistic,
as we might expect alleles associated with the same function
to have a greater risk of being incompatible than substitutions
affecting distinct functions that do not interact. For example, if
different copies of a duplicated gene are silenced by mutations
in different populations, then a hybrid may inherit both silenced
copies and so lose the gene function (Masly et al., 2006; Bikard
et al., 2009). Similarly, if one population fixes two alleles in
succession, one of which compensates for the deleterious effect
of the other allele, then a hybrid may suffer reduction in fitness
if it inherits only one of the alleles without the compensating
effect of the other allele. Some speciation genes are associated
with the suppression of molecular drive by cytoplasmic genomes,
pathogens or selfish genetic elements, which favor their own
transmission at the expense of fitness of gametes not carrying
them (Johnson, 2010; Presgraves, 2010). A hybrid between two
separate populations might have incompatible sets of alleles,
having the elements from one population but the suppression
mechanisms of another. Situations such as these that involve
pairs of compatible alleles could drive a linear relationship
between the number of incompatibilities and genetic divergence
between populations. So if paired substitutions affecting related
functions are the primary cause of genomic incompatibility,
then we might expect the rate of increase in RI to be less than
quadratic.

But we should not expect all incompatible alleles to
be paired up. Indeed, observation suggests that multiple
substitutions are often needed to confer an incompatibility
(Coyne and Orr, 2004; Welch, 2004). Given the complexity
in the way derived alleles interact to cause incompatibilities,
we might not expect either a strict linear or quadratic
increase in RI with the number of substitutions fixed between
two populations. If incompatibilities can be identified from
genetic mapping data, then the number of incompatibilities
can be regressed against the number of substitutions fixed
between species (Matute et al., 2010; Moyle and Nakazato,
2010). Then we could use the degree of greater-than-linear
increase as a continuous measure of how many alleles in one
population can be incompatible with each allele in another
population. We can also explicitly model the accumulation
of incompatibilities along phylogenies under different models

and compare the goodness-of-fit between models against the
observed number of incompatibilities among species (Wang
et al., 2013).

We have seen that species differ in the rate of supply of new
mutations, and that this should influence the rate of acquisition
of substitutions. Isolation between populations – whether by
physical, behavioral or genetic barriers to interbreeding –
will cause different sets of substitutions to accumulate in
sister populations. These substitutions must be compatible
with other alleles in the population, but may be incompatible
with substitutions accumulated independently in the sister
populations. Now we will consider how the accumulation of
incompatible substitutions leads to the formation of new species.

INCOMPATIBILITY LEADS TO
SPECIATION

Both spatial isolation and genetic isolation may drive speciation
if the isolating conditions can be sustained for a sufficiently long
time. The DMI model suggests that isolation makes speciation
inevitable, as divided populations will eventually accumulate
sufficient differences to prevent the formation of successful
hybrids during secondary contact. Even if RI is not complete
during secondary contact, as long as there is some form of
selection against hybridization and the selection is strong enough,
traits that facilitate premating isolation can be selected for
to complete RI (Servedio and Noor, 2003; Otto et al., 2008;
Bank et al., 2012). The more substitutions contribute to RI, the
stronger is the selection against hybridization. So in order to
link mutation, substitution and speciation, we need to ask how
the rate of accumulation of substitutions is linked to the rate of
formation of reproductive isolation.

To answer this question, Gavrilets and Gravner (1997)
extended the DMI model to the holey landscape model, which
considers an adaptive landscape in which the “holes” are
unfit genotypes. The holey landscape model demonstrates the
conditions under which incompatible substitutions can be fixed
in different populations, and provides quantitative predictions
concerning the number of substitutions and the amount of time
required to reach RI. Because strongly deleterious mutations
are unlikely to be fixed, we need to look for the conditions
under which incompatible substitutions can be fixed in different
populations without incurring large fitness costs. In other words,
we want to find evolutionary paths that move along the adaptive
landscape without falling into a hole. Given a DMI prediction
on the relationship between incompatibilities and substitutions,
the holey landscape model is able to predict the number of
evolutionary paths that a genotype can move along (Gavrilets,
2004).

When all the incompatible substitutions are paired, the
number of incompatibilities is a linear function of the number of
substitutions εd, where ε is the probability that each substitution
causes reduction in fitness and d is the number of substitutions
that differ from a starting genotype. If the starting genotype
has L mutational targets, there are L number of steps the
genotype can take with one substitution and the probability
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that any step will not lead to a hole is the chance that the
next substitution is compatible with any previous substitutions
and so causes no reduction in fitness: 1–ε. Then the expected
number of paths for the starting genotype is L(1–ε). So the
conditions where the starting genotype can move along the
fitness landscape without falling into a hole is when L(1–
ε) > 1, which is almost always true. Following similar arguments,
the conditions for a snowball effect (quadratic increase in
incompatibility) is ε < lnL/L (Gavrilets, 2004). In this case, having
more mutational targets (L) should have lower values of ε to
fulfill the condition of a snowball effect. In principle, ε can
be estimated from a regression model between the number of
incompatibilities and the number of substitutions fixed between
species.

Assuming the simplest case where any one pair of
incompatible substitutions causes complete RI, and all
substitutions have the same chance of being incompatible,
we can consider the probability that two populations differ in d
substitutions can still interbreed. Two populations can interbreed
if the path of d substitutions between them along the landscape
does not fall in a hole, the probability of which is (1− ε)d . The
probability that the k-th substitution causes RI is (1− ε)k−1ε.
So the expectation of the number of substitutions required to
complete RI is

∑
∞

k=1 k(1− ε)k−1ε = 1/ε. The expected amount
of time to complete RI is then the ratio between the number of
substitutions to reach RI and the substitution rate (Gavrilets,
2004). This model allows us to make predictions concerning the
relationship between mutation rates, substitution rates and time
to speciation. If each step along the evolutionary paths of the
populations is neutral or nearly neutral, the overall substitution
rate in a population should be primarily determined by the
mutation rate (see Mutation Rate Influences Substitution Rate).
If the incompatible substitutions are the result of adaptation,
then this will reduce the time to reach complete RI, proportional
to the product between effective population size and selection
coefficient (Gavrilets, 2004). Because this calculation is based
solely on new mutations and neglects the role of standing
genetic variation within populations, it may overestimate
time to achieve RI (Gavrilets, 2004). To account for standing
genetic variation, one can numerically model changes in genetic
variation both within and between populations (Gavrilets,
1999).

Clearly, the waiting time to speciation will depend on many
interacting factors, including the rate of supply of genetic
variation, the level of gene flow between isolated populations,
the nature of the genetic changes underlying reproductive
isolation, population size and nature of selective pressures. The
holey landscape model only provides general predictions on
the relationship between mutation rate, substitution rate, and
speciation rate. But general predictions are useful for comparative
studies, in which the influences of confounding factors may be
treated as random effects when sample size is large.

Now that we have seen how species differ in mutation rates,
and how these will influence the rate at which populations
acquire substitutions that will cause them to become genetically
incompatible, we can explore the relationship between the
formation of genetically isolated populations and the rate of

diversification. To do this, we need to consider the possible
evolutionary fates of newly isolated populations once they have
formed.

SPECIATION DRIVES DIVERSIFICATION

Diversification is the net result of the processes that change
the number of independent evolving lineages. The possible
component processes of diversification are speciation adding
lineages, extinction removing lineages, and merger of existing
lineages through hybridization. So to understand how the
processes that lead to genetically isolated populations contribute
to diversification, we need to consider the factors that influence
whether these new isolated populations will persist. If they persist,
they may potentially divide again. Or, one or more of them may
go extinct, resulting in the loss of any unique substitutions that
had accumulated in that species. Or, if RI is not complete, isolated
populations may reconnect and merge genetically with each
other during secondary contact, losing their separate identity and
becoming a single intermixed lineage.

While the process of speciation is typically studied by
comparing closely related populations, diversification is usually
studied by comparing the diversity of lineages over time and
space. Because we are focusing only on evolutionary analysis
of DNA sequences, we will not attempt to consider the ways
that palaeontological, taxonomic and biogeographic data are
used to shed light on the process of diversification. Instead we
will consider only how diversification rate is measured from
molecular phylogenies. Rather than considering the existence of
RI between populations, phylogenetic studies of diversification
rate typically rely on counting the number of recognized taxa
within genetically distinct lineages. Speciation rate is typically
estimated from the distribution of branching events in a
phylogeny (e.g., Pagel et al., 2006), and differences in the net
diversification rate estimated by comparing the number of extant
species per lineage (e.g., Bromham et al., 2015).

These phylogenetic measures of diversification rate do not
map exactly to the process being considered in speciation
models. Taxonomic counts of species in a lineage are typically
based on the number of physically or biogeographically distinct
forms rather than direct measures of reproductive isolation.
Phylogenetic identification of species recognizes populations that
show deep genetic divergence (Simpson, 1962; de Queiroz, 1998),
but not all the genetic differences between populations cause RI,
and in some cases previously isolated populations can rejoin and
fuse (Coyne and Orr, 2004), and physically or spatially distinct
forms may be connected by interbreeding populations (Irwin
et al., 2001). So phylogenetic estimates of diversification are not
direct measures of time to reach RI as predicted by studies on
speciation (Wiens, 2004).

To understand the relationship between phylogenetic
patterns and speciation processes, we need to consider the
interplay between population isolation, secondary contact, and
reproductive isolation, and the relative amounts of evolutionary
time between them. First we can define the expected waiting
time between isolating events, which we will call TI (time to
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isolation). If isolating events are physical barriers preventing
interbreeding, then TI may depend on chance environmental
factors that divide populations. If isolating events are caused by
substitutions that cause non-random mating, then TI depends
not only on the occurrence of environmental factors that trigger
divergent selection on the subpopulations, but also the amount
of time the populations take to evolve non-random mating.

Similarly, we can consider the expected waiting time
for two previously divided populations to come back into
contact, reestablishing the potential for gene flow (TS, time to
secondary contact). In the case of physical barriers, TS could
depend, like TI , on chance environmental factors that remove
isolating barriers (e.g., a river changing course), or TS may
be due to ecological succession (e.g., burnt forest re-growing).
Alternatively, TS might be governed by genetic change within
the population, if one or both of the divided populations is
able to adapt to the intervening unsuitable habitat. So when
populations are isolated by unsuitable habitat, TS equals the
length of time the intervening habitat remains unsuitable or
the amount of time it takes for populations to adapt to
the unsuitable habitat, whichever is shorter. When isolation
is due to non-random mating, TS may be rapid (e.g., if a
sudden change in environment removes divergent selection)
or more gradual (e.g., if the breakdown in divergent selection
is due to selection for the same new adaptive trait in both
populations).

Finally, we can consider the waiting time to complete RI,
TR, which describes the amount of time needed to accumulate
sufficient incompatibilities to become irreversibly genetically
incompatible, even if secondary contact between populations
is restored. At TR, members of the population can no longer
interbreed even if brought back into contact.

We can consider the pattern of lineage evolution under
different relative values of TI , TS and TR (Figure 2). When
the waiting time to secondary contact tends to be greater
than the time needed to complete RI (TS > TR), previously
isolated populations won’t be able to interbreed if they come
into secondary contact. In these circumstances, isolation leads
to distinct species, and the internodal branch lengths of an
accurately reconstructed phylogeny should equal TI (Figures 2A–
B). In this situation, the diversification rate estimated from
branching events reflects the frequency of the isolating events.

When waiting time to secondary contact is much less than
the time needed to develop complete reproductive isolation
(TS � TR), previously isolated populations can interbreed if
they come into secondary contact. If waiting time to secondary
contact is shorter than the typical period between events that
separate populations (TI > TS), then separated populations are
able to fuse again before the next isolation event happens.
If we were to reconstruct this history on a phylogeny, we
would not be able to detect the period of isolation, instead
we would detect only the most recent isolating event that
causes a split (Figure 2C). If waiting time to secondary contact
is longer than the period between isolating events (TI < TS),
the next isolation event happens before populations have a
chance to merge, keeping the most spatially distant populations
isolated (Figure 2D). If we were to reconstruct this history

FIGURE 2 | Illustration for the conceptual approach to relating events
of reproductive isolation to bifurcations on molecular phylogenies.
Each scenario includes the true history of diversification on the left and the
reconstructed molecular phylogeny on the right, assuming the phylogeny is
accurately reconstructed. Gaps between lineages in the true history indicate
population isolation. The color indicates the genetic distinctiveness of each
lineage (in terms of how many different substitutions the populations have
acquired). The brighter the color is, the more distinctive the lineage is to the
others. Diversification starts with a white lineage that bifurcates into a pink and
a green lineage. During the process, populations are expanding and
encounter new isolation events. Then pink lineage bifurcates into a red and a
purple lineage, and green lineage bifurcates into a yellow and a blue lineage.
TI is the expected waiting time between isolating events, which are kept the
same under all the scenarios in order to make the internodal branch lengths of
the reconstructed phylogenies under different scenarios comparable to each
other. TS is the amount of time that populations remain isolated. TR is the
amount of time that populations accumulate enough incompatibilities to reach
complete RI. Stars represent reinforcement events and crosses represent
extinction events. (A–J) describe different evolutionary scenarios: see text for
details.

on a phylogeny, we would observe the most spatially distant
populations having deepest genetic divergence (even though they
may not be the oldest isolating events), and the phylogenetic
relationships between these populations and the population that
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is spatially distributed in the middle of them might not be fully
resolved.

When waiting time to secondary contact is slightly less than
the time needed to develop complete reproductive isolation
(TS < TR), some degree of reproductive isolation has evolved
between populations, so hybrids produced by secondary contact
will have reduced fitness, in which case there are two possible
outcomes. First, traits that facilitate premating isolation may be
selected for to prevent production of low-fitness hybrids, and
this selection will favor mutations that bring about complete
RI. Under this scenario, we would observe similar phylogenetic
patterns as the case of TS > TR (Figures 2E,F). Second, the
loss of reproductive output on unsuccessful hybrid mating
could be severe enough to result in extinction of one or both
populations (Todesco et al., 2016). If one population goes
extinct, we would observe similar phylogenetic patterns as the
case of TS � TR (Figures 2G,H). If isolation events are less
frequent than secondary contact events (TI > TS; Figure 2I),
then both populations may go extinct on merger due to
loss of reproductive output. However, an isolation event may
save a population from extinction by hybridization, allowing
persistence of the lineage, leading to a pattern of species with
discrete spatial distributions. In this case each internode on the
phylogeny would represent multiple isolating and merging events
(Figure 2J).

In our illustration, we assumed that the values of TI , TS, and
TR were constant over the phylogeny, but it might be more
realistic to model them as random variables. If the values can
change over time and between lineages, then all the different
scenarios illustrated in Figure 2 may be found in a single
reconstructed phylogeny reconstructed from the sequence data
of a species group.

Using our conceptual approach to relating events of
reproductive isolation to bifurcations on molecular phylogenies,
we can make some predictions about the role of mutation
rate in shaping average speciation rates. As outlined in
the previous section, we expect mutation rate to have a
role in determining the rate of formation of reproductive
isolation between populations, so higher mutation rate should
result in shorter TR. When the rate of secondary contact is
controlled primarily by environmental change, populations with
shorter TR are more likely to evolve reproductive isolation
before secondary contact, so these populations will show
the phylogenetic patterns under the scenario of TS > TR
(Figures 2A,B), where internodal branch lengths are shorter
and speciation rate is higher than other scenarios. Higher
mutation rate may also result in faster evolution of non-random
mating under divergent selection and so shorter TI . Populations
with shorter TI are more likely to show the phylogenetic
patterns under scenarios of T1 < TS (Figures 2B,D,F,H,J),
where speciation rate is also higher than the corresponding
scenarios of T1 > TS (Figures 2A,C,E,G,I). As a result, greater
mutation rates may lead to faster speciation due to more
rapid accumulation of reproductive isolation and/or faster
evolution of non-random mating. But when secondary contact
is driven by one or both of the divided populations evolving
to occupy the intervening habitat, we would expect populations

with faster mutation rate to have both shorter TS and TR,
because greater genetic variation in populations may speed
both adaptation to novel environments and the evolution of
reproductive isolation. Under this situation, whether faster
mutation can accelerate speciation depends on the relative
magnitude of TS versus TS, which seems unlikely to have a general
pattern.

It is also possible that mutation rate could influence
diversification rate through relative extinction rates. Several
theoretical studies have suggested that populations with faster
mutation rate should adapt to novel environments faster (Lynch,
1996; Barton and Partridge, 2000; Stockwell et al., 2003; Orr
and Unckless, 2008). This may provide some reduction in
extinction rates if extinction is largely driven by failing to adapt
to environmental changes. However, some population genetic
models have predicted an opposite effect, where the accumulation
of deleterious mutations in extremely small populations causes
extinction by “mutational meltdown” (Lynch et al., 1995; Lande,
1998). Due to difficulties in measuring the extinction rate for
most lineages, it is difficult to test these hypotheses directly.
In terms of the effect on diversification rates measured from
phylogenies, extinction influences phylogenetic branch lengths
because in most cases we expect to have direct evidence for only
a relatively small proportion of all of the extinct species. Missing
data from the extinct lineages increases internodal branch lengths
in the phylogeny and decreases estimates of diversification
rate.

LINKING MUTATION RATES TO
DIVERSIFICATION RATES

We have discussed how the rate of supply of new genetic
variation is determined by the mutation rate that varies between
species. We have also seen how patterns and rates of fixation
of mutations in populations are influenced by factors that are
in themselves shaped by species traits. Therefore we expect
that patterns and rates of accumulation of genetic differences
will differ between lineages. The acquisition of substitutions
causes populations to diverge from each other, until they become
so different that they cannot freely interbreed. These links –
more mutations, more substitutions, more incompatibilities, a
higher rate of speciation, and a higher rate of diversification –
connect biochemical events in single cells to the generation of
biodiversity. This is not to say that the production of variation
by itself explains the process of diversification. Clearly, individual
speciation events will be driven by particular local circumstances
and the biology of the organism in question. But given that a
link between mutation and diversification has been detected in
comparative studies, we conclude that the production of variation
makes some degree of contribution to the rate of evolutionary
change at both the microevolutionary and macroevolutionary
levels.

Empirical support for this connection between mutation and
diversification comes primarily from molecular phylogenetic
studies that show a correlation between estimates of rate
of molecular evolution (estimated from phylogenies either
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from the tips, all branches, or root-to-tip paths) and
measures of net diversification rate (either species richness
or number of nodes in a tree). Association between rates
of molecular evolution and species richness has been noted
for a wide range of plants and animals (Barraclough and
Savolainen, 2001; Davies et al., 2004; Pagel et al., 2006; Eo and
DeWoody, 2010; Lancaster, 2010; Duchene and Bromham,
2013; Ezard et al., 2013; Bromham et al., 2015; Dugo-Cota
et al., 2015). While individual studies may be subject to
measurement biases or analytical artifacts, the diversity of
approaches taken and the wide variety of data analyzed
supports the contention that these studies reveal a widespread
phenomenon.

While comparative studies demonstrate statistically significant
and consistent patterns across many taxa, they don’t reveal
the underlying cause of the relationship between rates of
molecular evolution and diversification. We have hypothesized
how mutation rate could promote diversification, either by
providing more raw materials for adaptation, or by contributing
to the evolution of reproductive isolation, or both. Conversely,
it has been suggested that the process of speciation could
cause acceleration in rates of molecular evolution, resulting
in longer phylogenetic branch lengths in more species-rich
lineages (Pagel et al., 2006). However, this hypothesis is
difficult to reconcile with studies that have identified a
correlation between the synonymous substitution rate and
species richness (Barraclough and Savolainen, 2001; Lanfear
et al., 2007; Duchene and Bromham, 2013; Bromham et al.,
2015). Given that variation in synonymous substitution rate
is considered to reflect differences in the mutation rate, it is
difficult to see how speciation can directly influence mutation
rate.

Alternatively, the association between molecular rates and
diversification rate may be an incidental consequence of
both being associated with some other factor, although it is
difficult to think of a convincing indirect link. While body
size and other associated life history characteristics correlate
with rate of molecular evolution in a wide range of taxa,
size is a surprisingly poor predictor of species richness in
animals (Owens et al., 1999; Orme et al., 2002; Stuart-Fox and
Owens, 2003; Isaac et al., 2005). Population size could offer
an indirect link, if greater rates of speciation or extinction
were associated with consistent reduction in population size,
which could increase the fixation of slightly deleterious
substitutions, however, there is currently little empirical evidence
to support either a consistently lower population size or
increased dN/dS in species-rich lineages (Bromham et al.,
2015).

Various attempts have been made to provide a general theory
of the tempo and mode of evolution by following the causal
chain from biochemical processes to macroevolutionary change,
for example by linking available kinetic energy to individual
metabolic rate to both mutation rate and generation time, which
may then influence the rate of evolutionary change (Gillooly
and Allen, 2007). Such theories have been used to explain
spatial patterns in biodiversity, on the assumption that higher
temperatures drive greater rates of genetic change, either directly

through an effect on rate of biochemical reactions, or indirectly
through faster life histories reducing generation time (Rohde,
1992; Gillman and Wright, 2013). If rate of phenotypic evolution
or niche change is increased by higher mutation rate or faster
generation turnover, then lineages in warmer environments
might diversify more rapidly (Smith and Beaulieu, 2009).
However, theories linking energy availability to molecular change
to diversity have been challenged on both empirical (noting
exceptions to the rule) and theoretical grounds (questioning the
validity of the underlying assumptions) (Duncan et al., 2007;
Price et al., 2012). The proposed links in the causal chains might
often be overwhelmed by other evolutionary forces operating
on particular species (Dowle et al., 2013; Bromham et al., 2015;
Glazier, 2015).

In particular, we might expect some of the evolutionary
feedback loops discussed in this paper to have an impact
on the knock-on effects of environmental temperature on
rate of molecular evolution. Species are not passive in the
face of environmental variation in mutagens such as UV
or temperature, instead there is evidence that they adapt to
their local conditions (Albarracin et al., 2012; Miner et al.,
2015; Svetec et al., 2016), which may iron out some of the
predicted environmental variation in mutation rates. Similarly,
while variation in growth rates and generation turnover may
influence the rate of accumulation of DNA replication errors,
it seems that copy frequency effects are modulated by selection
on copy fidelity mechanisms in order to produce acceptable
levels of per generation error rates (Drake et al., 1998;
Bromham, 2011; Sung et al., 2012). Life history and mutation
rate must be matched to the environment and optimized to
each other if a lineage is to persist through evolutionary
time.

CONCLUSION

The search for simple unifying theories in macroevolution and
macroecology seems unlikely to succeed given the vast number
of factors that can influence a particular lineage’s evolutionary
trajectory, including rare events and the weight of history.
Patterns in biodiversity are shaped by a great many factors, both
intrinsic and extrinsic to organisms. Both evidence and theory
suggests that one such factor is variation in the mutation rate
between species. But the explanatory power of the observed
relationship between molecular rates and biodiversity is relatively
modest, so it does not provide anything like the predictive power
that might be hoped for in a unifying theory. However, we feel
that the evidence is growing that, in addition to the many and
varied influences on the generation of diversity, the differential
rate supply of variation through species-specific differences in
mutation rate has some role to play in generating different rates
of diversification.

Consideration of the forces shaping molecular evolution
provides one piece of an intricate macroevolutionary puzzle.
Molecular phylogenetic analysis has given us the ability to be able
to consider both molecular processes and diversification rates
simultaneously, giving us a new tool with which to explore the
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connections between the supply of variation and the production
of biodiversity. We can’t help but think that Darwin would
be pleased with these new views of the evolutionary process
that molecular analyses afford us, as it offers the potential to
demonstrate the links in the Darwinian chain that connects
variation between individuals to divergence between populations
to the generation of biodiversity:

“It cannot be asserted that organic beings in a state of nature
are subject to no variation; it cannot be proved that the amount
of variation in the course of long ages is a limited quantity; no
clear distinction has been, or can be, drawn between species and
well-marked varieties. It cannot be maintained that species when
intercrossed are invariably sterile, and varieties invariably fertile; or
that sterility is a special endowment and sign of creation.... But the
chief cause of our natural unwillingness to admit that one species
has given birth to other and distinct species, is that we are always

slow in admitting any great change of which we do not see the
intermediate steps.” (Darwin, 1859)
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Molecular evolution is being revolutionized by high-throughput sequencing allowing
an increased amount of genome-wide data available for multiple species. While base
composition summarized by GC-content is one of the first metrics measured in
genomes, its genomic distribution is a frequently neglected feature in downstream
analyses based on DNA sequence comparisons. Here, we show how base composition
heterogeneity among loci and taxa can bias common molecular evolution analyses such
as phylogenetic tree reconstruction, detection of natural selection and estimation of
codon usage. We then discuss the biological, technical and methodological causes of
these GC-associated biases and suggest approaches to overcome them.

Keywords: GC-content, positive selection, biased gene conversion, codon usage bias, phylogeny, methodological
biases

INTRODUCTION

GC-content is shaped by a complex balance among mutation, selection, recombination, and genetic
drift (Bulmer, 1991; Eyre-Walker and Hurst, 2001; Duret et al., 2002). As a consequence of
variation in this subtle balance, it has been observed that GC-content varies considerably at two
levels: (i) among genomes from different species and (ii) along chromosomes of a single species
(Bernardi et al., 1985). Among species, the average genomic GC-content ranges from 13 to 75%
(Pagani et al., 2011). Within the same genome, large chromosomal regions can also greatly differ
in their nucleotide composition as first described in humans (Bernardi et al., 1985). For instance,
GC-content is distributed across the human genome over successive long stretches of >100 kb
that can be either GC-rich (with a GC-content ∼60%) or GC-poor (with a GC-content ∼35%;
International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001).

After several years of debate among neutral or selective hypotheses [reviewed in Duret and
Galtier (2009)], it is now widely accepted that one of the major drivers of base composition
heterogeneity is GC-biased gene conversion (gBGC), a repair bias that favors GC over AT alleles
during meiotic recombination (Eyre-Walker, 1993; Galtier et al., 2001; Montoya-Burgos et al.,
2003; Duret and Arndt, 2008; Kent et al., 2012; Arbeithuber et al., 2015; Mugal et al., 2015). As a
result of this link between GC and recombination, local GC-content increases faster in genomic
hotspots of recombination (Spencer, 2006) while genome-wide GC-content increases faster in
species with higher recombination rates per time unit (Romiguier et al., 2010, 2013b; Figuet et al.,
2014; Weber et al., 2014). By conferring a higher transmission probability of GC alleles over AT in
heterozygotes, gBGC mimics natural selection but is frequently overlooked in molecular evolution
studies. Here, we revisit how much intra-genomic and inter-specific variations in base composition
have a strong power to bias popular analyses in molecular evolution such as phylogenetic tree
reconstruction, detection of natural selection and estimation of codon usage bias (Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1 | Methodological biases associated to recombination, GC-biased gene conversion (BGC) and GC-content heterogeneity.

PHYLOGENETIC TREE
RECONSTRUCTION

Reconstructions of phylogenetic trees from molecular datasets
are central in evolutionary biology. While initially limited
to a handful of loci with limited power to resolve difficult
phylogenetic relationships, phylogenetic tree reconstruction is no
longer restricted by the number of genetic markers. However,
some phylogenetic relationships of the Tree of Life remain
unresolved (Philippe et al., 2011). This difficulty stems from the
mosaic nature of genomes gathering alternative and conflicting
gene trees (Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009), where some but not
all loci support the true species genealogy. Determining which
loci are reliable phylogenetic markers is thus one of the biggest
challenges in phylogenomics. While mixed historical signals
along genomes are likely to have different natures, we will here
focus to issues related to base composition.

A recent phylogenomic study reported that base composition
is a relevant criterion to select markers carrying unambiguous
phylogenetic signal: gene GC-content (average GC% of the
sequences of an alignment) and GC-heterogeneity (variance
of GC% among sequences of an alignment) were proved to
bias species tree reconstructions (Romiguier et al., 2013a).
As illustrated with mammalian genomes, phylogenetic trees
of genes located in GC-rich regions produce five times
more contradicting topologies than GC-poor genes, leading to
important reconstruction biases and a poor resolution for both
accepted and controversial nodes. This negative analytical effects
of GC-content on tree reconstructions is widespread across the
tree of life, as reported in basal eukaryote lineages (Rodríguez-
Ezpeleta et al., 2007), yeasts (Collins et al., 2005), beetles (Sheffield
et al., 2009), bees (Romiguier et al., 2016), hexapods (Delsuc,
2003), fishes (Li and Ortí, 2007; Betancur-R et al., 2013),

birds (Nabholz et al., 2011), and bats (Teeling et al., 2000).
Despite the accumulating empirical evidence demonstrating the
pervasiveness of base composition issues in phylogeny, the
reasons underlying such strong biases are unexplored. Here, we
suggest three non-mutually exclusive hypotheses to explain this
negative GC-effect in phylogenomics studies.

First, some aspects of the GC-bias are likely to be due to
model misspecifications. Probabilistic methods for phylogenetic
reconstruction (maximum likelihood or Bayesian inference)
are indeed generally based on models of sequence evolution
that assume a homogeneous base composition along the tree.
However, this assumption is often violated (Phillips et al.,
2004). Indeed, average GC-content of an alignment correlates
strongly with GC-heterogeneity among sequences as a result
of variation in the dynamic of gBGC among sampled species
(Romiguier et al., 2013a). Such departures from the assumption
of base composition homogeneity can lead to severe biases
by incorrectly grouping distantly related taxa that converge in
extreme nucleotide composition on a given locus (Phillips et al.,
2004). This type of issues can be, however, easily solved by
model-based solutions (see last paragraph of this section for more
details).

The second hypothesis proposes that incomplete lineage
sorting (ILS) is more important in GC-rich than GC-poor
regions. ILS is known to produce conflicts among gene
trees and the species tree because of the retention of
ancestral polymorphisms (Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009). At
the scale of the whole genome, the amount of incompletely
sorted genes increases when the time of divergence is small
relative to the average effective population sizes (Clark, 1997).
Genomic variation in ILS was also empirically reported to be
associated to GC-content in hominid genomes (Hobolth et al.,
2011). This indirect (Charlesworth et al., 1993) relationship
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between GC-content and ILS can be explained by the dual
effects of local recombination rates on base composition and
linkage disequilibrium. High local recombination rates increase
GC-content through gBGC, but also decrease the effect of genetic
interferences, i.e., background selection (Charlesworth et al.,
1993) and hitchhiking (Smith and Haigh, 1974). By being less
affected by linked selective processes, GC-rich regions are thus
expected to have relatively higher effective population sizes than
GC-poor regions, leading to an extended retention time of
ancestral polymorphism.

The third hypothesis is that gBGC is associated to saturation
in multiple substitutions. Following the rapid birth and death
of local recombination hotspots, gBGC is expected to occur
in short, intense episodes (Duret and Galtier, 2009) where
deleterious GC substitutions are likely to occur (Necs̨ulea et al.,
2011). Following a gBGC episode, natural selection is likely to
revert such deleterious substitutions through AT replacement
(Galtier et al., 2009). This toggling between GC deleterious
and AT compensatory substitutions at the same nucleotide site
is expected to lead to homoplasy, a direct consequence of
multiple substitutions causing spurious similarity not due to
common ancestry (Philippe et al., 2011). This type of AT/GC
toggling is expected to be particularly fast and difficult to track
because of the short-life of gBGC episodes that depends on
the self-destructive nature of recombination hotspots (Coop and
Myers, 2007). Even at very short evolutionary scales such as
the Denisovan/Modern human divergence (0.4–0.8 Myrs), local
recombination hotspots are not conserved (Lesecque et al., 2014),
which could imply a complete loss of phylogenetic signals due to
multiple turnovers between gBGC and natural selection at larger
evolutionary scales. Although genomically small (1–2 kb), these
short-lived recombination hotspots tend to arise and disappear
in the same genomic regions of 1–2 Mb (Duret and Galtier, 2009)
exhibit homoplasy issues. Common in fast-evolving sequences,
homoplasy is also at the origin of the so-called and undesired
“long branch attraction artifact” (Felsenstein, 1978). Reinforcing
the idea that GC-rich genes might be affected by such biases,
GC-rich and GC-heterogeneous genes have fast rates of evolution
(Romiguier et al., 2013a, 2016). These abnormally fast-evolving
genes are then likely to cause long-branch attraction artifacts,
but also more general issues related to heterotachy-driven biases
(Philippe et al., 2005). Even if long-branch attraction is generally
considered as a minor problem in likelihood-based phylogenetics
compared to parsimony, maximum likelihood methods using
GC-rich genes can have a biased support toward topologies
grouping long branches together (Romiguier et al., 2013a, 2016).

One solution to cope with base composition issues is
the use of models of sequence evolution that takes into
account heterogeneity in GC-content (Galtier and Gouy, 1998;
Foster, 2004; Blanquart and Lartillot, 2006; Boussau and
Gouy, 2006; Gowri-Shankar and Rattray, 2007; Dutheil and
Boussau, 2008). However, these so-called non-homogeneous
models are computationally costly. Albeit useful to alleviate
GC-heterogeneity issues in phylogeny, empirical studies illustrate
their limits to retrieve high bootstrap supports in the most
GC-heterogeneous sequences (Betancur-R et al., 2013; Romiguier
et al., 2016), shedding light on other GC-dependent biases in

phylogeny such as ILS and gBGC-driven homoplasy. To date,
the best practice recommended to discard noisy signals in
sequences is the use of non-homogeneous models and/or the use
of GC-poor phylogenetic markers. In this regard, it is noteworthy
that coding sequences tend to be clustered in recombination
hotspots and GC-rich regions (Duret and Galtier, 2009).
Consequently, the use of the rare phylogenetic markers located
in AT-rich regions is recommended. This is the case of ultra-
conserved non-coding elements (UCE) that have the advantage
to be AT-rich and evolve particularly slowly (McCormack et al.,
2012). Compared to these non-coding AT-rich markers, clusters
of AT-rich coding genes in low-recombining regions could
undergo a higher rate of background selection, decreasing the
effective population size and then, the amount of ILS. It is
noteworthy that UCE and AT-rich genes both support the same
topology for the controversial rooting of placental mammals
(McCormack et al., 2012; Romiguier et al., 2013a), highlighting
relevance of these markers to overcome GC-biases. Other
strategies might involve to compare these markers with markers
that cannot be affected by recombination and gBGC, such
as mitochondrial genes. Further methodological improvements
could come from coalescent-based supertree methods (Liu et al.,
2009) that account for ILS. By weighting the confidence in
each gene tree according to the GC-content of an alignment,
they may allow the integration of most of the available
information and alleviate the spurious signal inherent to GC-rich
markers. To date, methods computing the exact likelihood
of alternative topologies are restricted to relatively simple
models neglecting direct and indirect effects of background
selection, selective sweep, gBGC and ILS on phylogenetic
reconstruction. But these processes are now implemented in
recent simulators (Haller and Messer, 2017), allowing them to be
treated as nuisance parameters during computational evolution
of sequences. Although such highly complex models are currently
intractable by maximum likelihood approaches, the possibility
to simulate them within an approximate Bayesian computation
(ABC) framework (Beaumont et al., 2002; Csilléry et al., 2010a,b;
Pudlo et al., 2016) could bring new methodological perspectives
in phylogenetic reconstruction. ABC has been proved to be a
powerful framework to compare complex evolutionary scenarios
for large datasets (Roux et al., 2016), illustrating the recent
improvements made in flexible machine learning algorithms.
Applied to phylogenetic reconstructions, efficient computational
tools like SLiM 2 are already available to simulate models with
gBGC episodes and multiple substitutions along a branch as well
as statistical packages to compute the probabilities of alternative
scenarios (Csilléry et al., 2012; Pudlo et al., 2016). Altogether,
current available softwares already provide stimulating leads for
future developments in phylogeny.

DETECTION OF POSITIVE SELECTION

Identifying candidate loci for natural selection is a central goal
explored by two traditional approaches in adaptation-genomics:
top-down (GWA and QTL) and bottom-up (genomic scan)
approaches. With the advent of high-throughput sequencing,
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genomic scans became a popular approach to detect candidate
target of selection. Such scans have the merit to identify
candidates without the a priori expectation of a candidate
gene approach (Ellegren, 2014). However, they have various
limitations with false-positive issues (Mallick et al., 2009;
Bierne et al., 2011), narrow signatures of balancing selection
(Roux et al., 2012), and over-interpretation of outlier loci
(Pavlidis et al., 2012). Here, we detail how GC-content can lead
to important additional bias during genome scans for detecting
natural selection.

Genome scans of positive selection often rely on methods
that look for lineage-specific accelerations in the protein
rate of evolution. Such accelerations are classically measured
through dN/dS, which calculates the excess of amino-acid
substitutions (dN: non-synonymous mutation rate per site)
relative to dS, the substitution rate per site used as a proxy
of the neutral clock. This dN/dS ratio is generally smaller
than 1, reflecting the pervasiveness of purifying selection that
eliminates non-synonymous mutations to preserve the protein
structure. Conversely, a dN/dS ratio greater than 1 is considered
as a signature of positive selection that favors the fixation
of beneficial non-synonymous mutations. From a population
genetics point of view, gBGC mimics positive selection by
favoring the fixation of AT- > GC mutations, regardless of
their beneficial or deleterious status (Nagylaki, 1983). Because
GC alleles are actively selected by the repair systems of meiotic
recombination, they are over-represented in the gamete pool
and benefit of increased transmission to the next generation
in a similar way than beneficial mutations subject to positive
selection. Consequently, many accelerations of the substitution
rate attributed to positive selection during genome scans are
actually due to gBGC episodes (Galtier and Duret, 2007;
Berglund et al., 2009; Galtier et al., 2009; Ratnakumar et al.,
2010; Kostka et al., 2012). When a mutation toward GC is
deleterious, gBGC can counteract positive selection and maintain
or fix deleterious alleles. High fixation rates of non-synonymous
mutations at a locus should thus not be systematically interpreted
as being beneficial for the fitness of the individual, particularly
when considering that gBGC has been proved to be able to
maintain deleterious mutations associated to human diseases
(Necs̨ulea et al., 2011; Capra et al., 2013; Lachance and Tishkoff,
2014).

Confusion between positive selection and gBGC could be
avoided through two different ways. The first is by filtering
the results of classical tests of positive selection and consider
with caution positive selection signatures in GC-rich regions.
This is particularly true for selection tests that rely more on
overall evolutionary rate rather than dN/dS (Pollard et al., 2006;
Kostka et al., 2012). Even if gBGC can increase dN/dS in
some conditions (Galtier et al., 2009; Bolívar et al., 2015), AT-
> GC mutations are more likely to happen in synonymous sites,
which limits the effect of gBGC on dN/dS compared to the
evolutionary rate. Several criterions can be used in both cases to
differentiate gBGC from positive selection, such as the number
of mutations toward GC in the surrounding non-coding regions
(Galtier and Duret, 2007). The second would be to develop
methods that restrict dN/dS estimations to GC-conservative

substitutions in the context of codon-models aimed to detect
positive selection events (Yang and Nielsen, 2002; Lartillot,
2013).

CODON USAGE BIAS

Popular analytical methods in molecular evolution rely on
a strong assumption: synonymous mutations are neutral.
GC-content at synonymous positions is frequently claimed to
be exposed only to the mutation/drift equilibrium. However,
natural selection was proposed to be superimposed to these
two evolutionary forces at synonymous codons (Urrutia,
2003; Comeron, 2004; Plotkin et al., 2004). Although initially
challenged (Williamson et al., 2005), natural selection acting
on standing synonymous variation was found to be associated
to gene expression level, the most expressed genes using a
set of preferred codons (Comeron, 2004). This association is
explained by selection for increased translational efficiency.
The analysis of >1,000 genes in Drosophila demonstrated
that the most used synonymous codons corresponded to the
most available tRNAs in the genome (Moriyama and Powell,
1997). Translational efficiency would then be optimized by
increasing the usage of the preferred synonymous codons.
Such a process can be tested in coding sequences by
measuring the effective number of codons (ENc) in a given
gene. ENc takes a value of 61 when all codons of the
genetic code (minus the three stop codons) are used without
bias, and decreases to 20 (the number of amino-acids) for
the most biased genes. In agreement with the hypothesis
of selection for translational efficiency, population genetics
analyses in Drosophila described signatures of selection on
synonymous mutations (Akashi, 1995; Akashi and Schaeffer,
1997).

A study of codon usage bias in Caenorhabditis elegans,
Drosophila melanogaster, and Arabidopsis thaliana has shed light
on the over-expression of genes featuring codon preference,
with a large predominance of preferred codons ending with G
or C (Duret and Mouchiroud, 1999). However, the GC-content
at third coding positions (GC3) is also correlated to the
GC-content of the surrounding non-coding regions (Kliman
and Hey, 1994; Akashi et al., 1998), which suggests the
action of gBGC shaping local base compositions. By locally
increasing GC-content, gBGC mechanically restricts the
number of used codons and reduces the measured ENc
independently of selection for translational efficiency. The
measured ENc is thus biased by gBGC and must be corrected
with local background nucleotide compositions. In addition,
variation in GC-content also impacts measures of gene
expression. With the advent of high-throughput sequencing
technologies, it is now a standard practice to approximate
gene expression levels by counting the number of reads
mapping a target in ChIP-seq or RNA-seq analysis. However,
sequencing biases artificially over-represent genomic regions
with intermediate levels of GC-content (50%), which in turn
bias the estimates of gene expression levels (Chouvarine
et al., 2016). Testing selection for translational efficiency by
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measuring the correlation between ENc and gene expression
levels therefore requires the use of both GC-corrected ENc
and GC-corrected expression levels. ENc estimates can be
corrected by GC-content of neighborhood regions (Novembre,
2002), while GC-corrected expression levels can be obtained
by applying local LOESS regression (Miller et al., 2011;
Benjamini and Speed, 2012; Chandrananda et al., 2014) or
quantile normalization-methods (Risso et al., 2011), i.e., by
normalizing the raw number of mapped reads by the local
GC-content.

The ongoing surge of transcriptomic data will permit
measurement of GC-content heterogeneity, preferred codons
usage and expression levels across a large number of loci and
species. This type of large-scale analysis could open the door
to a better understanding of the relationship linking effective
population sizes (Ne) and codon usage. As theoretically predicted
(Bulmer, 1991), selection on synonymous codons might be
stronger in species with large Ne. While the Ne-hypothesis to
explain variation in selection on codon usage remains untested
by empirical studies, a descriptive study of the Ne-effect on
variation in gBGC will be necessary to avoid entangling the
two effects. Future projects aiming to test these hypotheses are
expected to be strongly biased if GC-content biases are naively
neglected regarding estimates of gene expression levels or codon
usage.

CONCLUSION

GC-content is associated to multiple biases of different nature
(Figure 1). Whether through technological reasons (sequencing
technologies biases), biological reasons (GC-biased gene
conversion) or methodological reasons (models of sequence
evolution limitations), all these biases affect the results of
downstream analyses. With the surge of genomic data from
various non-model species, comparative genomics have the
opportunity to solve many unresolved questions in evolution.
However, one should be aware of the methodological challenges
associated to the GC-content heterogeneity inherent to large
scale studies, whether it be for a large number of species
or loci.
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The Evolution of Bacterial Genome
Architecture
Louis-Marie Bobay* and Howard Ochman
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The genome architecture of bacteria and eukaryotes evolves in opposite directions
when subject to genetic drift, a difference that can be ascribed to the fact that bacteria
exhibit a mutational bias that deletes superfluous sequences, whereas eukaryotes are
biased toward large insertions. Expansion of eukaryotic genomes occurs through the
addition of non-functional sequences, such as repetitive sequences and transposable
elements, whereas variation in bacterial genome size is largely due to the acquisition
and loss of functional accessory genes. These properties create the situation in which
eukaryotes with very similar numbers of genes can have vastly different genome
sizes, while in bacteria, gene number scales linearly with genome size. Some bacterial
genomes, however, particularly those of species that undergo bottlenecks due to recent
association with hosts, accumulate pseudogenes and mobile elements, conferring them
a low gene content relative to their genome size. These non-functional sequences
are gradually eroded and eliminated after long-term association with hosts, with the
result that obligate symbionts have the smallest genomes of any cellular organism. The
architecture of bacterial genomes is shaped by complex and diverse processes, but
for most bacterial species, genome size is governed by a non-adaptive process, i.e.,
genetic drift coupled with a mutational bias toward deletions. Thus, bacteria with small
effective population sizes typically have the smallest genomes. Some marine bacteria
counter this near-universal trend: despite having immense population sizes, selection,
not drift, acts to reduce genome size in response to metabolic constraints in their
nutrient-limited environment.

Keywords: genetic drift, genome, bacterial, genome evolution, horizontal gene transfer, population dynamics

INTRODUCTION

The overall structure and organization of bacterial genomes were well resolved before the golden
era of genome sequencing. It was known that bacterial genomes varied in size by at least an order
of magnitude and even that there could be considerable variation in genome size within a bacterial
species (Herdman, 1985); that bacterial genomes typically comprised one circular chromosome but
often harbored extrachromosomal elements in the form of plasmids or phages (Lederberg, 1998);
that base composition was relatively uniform along the chromosome but highly variable across
species, ranging from 13 to 75% G + C (Thomas et al., 2008; McCutcheon and Moran, 2010); that
bacterial genomes consisted mostly of functional protein-coding regions, with little non-coding
or intervening sequences (Mira et al., 2001); that genetic maps (and hence, gene order and gene
content) remained fairly stable among related species (Rocha, 2008); that genome architecture
could be altered by insertions, duplications, inversions, and translocations, fostered, in part, by
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mobile elements (Eisen et al., 2000; Tillier and Collins, 2000;
Rocha, 2008); and that the bacterial chromosome is configured
into domains that relate to its replication and packaging (Boccard
et al., 2005).

Many of these features of bacterial genomes contrast those of
eukaryotic genomes, which are often partitioned into multiple
linear chromosomes and are generally much larger due both to
increases in gene number and to the proliferation of non-coding
and repetitive DNA. Although the properties of genomes and
the variation in genome architecture across the tree of life were
recognized by cytogeneticists and molecular biologists alike, it
was not until large numbers of bacterial genome sequences
became available that the processes underlying their evolution
could be fully appreciated.

MICROEVOLUTIONARY PROCESSES
DRIVE GENOME ARCHITECTURE

Like other biological features, the mechanisms forging the
content and organization of bacterial genomes rely on selection
and drift, whose relative contributions are dictated by the
effective population size (Ne) and the selection coefficient (s)
associated with a trait (Wright, 1931; Kimura, 1968). In a
haploid organism, evolution is driven by stochastic processes
(i.e., drift) when |2×Ne× s|<<1, whereas selection dominates
when |2×Ne× s| >>1 (Kimura, 1968). This central concept
of population genetics was further expanded under the nearly
neutral theory of evolution of Ohta (1973), who put forward the
notion that, although selection does not change, the response to
selection depends on the effective size of populations. Indeed, the
selection coefficient s is a variable parameter that only depends
on the impact of a given gene variant on the fitness of the
individual relative to others in the population. In contrast, the
long-term effective population size is a parameter that influences
the impact of selection relative to drift, since smaller populations
are more strongly affected by the random sampling of genotypes
at each generation. Note that at the extremes, such that a trait is
either essential (i.e., its disruption is lethal) or completely neutral
(i.e., its disruption is inconsequential), effective population size
does not affect its fixation; however, the fate of all other variants,
and of the vast majority of sequences in a bacterial genome,
depends on the interplay of selection and drift.

Considering these factors, it has been proposed that the
architecture of genomes varies as a function of the effective
population size (Ne) and the mutation rate (µ), under
the so-called “mutational hazard hypothesis” (Lynch and
Conery, 2003; Lynch et al., 2011). Those species with small
effective population sizes, such as many animals and plants,
will experience strong effects of drift-guided evolution and
accumulate large amounts of moderately deleterious DNA,
including mobile elements, pseudogenes, and introns (Lynch
et al., 2011). In humans, whose effective population size is
estimated to be lower than 10,000 (Takahata, 1993; Tenesa et al.,
2007), sequences encoding functional proteins represent only
<5% of genomic DNA, due to the genome-wide expansion
of numerous genetic elements, such as introns, LINEs, and

SINEs. Amassing these sequences is thought to represent a
substantial mutational burden, since intron splice sites can
represent potential targets for mutations and each new mobile
element can potentially insert into and disrupt a functional
region (Lynch, 2002; Lynch et al., 2011). In contrast, species with
large effective population sizes evolve predominantly through
selection, thereby preventing the accumulation of hazardous
elements.

Relative to multicellular organisms, bacteria exhibit small,
gene-rich genomes, typically under 10 Mb in length (Kuo
et al., 2009). At first glance, these features seem to fit with the
mutational hazard hypothesis, such that the large population
sizes of bacteria increase the efficacy of selection, which fosters
the removal of deleterious sequences and results in compact
genomes consisting mostly of the functional genes (Lynch,
2006). However, the trend in bacteria actually runs opposite to
the predictions of the mutational hazard hypothesis (Daubin
and Moran, 2004; Kuo et al., 2009): bacterial species with the
lowest effective population sizes, such as endosymbiotic bacteria
whose effective population sizes approximate those of their
animal hosts, typically have the smallest and most compact
genomes, whereas those with the largest populations exhibit
the expansive genomes (Kuo et al., 2009). This circumstance
raises questions about why the genomic trends in bacteria
differ from those of eukaryotes; and in this review, we resolve
the population-level parameters as well as the mutational
mechanisms that shape the structure, content, and evolution of
bacterial genomes.

DEFINING BACTERIAL SPECIES AND
POPULATIONS

Due to their unicellularity and uniformity in genome structure,
bacteria are typically viewed as simple organisms. However,
many of the most basic features of their populations remain
obscure, often making it difficult to evaluate and quantify
microevolutionary processes. The first issue surrounds the
definition of a bacterial species (Shapiro et al., 2016). Sexual
organisms are usually classified into species that represent
units that are genetically and phenotypically cohesive, and the
most widely applied species definition—the Biological Species
Concept—allows for a simple and uniform classification of
species across all sexual organisms (Mayr, 1942). The delineation
of bacterial species is much more problematic, since no
biologically relevant species concept is appropriate for asexual
organisms that sporadically exchange or acquire genes by
recombination or lateral gene transfer (Shapiro and Polz, 2014,
2015). Different conceptual frameworks, such as the ecotype
definition, have been proposed (Cohan, 2001) but are difficult in
practice to apply. In contrast, sequence-similarity thresholds are
easy to apply but need not be biologically relevant (Konstantinidis
and Tiedje, 2005; Hugenholtz et al., 2016; Bobay and Ochman,
2017). Estimation of several population genetic parameters relies
on assessments of the allelic variation in conspecifics, so the
arbitrary assignment of bacterial strains to species can (and has)
lead to many contradictory conclusions about bacterial evolution.
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Apart from delineation of species, the estimation of effective
population sizes (Ne) is difficult in bacteria, both because
they are difficult to observe and because they violate some
of the assumptions of the Wright–Fisher model (Hartl and
Clark, 2007). Aside from those few host-associated bacteria
whose transmission dynamics are known, estimates of Ne for
most bacterial species vary over several orders of magnitude
depending on how and which populations are being assessed.
Genomic-based strategies for estimating Ne are usually based
on the extent of genomic diversity at neutral sites. Ne for
haploid organisms is given by θ = 2×Ne×µ (Watterson,
1975), where θ is the number of segregating sites and µ is the
mutation rate. The existence of truly neutral sites in bacteria
has been called into question, since codon usage and nucleotide
composition appear to be under weak selection in many species
(Rocha and Feil, 2010). If this is the case, estimates based
on such metrics should be considered prudently, especially in
those species with large population sizes, since the effectiveness
of selection at such sites would be enhanced as Ne becomes
larger.

Estimating θ may be confounded by the fact that bacteria
reproduce clonally, and the linkage of alleles makes them
highly susceptible to Hill–Robertson effects (i.e., background
selection, hitchhiking, and Muller’s ratchet; Hill and Robertson,
1966; Felsenstein, 1974; Smith and Haigh, 1974; Charlesworth
et al., 1993), such that selection on a beneficial or detrimental
allele in a given genotype will lead to the loss of allelic
diversity. Because deleterious mutations are expected to be
frequent, it has been predicted that background selection
leads to the loss of substantial genetic diversity in bacterial
populations (Betancourt et al., 2009; Price and Arkin, 2015).
It is important to note, however, that very few bacteria
are truly clonal and that most engage in some homologous
recombination (Vos and Didelot, 2009), which liberates alleles
from genomic linkage and counteracts Hill–Robertson effects
(Betancourt et al., 2009). Unlike recombination, whose rate is
unpredictable for a given bacterial species, it is thought that µ

is relatively constant across species. Mutation rates are fairly
similar in most of the 10 or so bacterial species that have
been assayed in the laboratory; however, they are still unknown
for the vast majority of bacterial species and can vary up
to 100-fold (Sung et al., 2016). Together, these factors make
estimations of Ne based on the neutral expectations an imperfect
metric.

A more convenient though indirect measure of Ne is based
on assessment of Ka/Ks or dN /dS ratios, which represent the
effectiveness of selection and scale negatively with Ne, since
smaller populations promote the fixation of slightly deleterious
mutations thereby increasing Ka (or dN) (Daubin and Moran,
2004; Kryazhimskiy and Plotkin, 2008). Although dN /dS ratios
are not constant over time when computed on genomes of the
same species (Rocha et al., 2006; Kryazhimskiy and Plotkin,
2008) and can vary when genes are under different selective
constraints (Batut et al., 2014), it provides a more robust metric
for comparing Ne across species when adjusted for divergence
times (e.g., by applying dS thresholds) and limited to comparisons
of identical sets of genes in different species.

When analyzed across a diverse array of taxa, Ka/Ks ratios
proved to be a fairly reliable proxy for Ne, since the values
seemed to fit with what was known about the natural history
of the specific bacterial groups. For example, endosymbiotic,
parasitic, and other obligatory host-associated bacteria displayed
high Ka/Ks ratios and are known to have effective population
size that are small, approximating those of their animal hosts. In
contrast, broadly distributed, environmental bacteria, presumed
to have very large effective population sizes, displayed the lowest
Ka/Ks ratios. It was also determined that Ka/Ks ratios scaled with
genome size, such that bacteria with higher values (i.e., smaller
Ne) have more highly reduced genomes, and this association
holds across phylogenetically divergent bacteria (Kuo et al.,
2009).

HOW LARGE ARE THE EFFECTIVE
POPULATION SIZES OF BACTERIA?

Although the estimation of Ne is challenging, studies based on
nucleotide diversity at neutral sites suggest that most bacterial
species have an effective population size in the range of
106–109 (Sung et al., 2012). However, estimates based on dN /dS
ratios—but including some additional species—yielded average
estimates ranging from 106 to 1012 (Sela et al., 2016). It is
surprising that the most abundant species on the planet, the
marine bacterium Prochlorococcus, was estimated to have an
Ne of only 1.5×109, since based on its census population, Ne
could reach 1013 in this “species” (Kashtan et al., 2014). The Ne
estimated from allelic diversity is likely an underestimation, as
might occur if synonymous positions are not strictly neutral. But
because the population dynamics of Prochlorococcus is largely
unknown, it is possible that Ne is indeed much lower than the
census population size due to frequent and drastic demographic
variations, such as genotype sweeps and bottlenecks.

On the other end of the spectrum, endosymbionts experienced
strong reductions in population sizes. Being confined within the
cells of their hosts, and in the most extreme cases, transmitted
by exclusively maternal lines, endosymbionts experience severe
bottlenecks during propagation (Moran, 1996; Moran et al.,
2009). In the aphid endosymbiont Buchnera aphidicola, Ne was
estimated to be ∼106 (Funk et al., 2001; Moran et al., 2009), but
its mutation rate has not been directly estimated in the lab. The
only small-genomed bacterium whose mutation rate has been
accurately measured is the intracellular bacterium Mesoplasma
florum, and its Ne was also estimated to be 106 (Sung et al., 2012),
again among the lowest determined for bacteria.

THE MUTATIONAL HAZARD
HYPOTHESIS AND BACTERIA

Because genome size in bacteria scales positively with Ne, bacteria
defy the predictions of the mutational hazard hypothesis. Bacteria
tend to have larger genomes when selection is more effective
(Kuo et al., 2009; Sela et al., 2016), whereas eukaryotes have more
streamlined genomes when selection is more effective (Lynch and
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Conery, 2003; Lynch et al., 2011). This raises a paradox as to how
and why the same force leads to opposite effects in bacteria and
eukaryotes.

The answer resides in differences in the mutational processes:
in bacteria, there is a strong mutational bias toward deleting
superfluous sequences (Andersson and Andersson, 2001; Mira
et al., 2001). It has long been known that gene number increases
linearly with genome size in bacteria and that pseudogenes
are rare or absent from bacterial genomes. This contrasts
that situation in eukaryotic lineages in which there is little
correlation between genome size and gene number—the “C-value
paradox”—and there are pseudogenized copies of most genes
(Lynch, 2007). In bacteria, deletional bias is apparent at all
levels of genome organization: individual strains in culture
incur large deletions encompassing up to 5% of their genome
(Nilsson et al., 2005), comparisons of pseudogenes to their
functional counterparts show that inactivated regions perpetually
erode by small deletions (Mira et al., 2001; Kuo et al., 2009),
and broad phylogenetic comparisons indicate that lineages
of host-associated bacteria with small genomes derive from
ancestors with large genomes over evolutionary timescales
(Ochman, 2005).

The reason that bacterial species undergoing less effective
selection (i.e., lower Ne) have smaller genomes is that they
have accrued and tolerated more deleterious mutations due to
drift. This is particularly evident in the genomes of pathogens
and symbionts since their host-associated lifestyle both increases
the fixation of slightly deleterious mutations and renders many
previously useful genes redundant in the nutrient-rich host
environment, thereby generating large numbers of non-essential
regions that are subsequently removed by the pervasive
mutational bias toward deletions. Note that the primary force
countering gene erosion and elimination is natural selection, with
the result that bacterial genomes, both large and small, maintain
a high density of functional sequences (Ochman and Moran,
2001).

Genetic drift, coupled with deletional bias, are major
determinants of bacterial genome size, such that species with
the smallest Ne have the smallest genomes. But some—the
marine bacteria—do not follow this trend and represent a
curious exception. Marine bacteria have very large census
population sizes but possess highly reduced genomes, on the
order ∼1.5 Mb in length (Giovannoni et al., 2014; Kashtan
et al., 2014). Moreover, these genomes harbor the smallest
amount of intergenic DNA, with a median spacer length of
only 3 bp between coding regions (Giovannoni et al., 2005). It
has been hypothesized that genome reduction in marine species
results from the efficacy of selection that can only occur in
extremely large populations: these organisms live in nutrient-
limited environments such that elimination of each non-essential
nucleotide imparts an advantage by reducing the metabolic costs
associated with DNA replication and processing (Giovannoni
et al., 2014). In most populations, fitness differences this small
would not be discriminated by selection; however, marine species
provide a special case where selection, not genetic drift, governs
genome size reduction.

EFFECTS OF POPULATION SIZE ON
GENOME CONTENT AND COMPLEXITY

The linear relationship between genome size and gene number in
bacteria implies that the proportion of non-coding and intergenic
DNA is the same in all genomes. The effects of population
size are also evident on bacterial genome complexity, i.e., the
number and fraction of functional genes in a genome. Whereas
intergenic regions typically constitute 10 ± 5% of a bacterial
genome, species subject to drift sometimes can have much greater
amounts of DNA that do not specify functional proteins. In
particular, the genomes of bacteria that have sustained episodes
of strong reductions in population size, such as pathogens and
symbionts have recently become associated with hosts, contain
large numbers of pseudogenes and/or mobile elements.

Most bacterial genomes maintain very low numbers of
insertion sequence (IS) elements (<10; Touchon and Rocha,
2007) whereas several recent pathogens (e.g., Shigella spp. and
Rickettsia spp.; Fuxelius et al., 2007; Touchon et al., 2009)
and symbionts (e.g., Sodalis glossinidius and Serratia symbiotica;
Toh et al., 2006; McCutcheon and Moran, 2012; Manzano-
Marin and Latorre, 2014) possess hundreds of copies. Similarly,
many host-associated bacteria, such as Mycobacterium leprae
and Endomicrobium spp. (Cole et al., 2000; Zheng et al.,
2016) harbor large numbers of pseudogenes when compared
to their free-living relatives (Lerat and Ochman, 2005). The
surge in the numbers of IS elements and pseudogenes in
recent pathogens and symbionts conforms with the expectations
of the mutational hazard hypothesis: severe reductions in
population size result in less effective selection, which promotes
the accumulation of non-functional and slightly deleterious
sequences. Note that the proliferation of IS elements and
pseudogenes is observed only during the initial stages of genome
reduction since these sequences will eventually be purged
from the genome by mutational processes (Moran and Plague,
2004).

In contrast to IS elements and pseudogenes, the proportion
of bacterial genomes occupied by prophages increases with
genome size (Touchon et al., 2016), a surprising relationship
given that population sizes are larger, and selection more
effective, in bacteria with larger genomes. While prophages may
occasionally encode beneficial functions, most of their genes
are of no consequence to their bacterial host (Ptashne, 1992;
Casjens, 2003) and are expected to be eliminated. However,
bacteria harboring prophages could be favored in a competitive
environment, since these elements can potentially be used to
eliminate competitors (Brown et al., 2006). When considering
all bacteria, the majority of genome size variation is due to
the gain and loss of accessory genes (Touchon et al., 2009)
whose functions are thought to help bacteria cope with different
niches or lifestyle. That bacteria with larger population sizes
accommodate more accessory genes could reflect the fact that
large populations likely span more diverse ecological conditions
and require larger gene repertoires (Juhas et al., 2009) or that
larger populations experience more competition, since many
accessory genes are now known to be involved in bacterial
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warfare (Wexler et al., 2016). Hence, accessory genes, and perhaps
prophages, represent a diverse arsenal that allows bacteria to
adapt to their ever-changing and competitive environments. The
ability of a bacterial species to capture and maintain a diverse
repertoire of accessory genes likely constitutes a key feature to
occupying a wide range of environments and maintaining large
population sizes.

Because bacteria can undergo frequent bouts of horizontal
gene acquisition (HGT; Ochman et al., 2000), the genome
contents and architecture of closely related strains within a
bacterial species can vary in ways that are not apparent in
eukaryotes. Members of the same eukaryote species typically
do not vary in their gene repertoires, and the acquisition of
functional sequences in eukaryotes rarely results from HGT
(Keeling, 2009). These key differences between bacteria and
eukaryotes help drive, in addition to their respective biases
toward insertions and deletions, the evolution of genome sizes

toward opposite directions when exposed to drift. Thus, bacterial
genomes increase in size by aggregating adaptive gene modules
when exposed to new selective pressures, whereas eukaryotic
genomes increase in size by accumulating large amounts of
non-functional DNA when exposed to drift.
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Eukaryotic genomes frequently exhibit interdependency between transcriptional units,
as evidenced by regions of high gene density. It is well recognized that vertebrate
microRNAs (miRNAs) are usually embedded in those regions. Recent work has shown
that the genomic context is of utmost importance to determine miRNA expression
in time and space, thus affecting their evolutionary fates over long and short terms.
Consequently, understanding the inter- and intraspecific changes on miRNA genomic
architecture may bring novel insights on the basic cellular processes regulated by
miRNAs, as well as phenotypic evolution and disease-related mechanisms.

Keywords: intragenic, intergenic region, new and old miRNAs, host gene, target interactions, expression breadth

INTRODUCTION

Recent genome-wide projects have revealed an outstanding transcriptome diversity, especially of
non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs), as well as a wealth of regulatory mechanisms and gene product
interactions that compound the molecular basis of phenotypes (Carninci et al., 2005; Mele et al.,
2015). A notable feature that soon became clear is the interleaved nature of eukaryotic genomes,
despite their typical large sizes. This means that a particular genomic region can be suited for
different purposes, with an extensive overlap of transcriptional units either in sense or antisense
DNA strands (Kapranov et al., 2007).

The interleaved model opens up numerous possibilities for regulatory mechanisms. For
instance, products of antisense transcription, which is believed to occur in more than 30% of
gene loci in humans (Galante et al., 2007), can regulate gene activity through many different
ways (reviewed in Pelechano and Steinmetz, 2013). In the interleaved genome, transcription units
may show high interdependency, whereby neighboring or overlapping genes can be co-regulated
by shared regulatory elements; yet, structural changes in the chromatin environment can also
influence their expression coordinately (Mellor et al., 2016). Complex transcriptional networks
thus emerge from a modular architecture that can either be shaped by evolutionary advantages and
constraints (Mercer and Mattick, 2013), but also as a result of neutral processes (Graur et al., 2015).
Such interleaved architecture is particularly striking in regard to microRNAs (miRNAs). Ever since
the first large-scale studies on their genomic organization (Rodriguez et al., 2004), it is commonly
observed that these small non-coding RNAs overlap to protein-coding genes, with vertebrate
miRNAs mapping to intronic regions more than expected by chance (Baskerville and Bartel, 2005;
Hinske et al., 2010, 2014; Campo-Paysaa et al., 2011; Meunier et al., 2013). As they comprise an
essential class of gene expression regulators in basic biological processes and diseases, genomic
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context analyses are pivotal to uncover unique aspects of
miRNA biology. Here, we discuss recent advances in this topic
focusing on the importance of the genomic context to miRNA
expression and their target interactions. In this framework,
we highlight the evolutionary consequences for the fixation
of newly emerged miRNAs and functional properties arising
from miRNA–genomic context relationships over long-and
short-evolutionary terms.

THE IMPACT OF THE GENOMIC
CONTEXT ON miRNA EXPRESSION AND
FUNCTION

As any other gene, the evolutionary processes that gives rise
to new miRNAs – mainly by duplication or de novo origin
(Berezikov, 2011; Meunier et al., 2013) – takes place on certain
regions of the genome that may overlap or not to preexisting
gene loci. In a recent study, Meunier et al. (2013) showed that
all vertebrate species analyzed (Chicken, Platypus, Opossum,
Mouse, Macaque, and Human) have a significant excess of
intragenic miRNAs, with on average 54% of them overlapping
to introns. Curiously, the proportions of intronic miRNAs
are even higher for those of recent origin, suggesting that
introns are hotspots for new miRNA origination. Moreover, the
transcriptional orientation of intragenic miRNAs is highly biased
(∼80%) toward the same strand orientation of their host genes
(Rodriguez et al., 2004; Campo-Paysaa et al., 2011; Meunier et al.,
2013; Hinske et al., 2014).

Given the large size of vertebrate genomes, why do miRNAs
apparently have such preference to emerge in intragenic regions?
Which evidences support the role of natural selection shaping
this pattern, and what advantages miRNAs might take from
such genomic organization? To address these questions, França
et al. (2016) investigated the patterns of emergence and
expression of human miRNAs along the vertebrate evolution
considering the evolutionary origin of their host genes, i.e.,
whether miRNAs are intergenic, mapped to old protein-coding
genes (originated before fish and tetrapods divergence), or to
young protein-coding genes (originated after the divergence).
Similar to previous studies (Iwama et al., 2013), it was shown
that most human miRNAs (∼70%) have a relatively recent
origin, emerging in the primate order. Though an interesting
pattern was revealed, the majority of those young miRNAs are
intragenic and preferentially embedded within old host genes,
even when controlled by host gene length (including intronic
region) and expression level. Expression breadth analyses showed
that young miRNAs hosted by old genes were more broadly
expressed (expression in more tissues) than their intergenic
counterparts. On the other hand, miRNAs hosted by young
genes showed a bias to tissue-specific expression when compared
to the intergenic ones or those within old genes. The same
conclusions held when a very stringent miRNA annotation
provided by Fromm et al. (2015) was considered, since several
miRBase entries do not represent bonafide miRNAs (Chiang
et al., 2010; Taylor et al., 2014; Fromm et al., 2015). It is
well established that expression breadth is negatively correlated

with evolutionary rates (Wolf et al., 2009; Park and Choi,
2010), meaning that overall conserved genes are highly and
broadly expressed, whereas less conserved genes tend to have low
and narrow expression. What turns out is that the expression
of intragenic miRNAs is tightly coupled to their genomic
environment, especially in regard to the evolutionary ages
of their host genes. In a mechanistic way, this is clearly
connected with the co-expression of miRNA–host gene pairs
by shared regulatory elements, a very well-documented event
(Baskerville and Bartel, 2005; Ozsolak et al., 2008; Marsico
et al., 2013). Hence, the maintenance of miRNAs embedded in
genic regions may be indicative of some evolutionary constraint,
since young and older intragenic miRNAs are biased toward
host gene sense orientation, as well as preferential emergence
within old host genes. In addition, same age miRNAs show
differential expression breadth depending on their genomic
context, a pattern that is maintained not only during recent
(e.g., primates) but also over longer periods. Such pattern is
observed for miRNAs originated in amniotes (e.g., chicken) or
in placental mammals (e.g., mouse) presenting higher or lower
expression breadth depending on the age of their host genes
(França et al., 2016).

In particular for young intragenic miRNAs, being hosted
by old genes could be beneficial at least during an initial
adaptive phase, because of the expression broadness achieved
through a presumably favorable transcriptional environment.
Instead of readily relying on the settlement of their own
regulatory apparatus, young miRNAs would initially been
benefited by their hosts’ regulatory elements, albeit they may
acquire independent regulation afterward (França et al., 2016).
Supporting this notion, it has been suggested that young and
middle-aged intragenic miRNAs are more likely to be regulated
by shared promoters, whereas old miRNAs are frequently
regulated by their independent intronic promoters (Marsico
et al., 2013). In addition, as old host genes provide higher
expression breadth for those young miRNAs, it would, in
principle, increase the opportunities for new target interactions in
different tissues. From such perspective, the host transcriptional
environment could facilitate the initial expression of young
miRNAs and thereafter contribute to the process of miRNA
functionalization.

The location of a gene in the genome is clearly related to
its expression, as revealed by transgene insertion experiments
(Mlynárová et al., 2002) and global expression analyses of
gene neighborhoods (Caron et al., 2001; Purmann et al., 2007;
Michalak, 2008). Nevertheless, some of the observed expression
changes in gene vicinity may not be subjected to selection, but
rather it would be a consequence of expression changes in a
close gene under strong selection. Recently, Ghanbarian and
Hurst (2015) demonstrated that expression changes in humans,
relative to the human–chimp common ancestor, coordinately
drive changes in expression of the neighbors of a focal gene,
and that this effect is stronger as the distance between genes
are shorter (<100kbp). Therefore, the genomic context still
may yield important effects on the expression, and perhaps
the fixation of novel miRNAs that are not under direct
selection.
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EVOLUTIONARY CONSERVATION AND
NOVELTIES FROM miRNAs’ GENOMIC
CONTEXT

The phylogenetic distribution of miRNAs in vertebrates is
distinguished by the presence of deeply conserved and abundant
clade or species-specific repertoires (Berezikov et al., 2006;
Wheeler et al., 2009; Meunier et al., 2013; Fromm et al.,
2015). Although the evolution of miRNA sequences have
been investigated (Lyu et al., 2014; Ninova et al., 2014), the
conserved patterns and evolutionary innovations that arose
due to interspecific differences in the genomic context are
largely underexplored. One of the few studies to address this
issue compared the genomic location and expression of ∼100
miRNAs during developmental stages of medaka fish, zebrafish,
chicken, and mouse (Ason et al., 2006). It was demonstrated
that spatial expression differences can be related to changes
either in the miRNA location and copy number variation rather
than to sequence divergence (Ason et al., 2006). Actually, the
miRNA genomic location is thought to influence their expression
divergence, as old- and middle-aged intragenic miRNAs tend to
be more similarly expressed among species than intergenic ones
(França et al., 2016).

Such kind of expression constraint linked to a conserved
genomic context is clearly observed for miR-490 and its host
gene CHRM2 (França et al., 2016). Homologous sequences
of miR-490 are found across amniotes, with identical mature
sequences from human to chicken. Gene order and location of
miR-490 in the second intron of CHRM2 are also preserved
(Figure 1A). Although miR-490 is annotated as intergenic
in chicken, predicted transcripts with an intron overlapping
miR-490 are annotated. Expression analyses reveal a strongly
conserved pattern among human, rhesus macaque, mouse, and
chicken; indicating concomitant expression of miR-490 and
CHRM2 (Shen et al., 2015) with highest abundance in heart
(Figure 1A). The host gene is a muscarinic cholinergic receptor
involved in acetylcholine-mediated cardiac chronotropic (heart
rate) and inotropic (strength of muscle contraction) effects
(Brodde and Michel, 1999), and it has been associated with
cardiomyopathy (Zhang et al., 2008). Notably, dysregulation
of miR-490 is also reported in cardiac disease (Cooley et al.,
2012) and is involved with proliferation of human coronary
artery smooth cells (Sun et al., 2013), suggesting an important
functional connection between miR-490 and CHRM2.

As mentioned earlier, the transcriptional environment of host
genes may act as a key factor to promote the expression of
newly emerged miRNAs. This phenomenon is well illustrated by
the primate-specific miR-625 encoded within FUT8 (Figure 1B).
This host gene is a fucosyltransferase well-conserved throughout
animals (Costache et al., 1997; Juliant et al., 2014) that catalyzes
fucosylation of glycoproteins, which is essential for activating
growth factor receptors (Liu et al., 2011), while its deletion has
lethal effects in mice (Wang et al., 2005). FUT8 is ubiquitously
expressed in human tissues (Mele et al., 2015) and miR-625 seems
to follow its host expression pattern (Figure 1B). Considering
the young evolutionary age of miR-625, its expression levels
and breadth are unusually high, thus being frequently altered in

different types of cancer (Zhou et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2015). It
is interesting that miR-625 has emerged as a promising predictive
biomarker in colorectal cancer (Verma et al., 2015; Rasmussen
et al., 2016), exhibiting strong association with oxaliplatin (a
chemotherapeutic agent used in the treatment of metastatic
colorectal cancer) resistance (Rasmussen et al., 2016).

Another singular feature of miRNAs is their frequent
occurrence in clusters, originated through tandem or non-local
duplications or by de novo mutations either in introns or
intergenic regions (Berezikov, 2011). Such genomic organization
is prone to greatly affect the evolution of newly emerged miRNAs.
According to Wang et al. (2016), members of the same cluster
tend to exhibit coordinated expression and to target overlapping
sets of genes. The authors proposed that clustering arrangement
and by developing functions related to the pre-existing miRNAs
in the same cluster would help the initial survival of these young
miRNAs, until the cluster is settled up by purifying selection.
Otherwise, the most usual fate of de novo newly emerged miRNAs
would to undergo rapid degeneration. In further support of
this “functional co-adaptation” model, clustered young miRNAs
indeed present significant signs of adaptive changes that probably
drive them to functional constraints associated with the older
members of the cluster (Wang et al., 2016).

miRNA–TARGET INTERACTIONS:
FUNCTIONAL AND EVOLUTIONARY
IMPLICATIONS

If a recently emerged miRNA is expressed and integrated
into regulatory networks through consistent and biologically
relevant target interactions, it will have more chances to become
functional and be retained afterward over long periods (Chen
and Rajewsky, 2007; Lyu et al., 2014). Therefore, young miRNAs
originated in a genomic context able to boost their expression
in multiple tissues would favor target recognition. This idea is
consistent with the previous observation that young miRNAs
emerged within old host genes are expressed in more tissues
and tend to have more predicted targets compared to young
intergenic ones (França et al., 2016). We, therefore, suggested
a miRNA evolution model that takes into account not only
the miRNAs themselves, but also their genomic context (França
et al., 2016) (Figure 2). Hence, young miRNAs (or “proto”
miRNAs) hosted by old genes would gain higher expression
breadth benefited by their host’s transcriptional activity, thus
enabling many target interactions that, at first glance, are mostly
neutral (Chen and Rajewsky, 2007; Nozawa et al., 2016), but could
be stabilized by natural selection over time. On the other hand,
as young intergenic miRNAs tend to have narrower expression,
and apparently less targets to interact with, they could undergo
faster degeneration (Figure 2). This degeneration scenario is
also most likely to happen with miRNAs emerged within young
hosts, because of their general tissue-specific expression signature
(França et al., 2016).

Evolutionary sequence conservation has been successfully
introduced to reduce the number of false-positive and to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio in target predictions. Instead
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FIGURE 1 | Genomic context conservation of intragenic miRNAs. (A) The human miR-490 embedded within CHRM2 reveals a highly conserved pattern in
terms of sequence (left panel) and expression (right panel). Alignments from the UCSC genome browser indicate the preservation of miR-490 throughout amniotes
(green bars) with few differing bases (light blue squares) and identical mature sequences (orange lines). High-phyloP base scores indicate strong purifying selection
on this region. MiR-490 and CHRM2 are co-expressed with highest levels in heart, a pattern conserved in other species. (B) The human miR-625, encoded within
FUT8, has homologous sequences only in primates. The expression of miR-625 follows its host pattern, with higher levels in brain and cerebellum, possibly reflecting
rapid evolution. Expression of miR-625 in rhesus was not detected. Expression data were obtained from Brawand et al. (2011) and Meunier et al. (2013) and
processed in França et al. (2016). Tissues are: heart (H), brain (B), cerebellum (C), kidney (K), and testis (T).

of helping identifying conserved pathways and relationships
among miRNAs and their targets (Hausser and Zavolan, 2014),
this requirement comes with a drawback, since it can only be
applied to miRNAs and target genes that have conservation data
available and which are not species-specific. Indeed, a recent
study demonstrated that target sites identified by cross-linking
immunoprecipitation data are rarely conserved between distantly
related species, but extensive conservation is observed between
closely related ones (Xu et al., 2013). Even when considering
species-specific sites, there is evidence of selective constraints

compared to non-target sites across the 3′UTR region, suggesting
that most of non-conserved targets might be functional at least
for a short evolutionary period. A striking example of this
condition is the human-specific target site for miR-183 in the
3vUTR of the transcription factor FOXO1, whose regulation
altered FOXO1-dependent phenotypes, such as proliferation
and migration, in a species-specific manner (McLoughlin et al.,
2014). Despite of the recent advances on the characterization
of operating mechanisms that guide miRNA–target interactions,
we are only on the verge of understanding how newly emerged
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FIGURE 2 | Model of miRNA evolution. Young miRNAs emerged within old genes are expressed in more tissues and, therefore, could interact with diverse set of
targets, possibly enhancing the chances of functionalization and fixation through time. In contrast, as young intergenic miRNAs tend to be tissue-specific (likely
expressed in testis), very limited target interactions could contribute to their faster degeneration.

miRNAs in different genomic contexts are integrated into
regulatory networks, as well as how their novel target interactions
contribute to phenotypic plasticity.

POPULATION BIOLOGY PERSPECTIVE
FOR THE GENOME ARCHITECTURE OF
miRNAS

Population biology studies at the genome level have been
proved to be promising tools, enhancing our understanding
on how genetic elements are interconnected spatially and
temporally (Barrón et al., 2014; Sudmant et al., 2015). Most of

miRNA population studies have focused on the impact of single
nucleotide variants localized inside the seed and the mature
regions to analyze conservation patterns, target diversification,
and differential disease susceptibility (e.g., Barbash et al., 2014;
Rawlings-Goss et al., 2014; Gallego et al., 2016). Except for
few studies of miRNA expression quantitative trait loci (e.g.,
Huan et al., 2015), the evolution of miRNA genomic architecture
has not been deeply investigated using a population biology
framework.

It is still unknown if variation in miRNAs sequence,
expression, and target sites across populations are more relevant
for uncovering the mechanisms of phenotypic evolution and
disease than other genetic variation. On one hand, due to its
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folded structure and small size, miRNAs are more likely to
emerge de novo than novel protein coding genes (Berezikov,
2011). Diversification of miRNA target repertoire may be more
prone to appear as result of simple sequence modifications such
as direct mutation, seed or hairpin shifting, and arm switching
(Berezikov, 2011). Therefore, variation on miRNA-binding sites
indeed can lead to phenotypic innovation, as exemplified by
the lineage diversification of cichlid fishes (Loh et al., 2011;
Franchini et al., 2016). On the other hand, as target mRNAs can
be regulated subtly by several miRNAs, detecting phenotypical
effects by population variation seems to be harder than for genetic
variation in regulatory or coding regions. Indeed, most of single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) involved in the creation of
novel miRNA target sites does not correlate with phenotypic
differences among humans (Saunders et al., 2007).

Nonetheless, it is possible that genomic comparisons of
different individuals can give insights on the origination process
of miRNAs, as previously done for other genetic elements
(Hatcher, 2000; Schlötterer, 2015). For instance, the basis of
retrogene origination in metazoans has been recently deciphered
through Drosophila population data. Flanking regions signatures
of polymorphic retrocopies revealed that long terminal repeat
(LTR) retrotransposons have mediate their formation (Tan et al.,
2016). miRNAs are mostly originated de novo or by duplication
(Meunier et al., 2013), but mechanistic details on how those
processes occur are still unknown. Population genomics might
help uncover those components through the identification of
mutational signatures attached to polymorphic miRNAs that are
usually erased by time and throughout their fixation.

In addition, comparing fixed patterns present in different
species to polymorphic states observed in a group of individuals
are useful tools for contrasting genomic features driven by
natural selection to patterns produced by mutation bias (Long
et al., 2013). Notable, this type of comparison helped to support
the hypothesis in which natural selection drives retrogene
duplication from the X chromosome to the autosomes in
Drosophila and humans (Schrider et al., 2011, 2013; Navarro
and Galante, 2015). Therefore, the analyses of different
human populations can give further support to the adapted

pattern of miRNAs organized inside old protein coding host
genes.

Furthermore, as miRNAs expression and targeting has been
shown to be implicated in a wide of human diseases (Mendell
and Olson, 2012), seed, and mature region variants found among
ethnic populations become clinically important (Rawlings-Goss
et al., 2014). More specifically, there are distinct miRNA
profiles in diseases between African and European descendants
(e.g., Huang et al., 2011; Heegaard et al., 2012) which could
be responsible for differences among those populations in
susceptibility to diseases, drug sensitiveness, and biomarker
diagnostics (Rawlings-Goss et al., 2014). Therefore, should worth
investigating if ethnic group variation on miRNA genomic
context have also significant role in human health.

From the discussion above, it turns out that the genomic
context, as an outcome of natural selection, imposes evolutionary
constraints to maintain the structural and functional integrity of
its genetic elements. Moreover, it can also propel the evolutionary
fate of new elements that arise in a suitable environment,
eventually accelerating the process of functionalization.
Therefore, evolutionary models tackling the 3D chromatin
organization will be of extreme value to pursue the general
principles that afford those processes take place throughout
genomes.
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The association of chromosome rearrangements (CRs) with speciation is well
established, and there is a long history of theory and evidence relating to “chromosomal
speciation.” Genomic sequencing has the potential to provide new insights into how
reorganization of genome structure promotes divergence, and in model systems has
demonstrated reduced gene flow in rearranged segments. However, there are limits
to what we can understand from a small number of model systems, which each only
tell us about one episode of chromosomal speciation. Progressing from patterns of
association between chromosome (and genic) change, to understanding processes of
speciation requires both comparative studies across diverse systems and integration of
genome-scale sequence comparisons with other lines of evidence. Here, we showcase
a promising example of chromosomal speciation in a non-model organism, the endemic
Australian marsupial genus Petrogale. We present initial phylogenetic results from exon-
capture that resolve a history of divergence associated with extensive and repeated
CRs. Yet it remains challenging to disentangle gene tree heterogeneity caused by recent
divergence and gene flow in this and other such recent radiations. We outline a way
forward for better integration of comparative genomic sequence data with evidence
from molecular cytogenetics, and analyses of shifts in the recombination landscape and
potential disruption of meiotic segregation and epigenetic programming. In all likelihood,
CRs impact multiple cellular processes and these effects need to be considered
together, along with effects of genic divergence. Understanding the effects of CRs
together with genic divergence will require development of more integrative theory and
inference methods. Together, new data and analysis tools will combine to shed light on
long standing questions of how chromosome and genic divergence promote speciation.
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INTRODUCTION

Differences in how the genome is packaged – chromosome
variation – have long been known to influence how genetic
variation is transmitted and redistributed within and among
populations (Darlington, 1958; White, 1973). Today, with
increasing availability of high quality genome assemblies, the
capacity for genome-scale resequencing and the tools of
molecular cytogenetics and population- and phylo-genomic
analysis, we are returning to a whole-genome perspective on
evolution. At the same time, evidence from genome comparisons
is revealing that reticulate evolution, including introgression
across distantly related species, is far more common in animals
than previously thought (Mallet et al., 2016) with implications
for gene-tree – species-tree discordance (Edwards et al., 2016).
This directs attention to the potential for differing extents
of introgression within and outside rearranged regions of the
genome (Noor and Bennett, 2009; Crawford et al., 2015).

Here, we revisit the early history of thinking about how
chromosomal rearrangements (CRs) affect population and
speciation processes. We then highlight a case study that
emphasizes how a combined knowledge of genome architecture
and genomic sequence divergence is important for understanding
the history of CRs in association with speciation and being
able to assess whether gene flow is reduced in rearranged
regions. Finally, we return to broader themes, considering
what combinations of evidence and theory are necessary to
gain a holistic understanding of how chromosome change
can promote incipient divergence and ultimately translate into
species diversification.

Chromosome Change, Population
Processes, and Speciation – A Potted
History
Observations on differences in chromosome number and form
were some of the earliest data available on genetic differences
among species. Inevitably, this led to consideration of whether
and how such large-scale restructuring of the genome could cause
reproductive isolation – speciation – as well as the role of CRs in
adaptive evolution within species (Sturtevant, 1938; Dobzhansky,
1950; Stebbins, 1950; Grant, 1964; White, 1973).

The initial focus on adaptive evolution of CRs was largely
for paracentric inversions, and their role in recombination
suppression and thus accumulation of linked adaptive genes
(Dobzhansky, 1950). More broadly, consideration of how
multiple CRs (e.g., reciprocal translocations) could lead to
long chains of chromosomes with no recombination lead to
concepts of “genetic systems” and their role in maintaining
heterozygosity (Darlington, 1958; James, 1982). This thread
connecting chromosome organization with adaptive evolution
continues today with the proposal that the recombination
suppression associated with CRs can promote local adaptation
and the accumulation of genetic incompatibilities between
species (Navarro and Barton, 2003; Kirkpatrick and Barton, 2006;
reviewed in Faria and Navarro, 2010; Ortiz-Barrientos et al.,
2016). In one powerful example, Shaw et al. (1986) found that

shifts in recombination positions in chromosome heterozygotes
of Caledia grasshoppers was associated with hybrid breakdown,
and more so than genetic distance per se. Association between
range size and rate of inversions in birds also support these
models, albeit indirectly (Hooper and Price, 2015).

As evidence of marked differences in chromosome
organization among species continued to accumulate, various
concepts of chromosomal speciation developed (reviewed by
White, 1978; King, 1993). For the most part, these focused on
types of CRs that potentially reduce fertility of heterozygotes –
“sterility models” – because of disruptions of segregation, or
meiotic silencing of unsynapsed chromosomes (MSUC) during
meiosis (Garagna et al., 2014). The obvious challenge is to explain
how a new mutation that reduces the fitness of its heterozygous
carrier can survive selection against it, to establish within a local
population. Stimulated by the observation that such changes
are often seen in taxa that form small isolated populations (e.g.,
Bush et al., 1977), various models based on strong genetic drift
or founder events followed, some analogous to Wright’s Shifting
Balance Theory of alternating drift and adaptive evolution in
metapopulations (Wright, 1982). Such models were immediately
controversial, especially when they invoked variants of sympatric
speciation (Key, 1968; Futuyma and Mayer, 1980) or rapid
fixation in founder populations (Templeton, 1981). This led
to strong skepticism of the view that individual chromosome
changes, though reduced fertility, could be a primary and
common driver of speciation (Walsh, 1982; Coyne et al., 2000;
Coyne and Orr, 2004). Nonetheless, in chromosomally diverse
butterflies and Drosophila, differences in chromosome number
accumulate more rapidly between sympatric than allopatric
species and are linked to reinforcing selection for pre-mating
isolation (Noor et al., 2001; Lukhtanov et al., 2005; Kandul et al.,
2007). An association between speciation and chromosomal
evolution was identified in mammals (Bush et al., 1977), and
more recently in a diverse genus of lizards, Sceloporus, where a
phylogenomic analysis revealed higher speciation rates in clades
with extensive Robertsonian fusions (Leaché et al., 2016).

Mechanisms that could promote fixation of chromosome
changes despite reduced hybrid fertility include: (i) meiotic drive,
(ii) establishment of recombination suppression which facilitates
adaptive evolution, and simply, (iii) beneficial effects of CRs
on gene expression. (i) Meiotic drive – (segregation distortion)
is a powerful evolutionary force that can drive mutations that
otherwise reduce fitness to fixation by biased transmission of
chromosomes (reviewed in Lindholm et al., 2016; see also
Pardo-Manuel de Villena and Sapienza, 2001). Meiotic drive
has been observed to favor Robertsonian fusions (metacentric)
over unfused (acrocentric) chromosomes in shrews (Wyttenbach
et al., 1998; Fedyk and Chętnicki, 2007) but evidence for this
in Mus is mixed (Nachman and Searle, 1995; Chmátal et al.,
2014). Meiotic drive might also underpin large-scale patterns of
chromosome diversity in fish (Yoshida and Kitano, 2012; Molina
et al., 2014). Sex chromosomes have been shown to be frequently
involved in fusions in fish and amniotes (see Pokorná et al.,
2014; Pennell et al., 2015). (ii) Recombination suppression and
adaptation – selection to reduce negative effects of chromosomal
heterozygosity, including shifts in recombination (chiasma)
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positions, non-homologous pairing and synaptic adjustment.
For synapsis to occur during meiosis, chromosomes need
to pair to allow crossing over and this process uses the
synaptonemal complex. Evidence from a variety of organisms –
mice (Johannisson and Winking, 1994; Borodin et al., 2005;
Manterola et al., 2009), humans (Guichaoua et al., 1986),
chickens (Kaelbling and Fechheimer, 1985) and Caenorhabditis
elegans (Henzel et al., 2011), highlight that homology of
chromosomes is not required to complete this process and
synaptic adjustment (reviewed in Zickler and Kleckner, 1999)
can overcome issues of non-homology. There is also evidence
that this occurs broadly in eutherian mammals between the
sex chromosomes (pairing of X and Y), where only a short
domain is homologous (pseudo-autosomal region) allowing for
non-homologous synapsis (Bergero and Charlesworth, 2009).
However, the ability to overcome non-homology depends on
a number of factors including the size of the rearrangement,
the gene content, the location with respect to centromeres
and telomeres and the genetic background (see Torgasheva
and Borodin, 2010). This can favor production of balanced
gametes for a variety of rearrangements including deletions,
insertions, inversions, Robertsonian fusions (Kingswood et al.,
1994; Vozdova et al., 2014) and duplications (reviewed in
Torgasheva and Borodin, 2010). In addition, recombination
suppression may drive adaptive evolution by bringing together
advantageous gene combinations (Hoffmann and Rieseberg,
2008; see also Navarro and Barton, 2003). Theory on effects
of recombination suppression focuses primarily on inversions
(e.g., Kirkpatrick and Barton, 2006) but also considers fusions
(Guerrero and Kirkpatrick, 2014) and centric shifts, which may
occur via pericentric inversion, three break rearrangements
or establishment of neocentromeres, and in the vicinity of
centromeres involved in fusion/fissions events (Rieseberg, 2001;
Navarro and Barton, 2003). Finally, the simplest possibility is
(iii) a beneficial mutation – a rearrangement could generate a
beneficial effect of relocating genes into a different regulatory
environment, long referred to as position effects (Muller, 1930).
As with most mutations, such changes will most often be
deleterious (as in humans – Harewood and Fraser, 2014).

The well-known Bateson Dobzhansky Muller (BDM) model
(based on work of Bateson, 1909; Dobzhansky, 1936; Muller,
1942) can operate for CRs as it does for genic mutations, avoiding
the hybrid-sterility conundrum. Independent chromosome
changes arise within isolates, and proceed to fixation by drift or
adaptive evolution, followed, on secondary contact, by reduced
fertility of heterozygotes for multiple rearrangements (see Coyne
and Orr, 2004). Comparative and experimental data on Mus
(reviewed in Garagna et al., 2014), Sorex shrews (Polyakov
et al., 2011; Horn et al., 2012) and Rhogeessa bats (Baird et al.,
2009), appear to be exemplify the BDM process, where the
focus is on systems with multiple chromosomal fusions with one
or more common arms in different fusion arrangements, i.e.,
monobrachial homology (Baker and Bickham, 1986).

Putting aside contention over whether chromosomal
speciation is common, empirical systems where closely related
species differ by multiple, complex CRs are frequently observed
(White, 1973; King, 1993; Coyne and Orr, 2004; Dobigny et al.,

2017). However, our current understanding of CRs is largely
based on changes that are visible by classical cytology and
chromosome banding. With the tools of molecular cytogenetics
and high resolution genome sequencing, yet more, often
substantial, CRs are being discovered between species thought to
have few changes (e.g., human vs. chimpanzee; Prado-Martinez
et al., 2013; Farré et al., 2015).

So, how do we revisit these old questions and debates with
new theory and empirical evidence? Despite recent advances in
chromosomal speciation theory (Kirkpatrick and Barton, 2006;
Faria and Navarro, 2010; Kirkpatrick, 2010, 2017; Guerrero et al.,
2012b; Guerrero and Kirkpatrick, 2014), more needs to be done to
develop inference methods that can exploit genomic comparisons
(see Prospectus section). From the empirical perspective, one
fruitful approach is to apply genome-scale analyses to systems
that exemplify chromosome change among closely related taxa.
Sites and Moritz (1987) proposed that models of chromosomal
speciation that require strong genetic drift could be tested
using simple predictions for reduced genetic polymorphism
and elevated divergence, but both the empirical and inference
tools available at the time were limiting. This has now changed
substantially, with the ability to sequence thousands of loci across
populations of any organism and to use coalescent and network
methods to infer divergence history (Edwards et al., 2016). The
key challenge for recently diverged taxa is to disentangle the
effects of retained ancestral polymorphism (incomplete lineage
sorting – ILS) from subsequent gene flow. While this remains
challenging, the emergence of isolation-with-migration models
(Pinho and Hey, 2010) and phylogenetic network methods
(Nakhleh, 2013), when combined with genome-scale data, offer
some hope. Recent research into the Anopheles system has
highlighted the value of genomic data in disentangling ILS from
introgression (Fontaine et al., 2015; Wen et al., 2016), as has
sliding window analysis of genomes in Xiphophorus fishes (Cui
et al., 2013). Whole genomes allow for a suite of new analyses to
identify introgression (e.g., using the ABBA-BABA discordance
test; Green et al., 2010; Durand et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2015;
Nater et al., 2015), but currently there are still limitations based
on genome sequencing and alignments, where phasing errors
can lead to over-estimation of recombination or mutations (e.g.,
Qi et al., 2014; Rasmussen et al., 2014). Further, it may be that
comparative genome screening alone will not be sufficient to
resolve different effects of CRs on divergence (e.g., Suh, 2016; but
see Prospectus).

Inferring Divergence Histories of
Candidates for Chromosomal Speciation
To resolve whether CRs initiate divergence or follow genic
speciation, we need to focus on recently diverged taxa (Coyne and
Orr, 2004). We need to identify organisms that can help address
questions in chromosomal speciation and apply integrative tools
to them. In particular, cytogenetic and molecular data can be
combined to infer the sequence and timing of CRs in systems with
complex chromosome change (Faria and Navarro, 2010). This is
especially important to interpret signatures of genetic divergence
associated with these CRs (Noor and Bennett, 2009). It should
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be reiterated that it remains a formidable challenge to resolve
relationships and reticulations among recently separated species
(e.g., Leaché et al., 2016).

Several recent comparative studies of species with high quality
reference genomes have used extensive resequencing to resolve
divergence histories and contrast levels of introgression among
recently separated taxa that differ by chromosomal inversions
(e.g., Primates – Carbone et al., 2014, Drosophila – Kulathinal
et al., 2009; McGaugh and Noor, 2012; Lohse et al., 2015;
Anopheles – Wen et al., 2016). There has, however, been mixed
support for recombination suppression models (see Faria and
Navarro, 2010). By contrast to chromosomal inversions, there
have been few genome-scale analyses of closely related taxa
with complex Robertsonian fusions. In the Robertsonian fusion
races of Mus, increased genetic divergence has been observed at
microsatellite loci near the centromeres of fused chromosomes
(Franchini et al., 2010; Förster et al., 2016) and simulations of
recombination suppression versus hybrid breakdown reveal that
hybrid breakdown alone could explain the patterns in Mus from
Italy (Giménez et al., 2013). Like Mus, reduced gene flow (higher
divergence) is evident within CRs in Sorex shrews (Basset et al.,
2006; Yannic et al., 2009).

While analyses of model systems, such as the above, have
provided important insights into causes and consequences of
CRs, it remains important to extend analyses of effects of
chromosome change to systems with distinct genomic features
and population structures (Payseur and Rieseberg, 2016). In the
following, we present one such example and then conclude with
a prospectus for how to advance this and other non-model
systems. With this and other such systems, we hope to obtain a
greater insight into the processes driving variation in genomic
architecture, that lead to divergence and speciation.

CASE STUDY: Petrogale
ROCK-WALLABIES

The rock-wallaby (Petrogale) system has been considered a
classical model for chromosomal speciation due to extensive
chromosome repatterning, combined with their habitat
specialization (rocky environments) which causes populations to
be isolated and small (King, 1993). Rock-wallabies are medium
sized marsupials (1–12 kg) that inhabit complex rocky areas
distributed across continental Australia and some offshore
islands, (Eldridge, 2008). A strong propensity for isolation
among disjunct rocky habitats (e.g., Pope et al., 1996; Hazlitt
et al., 2006) is thought to increase their rate of speciation and
contribute to the fixation of novel CRs (Eldridge and Close,
1993). Petrogale includes 17 recognized species corresponding to
23 chromosomal taxa (Supplementary Table 1; Figure 1). This is
the most chromosomally diverse genus of marsupials, which in
general have a conserved karyotype across all five Australasian
and American super-families (2n = 14; Rofe and Hayman, 1985;
Hayman, 1990; see O’Neill et al., 1999; Graves and Renfree,
2013). Macropodids (kangaroos and wallabies) show variable
karyotypes (see O’Neill et al., 1999), but the ancestral macropodid
2n = 22 karyotype is only found in Petrogale (P. lateralis,

P. persephone, P. rothschildi, and P. xanthopus; Eldridge et al.,
1992a) and Thylogale (Pademelons). The 2n = 22 macropodid
ancestral karyotype is itself derived from the widespread 2n= 14
marsupial karyotype by a series of fissions (Rofe, 1979; Hayman,
1990). CRs are extensive across Petrogale, and range from simple
to complex. A majority of the rearrangements are Robertsonian
fusions, but there is also cytogenetic evidence for inversions and
centric shifts (centromeric transpositions) (Eldridge et al., 1989,
1990, 1991, 1992b; Eldridge and Close, 1992, 1993). In addition,
the X chromosome is frequently variable in morphology among
taxa and also sometimes within taxa (Eldridge and Close, 1997).
The highest chromosomal diversity occurs in groups that are
sympatric or parapatric (brachyotis and penicillata groups;
Eldridge et al., 1992b; Eldridge and Close, 1993; Figure 1),
and these are also the most speciose. This pattern matches
the predictions of chromosomal speciation models (see Faria
and Navarro, 2010) and the recombination suppression model.
This could reflect yet another scenario where fixation rate of
chromosomal rearrangements correlates with parapatry and
sympatry – suggesting adaptation and divergent selection could
be a dominant process driving fixation (e.g., Hooper and Price,
2015).

The brachyotis group of rock-wallabies includes four species
and five sub-species distributed across northwestern Australia
which have the most complex rearrangements found in Petrogale
(Supplementary Table 2) and large amounts of centromeric
constitutive heterochromatin not present in other Petrogale
(Maynes, 1989; Sharman et al., 1990; Eldridge et al., 1992b;
Eldridge and Close, 1993). Within the lateralis group, there are
two chromosomal races and three sub-species (Eldridge et al.,
1991; Figure 1). These races/sub-species are recently diverged
and are distinguished by single autosomal rearrangements or
fusions (Eldridge and Close, 1993, 1997; Figure 1). However,
the most interesting group are the recently diverged (∼0.5–
2.7 mya; Potter et al., 2012a) Queensland penicillata group taxa.
Six parapatric species display extensive variation in karyotypes
ranging from simple to complex – including fusions, inversions
and centric shifts (see Eldridge and Close, 1993). Early research
was driven by cytogenetic analyses (reviewed in Eldridge and
Close, 1997) and captive breeding experiments that showed
evidence of reproductive isolation including infertile male
hybrids and reduced fertility of female hybrids (Eldridge and
Close, 1992). This resulted in the description of three new
species (Eldridge and Close, 1992) and a focus on the role
of chromosomal variation in speciation. Meiotic irregularities,
including problems with more extensive rearrangements and
X-autosome associations have been reported (Close et al.,
1996) – patterns also seen in model systems (e.g., Mus). Recent
genetic analysis of the penicillata group using microsatellites
and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) found extensive sharing of
alleles between some of the most chromosomally divergent
species (Potter et al., 2015). This could be a consequence of
introgression or ILS. Further analysis of nuclear markers across
the genome is required to assess the genomic divergence between
these species and assess if speciation with gene flow is occurring
between these taxa, or if more complex interactions between
genomic architecture and genic divergence is at play. The
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FIGURE 1 | Map of rock-wallaby (Petrogale) taxa distributions across Australia. Map modified from Eldridge and Close (1993). Taxa are colored in
accordance with their chromosomal groupings: the brachyotis group = red; the xanthopus group = yellow; the lateralis group = blue; and the penicillata
group = green.

characteristics of this genus, specifically their rapid radiation and
extensive chromosome variation, make them a valuable model for
understanding chromosome evolution and speciation.

Phylogenetic analyses of the rock-wallabies have not
previously included representatives of all 23 chromosomal taxa,
nor have they been able to resolve phylogenetic relationships,
particularly among the more recently evolved species within
the penicillata group (Campeau-Péloquin et al., 2001; Potter
et al., 2012a). This, in addition to evident homoplasy of
rearrangements (see Eldridge and Close, 1993), has precluded
tracing the evolution of chromosomal changes. The phylogenetic
relationship of P. xanthopus and P. purpureicollis has also
been difficult to resolve (see Eldridge et al., 1991; Eldridge
and Close, 1993; Potter et al., 2012a), which has hindered
interpreting chromosome evolution as these taxa retain the
ancestral chromosome number.

Here, we report results from targeted capture for ∼2000
exons from two individuals per taxon to resolve the relationships
across the genus (all supplementary material and methods are
outlined in Supplementary Datasheet 1). These data allow us
to understand the evolution of chromosomes in this group. In
particular, they provide insight into phylogenetic and sequence

divergence signals of discordance across the X, rearranged and
non-rearranged chromosome arms that could reflect effects of
CRs on gene flow (see Supplementary Table 3). We focus on
sets of concatenated loci, rather than individual gene trees as
individual exons have low phylogenetic resolution at this scale.
While it is desirable to use multispecies coalescent approaches
(e.g., ∗BEAST and ASTRAL), such programs are confounded by
introgression across non-sister data and are therefore unsuitable
for this system (see Solis-Lemus et al., 2016). Hence, we
explore multispecies coalescent network approaches that allow
for introgression (see below; reviewed in Nakhleh, 2013; Edwards
et al., 2016). We expect to find discordant phylogenies and
divergence levels between these categories of loci, particularly for
the recent radiation of Queensland taxa.

The phylogenetic relationships amongst taxa using the entire
dataset of 1961 exons and ∼1 million bp firmly resolves,
for the first time, relationships within Petrogale (Figure 2).
The brachyotis group with the most extensive chromosomal
rearrangements is also phylogenetically basal, which is consistent
with previous genetic data (Campeau-Péloquin et al., 2001;
Potter et al., 2012a). The xanthopus chromosomal group is
paraphyletic. P. rothschildi forms the sister taxon to the
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Phylogenetic relationships of rock-wallabies (Petrogale) based on a maximum likelihood analysis of concatenated nuclear data (1961 loci). Bootstrap
support < 100% is outlined on the nodes, ∗ = < 50%; nodes with neither have support of 100%. Four chromosomal groups are highlighted on the phylogeny: the
brachyotis group = red; the xanthopus group = yellow; the lateralis group = blue; and the penicillata group = green. Karyotype variation (2n) for each of the four
chromosomal groups is highlighted. Dendrolagus lumholtzi (tree kangaroo) and Thylogale thetis (pademelon) are used as outgroups. (B) A maximum likelihood
mitochondrial phylogeny of Petrogale based on all mitochondrial coding genes (12 loci). Chromosomal groups are highlighted to match (A), as is bootstrap support.

lateralis and penicillata groups, where as P. persephone and P.
xanthopus form a well supported monophyletic group. There
is deep divergence between all three taxa that retain the
ancestral karyoptype. The cytogenetically conservative lateralis
group has similar branch lengths among taxa to those among
species within the more chromosomally diverse penicillata
group. Despite recent speciation, each taxon within the lateralis
and penicillata groups is monophyletic, albeit with lower
support for P. lateralis lateralis, P. l. West Kimberley race and
P. assimilis. Relationships amongst some of the most closely
related taxa are also not strongly resolved, but we note that
monophyly of P. mareeba and P. sharmani is consistent with
their chromosomal evolutionary history, since both share a
derived fusion between chromosomes 5 and 10. Although the
phylogenetic position of P. purpureicollis has been previously
unresolved (Sharman et al., 1990; Eldridge et al., 1991; Campeau-
Péloquin et al., 2001; Potter et al., 2012a), these new data
strongly resolve it as sister to the penicillata group. The
sub-species of both P. brachyotis and P. xanthopus (with no
known chromosomal differences) did not form monophyletic

lineages, suggesting recent divergence or some nuclear gene
flow.

Given a well-resolved phylogeny, we can now investigate the
history of chromosome change in the genus. Using parsimony
mapping of CRs, as identified by G-banding (Eldridge and
Close, 1993) we were able to resolve ancestral nodes where
rearrangements occurred, in particular a single origin of CR 7a
(a = acrocentric). However, for some chromosomes, we could
not distinguish between different hypotheses (see Figure 3;
Supplementary Table 2). Apparent multiple independent
origins of the 3a, 4a, 4sm (sm = submetacentric) and 5i
(i = inversion) rearrangements suggest there could be regions of
the genome susceptible to rearrangement processes (“hotspots”),
which have also been implicated in chromosome change in
other macropodids (Bulazel et al., 2007). This highlights the
potential for convergent evolution of rearrangements, including
chromosomal fusions (e.g., 6 and 10 fusion), inversions and
centromere shifts. The alternate hypotheses are multiple reversals
to an ancestral chromosome morphology, or the introgression
of chromosomes between taxa, but further analysis (e.g.,
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FIGURE 3 | Reconstruction of chromosomal rearrangements based on parsimony analysis for Petrogale using only known chromosomal karyotypes
(e.g., no sub-species for P. brachyotis, P. concinna or P. xanthopus). Reconstructions of ancestral karyotypes are highlighted on the main phylogeny and
those that could not be resolved for nodes in the phylogeny are indicated in blue for chromosomes 3, 4, and 5. See Supplementary Table 2 for character state
matrix. Chromosomal groups are again outlined in color: brachyotis = red; xanthopus = yellow; lateralis = blue; and penicillata = green. Chromosomal
rearrangements include: centric shifts, a = acrocentric, m = metacentric, sm = submetacentric; inversions (i); and fusions between two chromosomes (−).

sequencing of breakpoints) is required to distinguish between
them. In addition to parallel evolution, the same chromosomes
are involved in fusion events in different taxa (e.g., 5, 6, 9, and 10).
Cell culture experiments using mitomycin C to induce centric
fusions showed that chromosome 10 fused most frequently
(Eldridge and Johnston, 1993). Despite all chromosomes being
involved in fusions in this experiment, the higher frequency of
chromosome 10 fusions in vitro matches the larger proportion of
chromosome 10 being involved in fusions in the wild in Petrogale
(five out of eight fusions). This together with higher frequencies
of breakpoints from gamma radiation in chromosomes 5, 6 and
10 (Eldridge and Johnston, 1993) further support the notion of a
nonrandom process of CR.

Next, we partitioned the sequenced exons into autosomal-
non-rearranged (N = 140 exons; 75,296 bp), autosomal-
rearranged (N = 160 exons; 36,168 bp), and the X chromosome
(N = 21 exons; 8,951 bp). This approach was motivated by

the expectation that autosomes will have less phylogenetic
signal than the X because of their higher gene flow rates and
larger Ne (see Supplementary Table 3 for mapped loci). Mean
divergence between the four chromosomal groups varies across
the X chromosome, rearranged and non-rearranged autosomes
(Figure 4). When accounting for differences in sequence length,
we find that the X has reduced diversity compared with the
autosomes, although only slightly compared to the rearranged
autosomes. In other mammalian systems (e.g., apes – Nam et al.,
2014) several selective sweeps have created large regions of low
diversity on the X chromosome. Assessment of more loci along
the X is necessary to explore if the lower diversity on the X
within Petrogale is associated with selection. The effects of small
Ne on the X will need to be assessed to distinguish between
selective sweeps and neutral models of evolution. However, given
that sex chromosomes contribute disproportionately to post-
zygotic isolation in many taxa (e.g., Drosophila, Presgraves, 2008;
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FIGURE 4 | Graph of average net divergence between taxa within each chromosomal group: brachyotis, lateralis, penicillata, and xanthopus.
Divergences are estimated for loci on the X chromosome, non-rearranged chromosomes (2,4,7,8) and rearranged chromosomes (5,6,9,10).

Flycatchers, Saether et al., 2007), and evidence of the Petrogale
system conforming to Haldane’s rule, we would expect more loci
on the X to conform to the true species phylogeny than autosomal
loci (as argued by Fontaine et al., 2015).

Rearranged and non-rearranged chromosomes show similar
levels of divergence in the brachyotis and penicillata groups,
which are among the most chromosomally diverse Petrogale
(Figure 5). Conversely, rearranged chromosomes showed the
greatest increase in divergence relative to non-rearranged
chromosomes in the lateralis group, which has relatively few
rearrangements. These observations do not tend to support the
hypothesis that CRs are a primary cause of speciation. Instead,
the CRs may have fixed when species were already isolated.
Alternatively, the existing data may be inadequate to distinguish
between these hypotheses. Further work is needed.

We expect clearer phylogenetic resolution in rearranged than
in non-rearranged regions of the genome, particularly within
the penicillata group (Figure 5). Neither autosomal phylogenetic
reconstructions are able to resolve the relationships of the lateralis
and penicillata groups. The phylogeny based on rearranged
regions does however, separate P. herberti and P. penicillata from
the remaining taxa, as well as P. coenensis and P. godmani,
compared to the non-rearranged chromosomes. Both autosomal
phylogenies resolve the brachyotis and xanthopus groups, but
the rearranged phylogeny places the xanthopus group as basal
instead of the brachyotis group. By contrast, the X loci resolve
nodes deeper in the tree but appears to lack enough information
to resolve all of the internal relationships of the lateralis
and penicillata groups. The X however, does generally group
individuals of a taxon together, unlike the autosomes (Figure 2).

We then asked how often the individuals sampled from each
species formed a monophyletic group for the different subsets

of exons. If rearrangements result in reduced introgression, we
expect to see higher concordance in concatenated loci from
rearranged than non-rearranged chromosome arms. Further, as
the X chromosome is frequently found to be resistant to gene
flow, we also expected higher congruence across the X-linked
loci. On average, the rearranged chromosomes have greater
monophyly of taxa than the non-rearranged for the penicillata
group, supporting our hypothesis of higher concordance. We
do, however, find the opposite pattern for the lateralis group
(Supplementary Table 4). This may be because the lateralis group
has fewer rearranged loci. Overall it had lower concordance of
monophyletic individuals compared to the penicillata group. The
X chromosome had the greatest average monophyly. This may
result from a smaller Ne of the X, faster divergence of the X
(e.g., Charlesworth et al., 1987), or greater divergent selection
on the X. The evolution of the sex chromosomes needs further
investigation.

Analysis of all mitochondrial coding genes (12 genes;
11,373 bp), albeit still a single linkage group, reveals some strong
conflicts between mitochondrial and nuclear evolutionary history
(Figure 2). Previously, it has been highlighted that introgression,
retained ancestral polymorphism (or ILS) has resulted in
paraphyletic species complexes within both the brachyotis group
(see Potter et al., 2012a,b) and the penicillata group (Briscoe et al.,
1982; Bee and Close, 1993; Potter et al., 2015). This is the first
analysis using all coding genes across the mitochondrial genome,
providing the most phylogenetic information and highlight
discrepancies to the nuclear phylogeny, in particular – the
placement of P. persephone and P. xanthopus as basal branches;
the paraphyly of brachyotis group taxa; and lack of monophyly
for P. assimilis, P. coenensis and P. godmani within the penicillata
group. These inconsistencies further highlight areas of potential
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FIGURE 5 | Maximum likelihood phylogenies of Petrogale taxa based on loci from the X chromosome, rearranged autosomal chromosomes (5,6,9,10)
and non-rearranged autosomal chromosomes (2,4,7,8). Bootstrap support is highlighted on the nodes of the tree. Incongruence in the phylogenetic
reconstruction to the concatenated nuclear phylogeny (Figure 2A) is highlighted in red on each tree.

reticulation in the history of Petrogale; in particular, the potential
for repeated episodes of introgression in the history of the genus.

We then explored patterns of reticulation among
chromosomal groups. We based these analyses on concatenated
nuclear loci, effectively ignoring coalescent variance in gene trees.
We first used an exploratory statistical approach (Neighbor-
Net in Splits tree – Bryant and Moulton, 2002; Huson and
Bryant, 2006, based on average distances). The results suggested
reticulation amongst P. coenensis and P. godmani, between
P. assimilis, P. mareeba and P. sharmani, as well as between
P. lateralis lateralis and P. lateralis West Kimberley race
(Figure 6). The brachyotis group does not indicate any strong
evidence of reticulation between species. The penicillata group
results match previous results of microsatellites and mtDNA,
which inferred gene flow between these taxa, even those with
complex CRs (Potter et al., 2015).

We next used an approach based on the multispecies
network coalescent (PhyloNet – Than et al., 2008; Yu et al.,
2013, 2014). We find evidence of reticulation for all three
chromosomal groups (Figure 6; Supplementary Table 5). Based

on our analysis of up to three reticulation events, the results
support 2–3 reticulation nodes in the brachyotis group, which
suggests historical introgression may explain the discordance
between mtDNA and nuclear loci. This included reticulation
at nodes of ancestral branches in the brachyotis group. For
both the lateralis and penicillata comparisons there was support
for a single reticulation node. Within the lateralis group, the
reticulation node involved P. lateralis West Kimberley race.
Reticulation could reflect ILS between P. l. lateralis and P. l.
hacketti or introgression with P. l. lateralis. In the penicillata
group, the analyses were less concordant, and the reticulation
node included P. assimilis and P. sharmani for the independent
analysis. Both network analyses reflect greater reticulation across
all three species and include introgression with P. mareeba and
P. assimilis, as well as ILS amongst the three species. In all three
chromosomal group comparisons, reticulation is evident between
species with CRs (fusions and centric shifts). Further work is
necessary to disentangle the effects of ILS from introgression,
which will require further sampling in rearranged vs. non-
rearranged regions of chromosomes.
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FIGURE 6 | (A–C) A phylogenetic network analysis of the chromosomal groups (A) brachyotis, (B) lateralis, and (C) penicillata estimated using a distance based
approach in SplitsTree (Neighbor-Net). The red arrows highlight regions on the network where reticulation is inferred. (D–F) Model based analysis of reticulate
evolutionary history based on analysis of 0–3 reticulations. The lowest log likelihood results are shown for each (D) brachyotis, (E) lateralis, and (F) penicillata
chromosomal groups using PhyloNet. Analysis was performed on a single individual for each taxon and two replicate analyses, each including one of the two
independent samples per taxon. (D) The brachyotis group supported 2–3 reticulations and highlight reticulation involving ancestors in the brachyotis group. (E) The
penicillata group analysis include a three species complex (P. assimilis, P. mareeba, and P. sharmani) and support a single reticulation model but alternate topologies
and individuals involved in reticulation based on the individuals used in the analysis. (F) The lateralis group analyses included three taxa (P. l. lateralis, P. l. hacketti and
P. l. West Kimberley race). The results were congruent in identifying a single reticulation model, which involved the P. lateralis West Kimberley race.

Understanding the genome, the physical position of loci and
how they interact is crucial in interpreting the evolutionary
history of organisms. Our results highlight that if certain loci
taken alone without any context of chromosome structure can
yield completely different results and a misunderstanding of the
mechanisms involved in reproductive isolation. We are still in
the early stages of understanding the physical location of loci in
this non-model system and as further work allows mapping of
loci to chromosomes and regions of rearrangements, we will be
better able to test for recombination suppression and reduced
gene flow in these regions compared to the non-rearranged
chromosomes. With the addition of X chromosome loci, we may
be able to further understand the genetic variation on the X which
itself has a high rate of intrachromosomal rearrangement in this
system. The combined effects of faster X divergence and reduced
recombination may affect speciation in this genus. Below, we
outline the necessary steps to progress this non-model system –
a framework we believe useful for any non-model speciation
research.

PROSPECTUS

The case study above, for a fascinating yet “non-model” system,
indicates both the promise and the challenges of arriving at
a holistic understanding of how CRs affect divergence and
adaptation. Hybrid infertility and recombination suppression
(adaptive) models have largely been treated as exclusive, but in
systems with complex rearrangements, both could well be in play
(Faria and Navarro, 2010; Garagna et al., 2014). Further, such
hypotheses should not be treated as exclusive of accumulation
of genic incompatibilities, such as large X-effects (Presgraves,
2008), effects of recessive X-linked incompatibility alleles on
sterility of the heterogametic sex (Haldane’s rule; Haldane,
1922; Turelli, 1998; Presgraves, 2008, 2010) or cytonuclear
incompatibilities (Turelli and Moyle, 2007). In addition to new
evidence across diverse systems, we need further development
of theory that incorporates these co-occurring processes (Feder
and Nosil, 2009; Faria and Navarro, 2010). We should also
consider extended models with meiotic drive, genomic conflict
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FIGURE 7 | A schematic overview of an integrative approach to increase understanding how chromosomal rearrangements create divergence and
speciation. The hierarchy outlined progresses from simple to complex and may not be feasible for all non-model systems, but outlines the ultimate goals. Blue
boxes highlight the processes, yellow boxes highlight the analyses and red boxes highlight the data needed to achieve a holistic understanding of chromosomal
speciation. CR, chromosome rearrangement; HQ, high quality.

and disruption of epigenetic programming (Brown and O’Neill,
2010).

Considering all these interacting processes, we suggest a
hierarchy of questions and associated requirements that progress
from simple to challenging (Figure 7). The first question is the
history of speciation and CRs, as we have now begun to resolve for
the rock-wallabies. We move on to testing the effects of CRs on
the suppression of gene flow, and then to testing mechanisms that
may have suppressed gene flow. The scale and diversity of data
needed expands as we move from pattern to process. Of particular
note is the need to develop new theory and inference methods
that can distinguish the different processes by integrating
genomic data, recombination landscapes, meiotic irregularities,
segregation patterns, and epigenetics. Such methods involve
complicated parameter estimation and may need to rely on
approaches such as approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) to
compare competing models (see Beaumont, 2010). Those models,
in turn, will likely employ multispecies coalescence that includes
speciation and demographic history, as well as the evolution of
CRs (e.g., coalescent models for CRs – Guerrero et al., 2012a,b;
Ayala et al., 2013; Peischl et al., 2013). The quality of genome
assemblies needed increases as we move from pattern to process.
This is crucial to remove errors that can influence inference of
rearrangements as well as recombination rate changes.

In the following, we explore three key issues that have
emerged: (i) what do we know of differential origins of new (or
recurrent) CRs; (ii) how do CRs interact with the epigenetic
programming of genes and chromosome segments; and (iii)
what new theory and inference methods do we need to exploit
comparative genomic data in the context of individual and
combined effects of CRs.

Origins of CRs
Recent reviews highlight that the breakpoints of CRs are
associated with repetitive elements, and are influenced by
functional constrains and meiotic recombination (Farré et al.,
2015). These features have been discovered from whole genome
comparisons of distantly and closely related species. Repetitive
sequences, such as segmental duplications and transposable
elements, appear to provide the substrates for non-allelic
homologous recombination (Bailey et al., 2004; Cordaux and
Batzer, 2009), resulting in CRs such as inversions. These
breakpoint regions are also common in gene-dense regions
of the genome, with the breaks occurring predominantly in
intergenic regions where they are less likely to silence a gene
(Lemaitre et al., 2009). Breakpoint regions are enriched with
genes involved in adaptive processes, such as immune response
genes, and CRs causing changes to expression of these genes
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or otherwise rendering a gene non-functional could provide a
selective advantage to result in the fixation of this rearrangement
(Larkin et al., 2009; Ullastres et al., 2014). Furthermore, gene-
rich regions have been shown to be more actively transcribed,
possessing epigenetic characteristics of open, and therefore
accessible, chromatin (Lemaitre et al., 2009; Capilla et al., 2016).
This makes sense in light of the observation that meiotic double
strand breaks required for CRs typically occur in transcriptionally
active, open chromatin regions of the genome (Smagulova et al.,
2011).

Rearrangements involving centromeres are common in
many systems, including Petrogale. Similar to the breakpoint
regions described above, centromeres contain highly repetitive
sequences. Robertsonian fusions may be formed from illegitimate
recombination occurring among these highly repetitive
sequences (Slijepcevic, 1998; Garagna et al., 2001; Ruiz-
Herrera et al., 2006). Nuclear architecture also appears to
play a role in the formation of Robertsonian fusions. In mice,
the pericentric regions of telocentric chromosomes converge
during the leptotene stage of prophase I in meiosis, placing
pericentromeric regions of different chromosomes in close
proximity (Garagna et al., 2014). Prophase I is also the time
when DNA is damaged and the cell is repairing the double-
stranded breaks by homologous recombination for synapsis
of homologous chromosomes (Neale and Keeney, 2006). The
combination of these two factors lends this phase of meiosis
to being a time of potential CR (Garagna et al., 2014). More
generally, the location of chromosomes within the nucleus
should be considered when studying CRs as it could help to
understand why some chromosomes or chromosome arms more
commonly involved in CRs than other chromosomes (Wesche
and Robinson, 2012).

In some cases, the CR involving the centromere is a centric
shift. This could occur via a pericentric inversion. Alternatively,
neocentromeres may be established from epigenetic changes to
repetitive sequences located elsewhere on the chromosome and
old centromeres decommissioned (O’Neill et al., 2004). Also,
a three-break rearrangement that allows the centromere to be
excised and then reinserted in a different position further along
the chromosome could occur (Eldridge et al., 1988). O’Neill
et al. (2004) suggested that heterochromatin stabilizes centromere
position and its absence opens the way for neocentromerization.
Although cause and consequence remain difficult to distinguish,
and further exploration of this hypothesis in Petrogale would be
of value.

The characterization of breakpoint features and the role
of centromeres in CRs has made it evident that sequence
content, an open chromatin conformation and chromosome
territories within the nucleus in the germline are all important
for understanding the origin of CRs and should be considered
together (i.e., the “Integrative Breakage Model,” Farré et al.,
2015). Detailed studies of epigenomic features and chromatin
conformation are possible for model species like the mouse
(Capilla et al., 2016), testing the Integrative Breakage Model
may be more challenging at present for non-model species as
a high-quality reference genome is essential for interpreting
epigenomic data. However, advances in sequencing technology

and the corresponding genome assembly pipelines (e.g.,
Putnam et al., 2016), make this achievable for non-model
species.

Interaction of CRs with Epigenetic
Programming
Epigenetic variation has recently been recognized to cause
genetic incompatibilities that can lead to reproductive isolation
(Brown and O’Neill, 2010; Durand et al., 2012). The only
known “speciation gene” in mammals is Prdm9 in mice
(Mihola et al., 2009). It encodes for the meiotic specific-protein
responsible for marking the location of recombination hotspots
(Grey et al., 2011). Recombination is essential recognition of
chromosome homologues during prophase I of meiosis and
its disruption results in sterile male hybrids. An interaction
between the autosomal Prdm9 and the X-linked Meir1 gene
contributes to reproductive isolation of Mus musculus musculus
and Mus m. domesticus subspecies (Balcova et al., 2016).
Robertsonian fusions alter the epigenetic marks of H3K9me3
and γH2AX (Capilla et al., 2014). The accumulation of γH2AX
is associated with the MSUC mechanism, which is similar
to meiotic sex chromosome inactivation (MSCI) for silencing
the unsynapsed X and Y in males. These mechanisms involve
a suite of epigenetic modifications to achieve transcriptional
silencing of the sex chromosomes (MSCI) or unsynapsed
region (MSUC) (reviewed in Turner, 2007). When CRs reduce
recombination, MSUC may therefore silence genes critical to
meiosis (Shiu et al., 2001) and cause infertility (Garagna et al.,
2014).

The frequent involvement of centromeres in CRs makes it
interesting to consider the role of these important structures
in speciation. Sequences at centromeres rapidly evolve, differing
markedly between closely related species. Chromatin-binding
proteins, such as various histone proteins, are important for the
normal function of a centromere during meiosis and mitosis.
Reproductive isolation could result from incompatibilities in
these proteins, with chromatin-binding proteins from one species
failing to recognize the repeat sequence of the other (Sawamura
et al., 2012). Centromere incompatibilities could then lead to
centromere-drive where there is an imbalance in centromere
strength during meiosis, contributing to post-zygotic isolation
(Henikoff et al., 2001; Malik and Henikoff, 2003).

Population Genetics – Theory and
Inference
Substantial progress has been made toward understanding
speciation using sequence data. Faria and Navarro (2010) develop
a framework based on the models of Navarro and Barton (2003)
and Kirkpatrick and Barton (2006) to study how CRs contribute
to speciation and how they first become fixed in different
populations. This links population genetics theory to speciation
and encompasses a model of how CRs have become fixed outside
of previous models based on drift (Walsh, 1982; Lande, 1985;
Spirito, 1998), selective advantages (Nei et al., 1967), meiotic
drive (Nei et al., 1967), or epistatic interactions (Charlesworth,
1974).
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There is the need for development of models that incorporate
synergistic effects of genic and chromosomal variation, as well
as the effects of drift and selection. Such models might provide
opportunities to evaluate when a single process can explain
observed patterns of variation in a dataset, and when multiple
interacting processes need to be invoked. However, the reality
is that genic and chromosomal divergences occur in parallel,
CRs potentially have multiple effects, and that such models will
only be capable of distinguishing among hypothesized processes
in the simplest of systems. Here comparative genomic datasets,
in particular lineages with a history of recent CRs, might
offer unique opportunities. With such data, it is possible to
test predictions of molecular evolution and biogeography, but
empirical data can produce similar signatures under different
scenarios (Noor and Bennett, 2009). One possible way forward
is to exploit the different types of evidence (Figure 7) to set up
competing/complementary models of single and joint effects that
could then be evaluated using comparative sequence data.

In systems with multiple CRs, like the Petrogale system
described here, we can view each CR as a semi-independent
evolutionary replicate, providing opportunities to examine how
different independent CRs, fixing in populations at different
times, relate to genic divergence. This in turn can inform
our understanding of processes. For instance, evidence of
synchrony in fixation of different rearrangements may provide
evidence of meiotic drive (e.g., Pardo-Manuel de Villena
and Sapienza, 2001). Under meiotic drive hypotheses, we
expect rearrangements will be of similar ages. If, however,
CRs generate beneficial fitness effects (spread by positive
selection), we do not expect fixation to occur at similar times.
With combined cytogenetic understanding, this allows us to
fit models to different regions along each chromosome to
capture their unique evolutionary histories. If rearrangements
are important to divergence, we expect the times at which
they are established to coincide with speciation events. Using
coalescent models to date speciation events and then mapping
rearrangements on these phylogenies will help elucidate which
CRs could have been involved in speciation (also previously
suggested by Faria and Navarro, 2010). The key here will
be finding systems where CRs are relatively recent, to
distinguish between genic divergence post speciation vs.
mutations causing reproductive isolation in relation to genomic
architecture.

CONCLUSION

Integration of cytogenetic, genomic, and epigenetic data using a
holistic approach will be crucial to improving our understanding
of how genomic architecture influences and potentially drives
reproductive isolation amongst organisms. The non-model
system highlighted here has value for many reasons aside
from its recent origin and chromosomal diversity. These
include: the effect of reversed recombination rate between
the sexes in marsupials relative to most other eutherians
(males > females), X and Y chromosomes do not pair
during meiosis (they lack the pseudoautosomal region), and

epigenetic mechanisms vary significantly from eutherians. This
one non-model system illustrates how biological variation can
provide valuable contrasts to model systems. The growth of
genomic and computational technology is opening new vistas
on fundamental questions about how genomic architecture
influences evolution.
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LINE Insertion Polymorphisms are
Abundant but at Low Frequencies
across Populations of Anolis
carolinensis
Robert P. Ruggiero†, Yann Bourgeois† and Stéphane Boissinot*

New York University Abu Dhabi, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

Vertebrate genomes differ considerably in size and structure. Among the features that
show the most variation is the abundance of Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements
(LINEs). Mammalian genomes contain 100,000s LINEs that belong to a single clade,
L1, and in most species a single family is usually active at a time. In contrast, non-
mammalian vertebrates (fish, amphibians and reptiles) contain multiple active families,
belonging to several clades, but each of them is represented by a small number of
recently inserted copies. It is unclear why vertebrate genomes harbor such drastic
differences in LINE composition. To address this issue, we conducted whole genome
resequencing to investigate the population genomics of LINEs across 13 genomes of
the lizard Anolis carolinensis sampled from two geographically and genetically distinct
populations in the Eastern Florida and the Gulf Atlantic regions of the United States. We
used the Mobile Element Locator Tool to identify and genotype polymorphic insertions
from five major clades of LINEs (CR1, L1, L2, RTE and R4) and the 41 subfamilies
that constitute them. Across these groups we found large variation in the frequency
of polymorphic insertions and the observed length distributions of these insertions,
suggesting these groups vary in their activity and how frequently they successfully
generate full-length, potentially active copies. Though we found an abundance of
polymorphic insertions (over 45,000) most of these were observed at low frequencies
and typically appeared as singletons. Site frequency spectra for most LINEs showed
a significant shift toward low frequency alleles compared to the spectra observed for
total genomic single nucleotide polymorphisms. Using Tajima’s D, FST and the mean
number of pairwise differences in LINE insertion polymorphisms, we found evidence
that negative selection is acting on LINE families in a length-dependent manner, its
effects being stronger in the larger Eastern Florida population. Our results suggest that a
large effective population size and negative selection limit the expansion of polymorphic
LINE insertions across these populations and that the probability of LINE polymorphisms
reaching fixation is extremely low.

Keywords: retrotransposon, LINE, Anolis carolinensis, genome resequencing, transposable element, selection
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INTRODUCTION

The complete sequencing of dozens of vertebrate genomes
representing most extant lineages has been an extraordinary
source of information, thereby revolutionizing the field of
genetics, development and evolutionary biology. However,
those genomes vary considerably in size and structure and
understanding the cause(s) of these differences is fundamental
for meaningfully interpreting genomic annotations (Elliott and
Gregory, 2015). Among the features that show the most variation
across vertebrate taxa is the abundance and diversity of non-
LTR retrotransposons [also called LINEs for Long Interspersed
Nuclear Elements; reviewed in Tollis and Boissinot (2012)].
LINEs are autonomously replicating retroelements, meaning
they encode the molecular machinery necessary for their own
replication. LINEs are ubiquitous components of eukaryotic
genomes and the origin of the main LINE lineages is very
ancient, possibly predating the origin of eukaryotes (Malik et al.,
1999). LINEs are classified into a number of clades based on
the presence of conserved features (Malik et al., 1999; Kapitonov
et al., 2009). The most basal clades of LINEs (e.g., R2, R4,
RTE) contain a single open-reading frame (ORF) encoding a
reverse transcriptase domain, while the most derived lineages
contains two ORFs (e.g., L1, L2, CR1). The mechanism of
transposition was characterized for the R2 and L1 elements
and it is assumed that other LINEs transpose using a similar
mechanism (Luan et al., 1993; Cost et al., 2002). Following
transcription and export of LINE mRNA to the cytoplasm,
LINE-encoded proteins are translated and form an RNA-protein
complex that is reimported in the nucleus. In the nucleus, reverse
transcription takes place at the site of insertion, through a process
called target-primed reverse transcription. Although there is a
strong cis preference (Wei et al., 2001), the replicative machinery
of LINEs can act on other transcripts and is responsible
for the amplification of the non-autonomous SINEs and of
retrotransposed pseudogenes (Ohshima et al., 1996; Dewannieux
et al., 2003; Dewannieux and Heidmann, 2005; Piskurek et al.,
2009).

Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements are ubiquitous
in vertebrates and constitute the dominant category of
autonomously replicating retroelements in most vertebrate
genomes (Tollis and Boissinot, 2012). They have considerably
affected the size and structure of these genomes and it is believed
that LINE abundance is one of the major determinants of haploid
genome size differences among vertebrates. At one extreme,
mammalian genomes contain extremely large numbers of LINEs
that can account for as much as 30% of their size (Lander et al.,
2001; Waterston et al., 2002). LINEs in placental mammals
are represented by a single clade, L1. The vast majority of L1
elements are the product of past amplification and in most
species only the most recently evolved family of elements is
active at a time (Furano, 2000). Fish, amphibians and non-avian
reptile genomes contain a much larger diversity of active LINE
families, generally representing multiple clades (Volff et al., 2003;
Duvernell et al., 2004; Furano et al., 2004; Novick et al., 2009;
Blass et al., 2012; Chalopin et al., 2015). These families are usually
represented by small numbers of very similar copies, suggesting

that the majority of insertions are recent (Furano et al., 2004;
Novick et al., 2009; Blass et al., 2012).

In mammals, the evolutionary dynamics of LINEs is relatively
well understood. Population genetics and genomics studies in
humans have shown that the majority of L1 elements behave
as neutral alleles and accumulate readily in the genome of
their host (Boissinot et al., 2006). This does not mean that L1
activity is fully neutral. In humans, a fitness cost related to
the length of L1 elements has been demonstrated (Boissinot
et al., 2001, 2006). This suggests that the deleterious effect of
L1 result from the ability of long elements to mediate ectopic
recombination events (Myers et al., 2005; Song and Boissinot,
2007). However, this cost is insufficient to prevent the fixation of
most elements, hence the extremely large number of L1 copies
in mammals. By comparison the dynamics of LINEs in non-
mammalian genomes is not as well understood. The young
age and relatively small number of LINEs in fish and reptile
genomes could be interpreted as evidence for a lower rate of
fixation of novel insertions in non-mammalian genomes. Studies
in stickleback and in lizard suggest that, indeed, LINE insertions
tend to be negatively selected, yet a number of insertions do
reach fixation (Blass et al., 2012; Tollis and Boissinot, 2013). In
addition, population genetics data in the pufferfish show that
the frequency spectrum of recent insertions is consistent with
neutrality (Neafsey et al., 2004). Thus we have been unable
to exclude the possibility that LINEs are neutral or weakly
deleterious in non-mammalian vertebrates and that their copy
number is controlled by other means, possibly by a faster decay
due to a higher rate of DNA loss (Novick et al., 2009; Blass et al.,
2012).

At this point, our understanding of LINE population
dynamics is heavily biased toward their dynamics in humans.
However, the extreme abundance and low diversity of LINEs in
mammals constitute a derived state relative to other vertebrates.
Thus, inferences drawn from studies in mammals are unlikely
to apply to other vertebrates. In addition, results obtained
from previous studies in non-mammalian vertebrates provide
only a partial picture since those studies relied on a relatively
small number of polymorphisms, principally collected from the
published reference genomes (Neafsey et al., 2004; Blass et al.,
2012; Shen et al., 2013; Tollis and Boissinot, 2013). Thus, we
decided to investigate the population dynamics of LINEs in a
non-mammalian vertebrate, the green anole Anolis carolinensis,
using a complete genome re-sequencing approach. The anole
genome is a particularly good model because it is among the
most diverse vertebrate genomes in terms of LINE diversity
(Novick et al., 2009; Chalopin et al., 2015). Five LINE clades
are simultaneously active in anole: L1, L2, CR1, R4 and RTE.
These elements differ considerably in structure, copy number,
and diversity (Table 1). For example, the L1 and the L2 clades
contain 20 and 17 highly divergent families, respectively, whereas
the CR1 clade is represented by only 4 closely related families.
Since these clades and families coexist within the same genome,
they are equally affected by the demography of their host. It is
thus possible to assess their relative impact on fitness and to infer
the evolutionary processes determining their diversification and
replicative success.
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In this article we present the first population genetic analysis of
LINEs using re-sequencing data in a non-mammalian vertebrate.
We sequenced thirteen individuals, from two populations
with different demographic histories, at a depth of coverage
ranging from 8 to 16×. For each resequenced genome we
then characterized the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
and polymorphic sites containing LINE insertions not found
in the reference genome. We determined that the number of
insertion polymorphisms generated by LINEs in this species is
large, exceeding 45,000 insertions, with substantial differences
in replicative success among clades. We also determined that
the vast majority of these insertions exist at very low frequency
in natural populations as a result of the very large effective
population size of A. carolinensis and of purifying selection
against those insertions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sampling
There are five geographically and genetically distinct anole
populations in North America (Campbell-Staton et al., 2012;
Tollis et al., 2012; Tollis and Boissinot, 2014; Manthey et al.,
2016). We decided to focus our re-sequencing effort on two of

those populations, the Eastern Florida population and the Gulf-
Atlantic population (Table 2). The Eastern Florida population is
restricted to a ∼50 Km band along the eastern coast, extending
from Jacksonville in the north to West Palm Beach in the south.
Demographically, this population has remained relatively stable
during the Pleistocene, with a slight signature of expansion
(Manthey et al., 2016). The Gulf-Atlantic population is about 10
times smaller, although it is widely distributed from the Atlantic
coast of Georgia and North Carolina to Texas in the west. It
has experienced a bottleneck followed by demographic expansion
(Manthey et al., 2016). This study was carried out in accordance
with the recommendations of the American Veterinary Medical
Association for the euthanasia of ectotherms. The protocol was
approved by the Queens College Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee (Animal welfare assurance number: A32721-01;
protocol number: 135).

DNA Extraction and Whole Genome
Sequencing
DNA samples were retrieved from ethanol-preserved tissue and
isolated with Ampure beads using the manufacturer’s protocol.
For each sample 200 ng of DNA was used to prepare Illumina
TRU-Seq paired end libraries and sequenced on an Illumina
HiSeq 2500, at the NYUAD Center for Genomics And Systems

TABLE 1 | Long Interspersed Nuclear Element clades found in the A. carolinensis genome.

Clades Number of
families

Number of RT
hits1

Total number of
copies in
published
genome1

Number of
full-length copies

in published
genome1

Length of full
length elements1

Number of
polymorphic
insertions2

Number of
full-length

polymorphic
insertions2

R4 2 7,682 3,000 994 3.8 Kb 1,729 712

RTE 2 18,554 3,516 217 3.2–3.9 Kb 3,367 1782

CR1 4 86,802 1,594 117 4.6–5.8 Kb 27,802 2,578

L2 17 38,607 3,800 380 4.8–6.3 Kb 11,210 769

L1 20 7,441 806 170 5.2–6.8 Kb 2,508 1,089

1Data from Novick et al. (2009); 2This study.

TABLE 2 | Origin of the samples sequenced, sequencing depth, and number of polymorphic insertions per individual.

Sample Clade Locality Latitude Longitude Depth Number of
polymorphic

insertions present

Number of polymorphic
full-length

insertions present

AC_36_1 Gulf-Atlantic Blount, Tennessee 35.53855 −84.07625 15× 7,557 839

AC_38_4 Gulf-Atlantic Blount, Tennessee 35.5558 −84.00245 10× 6,367 699

AC_8_13 Gulf-Atlantic Thibodaux, Louisiana 29.797883 −90.8129 9× 6,402 629

AC_8_8 Gulf-Atlantic Thibodaux, Louisiana 29.797883 −90.8129 16× 7,849 861

AC_27_3 Gulf-Atlantic Darien, Georgia 31.35295 −81.447467 10× 5,626 565

AC_27_4 Gulf-Atlantic Darien, Georgia 31.35295 −81.447467 10× 5,135 500

CC3 East Florida Cocoa, Florida 28.243611 −80.870556 16× 9,969 863

CC8 East Florida Cocoa, Florida 28.243611 −80.870556 16× 11,965 1,130

SB3 East Florida South Bay, Florida 26.683333 −80.716884 12× 11,839 1,069

SB4 East Florida South Bay, Florida 26.683333 −80.716884 8× 8,371 621

TV8 East Florida Titusville, Florida 28.5437777 −80.9421666 8× 8,557 740

VB6 East Florida Vero Beach, Florida 27.640278 −80.59475 10× 10,393 890

VB7 East Florida Vero Beach, Florida 27.640278 −80.59475 9× 10,451 924
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Biology Sequencing Core1. Sequencing was conducted twice,
once to generate higher depth of coverage (two individuals
per lane) and once to generate a broader sampling (four
individuals per lane) at lower depth of coverage. Quality
assessment was conducted using FastQCv0.11.52 followed by
quality trimming. We used Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014)
to trim off low quality bases, sequencing adapter contamination
and systematic base calling errors. The specific parameters
we used were “trimmomatic_adapter.fa:2:30:10 TRAILING:3
LEADING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36.” For the
higher depth of coverage runs an average of 1,519,339,234
read pairs were generated: after quality trimming read pairs,
we retained 93.3% as paired reads and 6.3% as single reads.
For the lower depth of coverage runs an average of 99,464,570
read pairs were generated: after quality trimming read pairs,
we retained 89.8% as paired reads and 9.9% as single reads
(Supplementary Table S1). Sequencing data from this study have
been submitted to the Sequencing Read Archive3 under the
BioProject designation PRJNA376071.

Sequence Alignment and SNP Calling
Surviving reads were aligned to the May 2010 assembly of the
A. carolinensis reference genome (Broad AnoCar2.0/anoCar2;
GCA_000090745.1; Alfoldi et al., 2011) and processed for SNP
detection with the assistance of the NYUAD Bioinformatics Core,
using NYUAD variant calling pipeline. For each sample, quality-
trimmed reads were aligned to the reference genome using
Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). The resulting SAM file
for each individual was sorted, converted into BAM format and
indexed using SAMtools (Li et al., 2009). These files were then
checked for insertions, deletions and duplications using Picard
tools4 and GATK was applied for indel realignment, SNP and
indel discovery and genotyping according to GATK Best Practices
(DePristo et al., 2011; Van der Auwera et al., 2013). To maximize
the sensitivity and confidence of variant calls, joint genotyping
was conducted using GATK. To do this we first generated
genomic VCF (g.VCF) files for each individual, then applied
the GenotypeGVCFs command, using the previously generated
g.VCF as input, to generate a group VCF file containing SNPs
for the 13 genomes from the two Anolis populations considered
here. To confirm the efficacy of this approach we selectively
compared high quality genotype calls from the GATK to results
from SAMtools mpileup (Li et al., 2009).

SNP Filtering
Our goal was to compare the frequency of polymorphic LINE
insertions to the frequency of SNPs across the genome (excluding
LINEs), requiring a high confidence collection of SNPs. SNPs
were filtered using VCFTOOLS (Danecek et al., 2011), by
applying the following criteria: a minimum Phred-score of 20, a
minimum sequencing depth of 6× for each genotype, a minimum

1http://nyuad.nyu.edu/en/research/infrastructure-and-support/core-technology-
platforms.html
2http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc
3https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra
4http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/

genotype quality of 20. Indels were removed and only SNPs
genotyped in all individuals after quality trimming were kept for
further analysis. SNPs were sampled every 1,000 SNPs to limit the
effect of linkage disequilibrium while retaining enough markers
for precise parameters estimation (332,839 SNPs). Options in
VCFTOOLS were thus as follows: –minDP 6 –minGQ 20 –minQ
20 –max-missing 1 –min-alleles 2 –max-alleles 2 –remove-indels.
Filtering might lead to biases when estimating the neutral allele
frequency spectrum (Kim et al., 2011). However, our filtering
criteria did not result in any strong bias in summary statistics
when compared to the unfiltered VCF file, suggesting that bias
in allele frequency estimates due to filtering remained limited.

Mobile Element Polymorphism Detection
To characterize LINE insertion polymorphisms, we used the
Mobile Element Locator Tool (MELT5; Sudmant et al., 2015).
MELT identifies, characterizes and genotypes polymorphic
transposable element insertions and has been used successfully
for extensive analyses of LINE and SINE polymorphisms in
the human genome (1000 Genomes Project Consortium et al.,
2015; Sudmant et al., 2015). MELT exhibits high precision and
recall of LINE insertions in low depth of coverage genomes
(Rishishwar et al., 2016). MELT identifies the presence and
absence of insertions based on the appearance of target mobile
element sequence in split or discordant reads. For our analyses we
selected target sequences from previously described, potentially
active LINE families from the CR1, L1, L2, R4 and RTE clades
(Novick et al., 2009). These sequences were identified based
on the presence of a characteristic reverse transcriptase domain
using Genome Parsing Suite software (McClure et al., 2005),
exist as full length copies in the Anolis reference genome and
exhibit low divergence (typically less than 2% divergence between
copies and consensus sequence), indicative of recent activity
by members of these groups (Novick et al., 2009). Previously
published consensus sequences for these elements were collected
from Repbase (Bao et al., 2015) to be used as target sequences, and
cleared of ambiguities, when they occurred, by direct comparison
to full-length genomic copies. Based on the low divergence
exhibited by these groups (Novick et al., 2009), and our intention
to generate a conservative estimate, we selected an acceptable
error rate of 2%.

Mobile Element Locator Tool operates on BWA-aligned
re-sequenced genomes, so for each Anolis sample, quality-
trimmed FastQ reads were aligned to the AnoCar2.0 genome
using the BWA-mem short read alignment approach (Li and
Durbin, 2009). Each BWA-aligned sample genome was sorted
and converted to BAM format using Samtools (Li et al.,
2009). The MELT Preprocess software was then run on each
sample genome BAM file to prepare it for analysis. For our
analyses we used the MELT-SPLIT pathway, which consists
of four runtime stages: individual analysis (IndivAnalysis),
group analyses (GroupAnalysis), genotyping (Genotype) and
VCF file construction (makeVCF). Individual analyses identify
evidence of target element insertions in BAM files. Results from
individual analyses are merged during group analysis, and the

5http://melt.igs.umaryland.edu/
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pooled data is used to produce improved calls regarding each
insertion, including breakpoints, insertion length, strand, and
target site duplication. Genotyping is conducted on each genome
individually to determine its genotype for each polymorphic
locus. Finally, the data from individual genotyping are merged to
form a VCF file for the population. For each of the 41 specific
LINE subgroup consensus sequences, every BWA-aligned and
preprocessed genome was analyzed and used to produce VCF
files for individuals from the East Florida and Gulf Atlantic
Anolis populations. These files were then combined and filtered
to remove any polymorphic loci that failed to exhibit coverage
in all samples or exhibited low quality calls. Where duplicate calls
occurred (i.e., when multiple LINE insertions of different families
occurred within 50 bp from each other) only the longest was kept
in the VCF file. This study focused exclusively on the presence
and predicted length of polymorphic LINE insertions and at no
point do we analyze or discuss mutations occurring within these
insertions since it is nearly impossible to match a SNP within a
LINE with its specific genomic location.

Descriptive Statistics
We used several statistics to describe the allele frequency spectra
and allele sharing between populations, of both SNPs and
LINE insertion polymorphisms. Tajima’s D (Tajima, 1989) is a
statistic that is commonly used to detect selection. It reflects
the difference between θw and π, which are two different
estimators of the effective population size scaled by mutation
rate (4Neµ) that should be positively correlated under neutrality.
At mutation-drift equilibrium, the expected value of Tajima’s
D is zero, while positive values indicate population reduction
or balancing selection, and negative values indicate population
expansion or purifying and positive selection. We computed
the mean number of pairwise differences for the whole dataset
and each population, as well as the number of private and
fixed polymorphisms. We also computed the mean FST between
populations for each category of markers. These statistics were
calculated using VCFTOOLS (Danecek et al., 2011) and the
R package PopGenome (Pfeifer et al., 2014). An element was
considered as complete if its size was at least 90% of the maximum
size for its family. The vcflib script vcffilter6 was used to split VCFs
between complete and truncated elements for each family.

Demographic Parameters Estimation
from SNPs
To assess whether LINE variation deviated from a neutral model,
we estimated the demographic history of the two populations
using the SNP dataset. We fitted a model of isolation with
migration, allowing for one population size change in each
derived population. Time since divergence between the two
species was fixed at 1.34 Mya (Tollis et al., 2012). Parameters were
estimated from the joint allele frequency spectrum (SFS) using
the likelihood approach implemented in fastsimcoal2.5 (Excoffier
et al., 2013). Parameters with the highest likelihood were obtained
after 40 cycles of the algorithm, starting with 50,000 coalescent
simulations per cycle, and ending with 250,000 simulations. This

6https://github.com/vcflib/vcflib

procedure was replicated 100 times and the set of parameters with
the highest final likelihood was retained.

We estimated 95% confidence intervals (CI) by simulating
coalescence under the best model for the same number of SNPs
as in the original dataset. We performed parameter estimation for
150 of these pseudo-observed datasets to infer CI. Coalescence
simulations were performed using fastsimcoal2.5 (Excoffier and
Foll, 2011). We further checked whether our model fit the
observed data by sampling parameters from the 95% CI range
for 10,000 simulations and comparing observed and simulated
datasets. We summarized allele frequency spectra using Principal
Components Analysis [gfitpca function in the R package abc
(Csillery et al., 2012)].

Simulations and Deviation from Neutral
Expectations
To estimate if the LINE SFS deviated significantly from neutral
expectations, we simulated for each family the derived allele
frequency spectrum in fastsimcoal2.5. Parameters were sampled
from the CI obtained for SNPs. We performed 5,000 simulations
for each dataset, assuming unlinked LINE insertion sites, and
obtained p-values from the comparison between the observed
Tajima’s D or FST value to the distribution obtained under a
neutral model. We also performed a non-parametric bootstrap
on the actual SNP dataset and extracted random sets of 100–500
SNPs along each chromosome, computing Tajima’s D and
comparing the resulting distribution to the values observed for
LINEs.

RESULTS

LINE Insertion Polymorphisms are
Numerous and Their Abundance Varies
by Clade
We sequenced six A. carolinensis genomes from the Gulf-
Atlantic population and seven from the East Florida population
with a sequencing depth of coverage ranging from 8 to
16× after alignment to the reference genome (Table 2).
We detected extensive LINE insertion polymorphism in both
populations (summarized in Tables 3, 4) with a total of 46,616
polymorphic insertions across the 13 individuals. The East
Florida population appears to maintain a greater total number of
LINE polymorphisms, with a mean of 10,022 polymorphic LINE
insertions per individual (from 8,371 to 11,965 insertions). In
the Gulf Atlantic population the mean number of insertions per
individual was substantially lower at 6,489 (from 5,135 to 7,849
insertions). Across all genomes roughly 10% of all polymorphic
insertions approximated their full length, though individual
populations varied: for individuals from the Gulf-Atlantic, 10.5%
of polymorphic LINE insertions were full length (4,093 out of
38,936), while in the East Florida population only 8.7% (6,237 out
of 71,545) were full length.

The five clades of LINEs investigated (R4, RTE, CR1, L1, and
L2) exhibited notable variation in their success at generating
new insertions (Tables 1, 3). The most successful group was the
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CR1 clade, for which we found 27,802 polymorphic insertions.
The L2 clade also has a large number of insertions: 11,210. Far
fewer polymorphisms were found for the remaining families: the
RTE clade had 3,367 polymorphisms, the L1 clade 2,508, and
the R4 clade 1,729. Within each clade we also found substantial
differences in the success of active families (Table 4). The L1
clade consists of 20 highly divergent families (Novick et al., 2009;
Boissinot and Sookdeo, 2016). We used the consensus sequence
for each of these families to search for polymorphisms and found
a highly uneven fraction of polymorphic insertions across these
families. No polymorphisms were found for three L1 families
(L1AC03, L1AC10, and L1AC18), indicating these families are
inactive in the populations we studied (Table 4). Most families
had polymorphic insertions numbering less than 100, however,
two families appeared at much higher numbers: L1AC07, which
had 532 polymorphic insertions, and L1AC17, which had 763
polymorphic insertions. Together, these two families account for
the majority (52%) of all L1 polymorphic insertions we identified.
The L2 Clade has 17 known families in the Anolis genome but
their differences in replicative success were not as large as those in
the L1 clade. All L2 families exhibit polymorphisms and the most
frequent group, L2AC09, only constitute 14% of L2 insertions.
The RTE clade has only two representatives, RTE-1 and the
ancient RTEBovB family. There are nearly six times more RTE-
1 polymorphisms than RTEBovB (2853 versus 514, respectively),
which is consistent with the idea that RTEBovB may be extinct
in Anolis. The two R4 and the four CR1 families previously
described (Novick et al., 2009) are nearly identical in sequence
over most of their length and it was not possible to distinguish
them using this dataset.

Our prior expectations for the complement of LINE insertions
have been shaped in part by published analyses conducted on the
Anolis genome assembly using GPS-RT (McClure et al., 2005) and
by BLAST searches using the 3′ termini of consensus sequences
(Novick et al., 2009). Those two earlier analyses were conducted
on a single sequence assembly, representing an individual. We
compared our results to the results of these earlier analyses
to assess how much LINE-generated polymorphisms there are
in natural populations relative to the reference genome. The
number of polymorphic CR1 insertions we identified is more
than 17-fold the total number of insertions from the BLAST
search of the reference genome (Table 1). This discrepancy is best
explained by the large number of severely truncated insertions
(<50 bp) that could have been missed by the BLAST search
(which used the entire 3′UTR). The number of polymorphic
insertions from the L2 clade is slightly less than threefold the
number of insertions in the published genome. This is similar to
L1, which has just over threefold more polymorphic insertions
than insertions in the reference genome, though L1 has far fewer
total insertions than L2 (2,500 L1 versus 11,000, respectively).
Roughly the same number (∼3,300) of polymorphic RTE
insertions were found as were previously detected by BLAST,
and the R4 clade was found to have less than half as many
polymorphic insertions as insertions identified by BLAST. These
differences among clades possibly reflect differences in the
fractions of fixed insertions relative to polymorphic ones among
clades, which could be due to differential chance of fixation or to
different timing of amplification of the LINE clades during the
evolution of A. carolinensis. The number of RT hits detected by
GPS are 3–5 times higher than the number of polymorphisms

TABLE 4 | Copy numbers of L1 and L2 families.

L1 Clade L2 clade RTE clade

Families Copy number Families Copy number Families Copy number

L1AC01 68 L2AC01 507 RTE-1 2853

L1AC02 18 L2AC02 336 RTEBovB 514

L1AC03 0 L2AC03 301

L1AC04 43 L2AC04 504

L1AC05 27 L2AC05 276

L1AC06 87 L2AC06 569

L1AC07 532 L2AC07 543

L1AC08 95 L2AC08 1424

L1AC09 82 L2AC09 1661

L1AC10 0 L2AC10 131

L1AC11 90 L2AC11 720

L1AC12 52 L2AC12 206

L1AC13 103 L2AC13 948

L1AC14 85 L2AC14 256

L1AC15 181 L2AC15 1177

L1AC16 53 L2AC16 388

L1AC17 763 L2AC17 1263

L1AC18 0

L1AC19 23

L1AC20 206
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FIGURE 1 | Length distribution of polymorphic LINE insertions. The majority of R4 and RT1 insertions approach full-length, while all other LINEs were primarily
found as truncated copies. Note that the L1 clade has multiple subfamilies whose full-length copies vary in length and this results in the multiple peaks at the right of
the length distribution.

but the numbers are roughly proportional in the sense that the
clades with the largest number of polymorphisms (CR1 and L2)
are also the clades with the most RT hits. This difference in
the total number of counts probably reflects the ability of GPS
to identify the entire complement of RT-containing elements,
including ancient elements that have long been fixed in the Anolis
genome.

LINE Clades Show Distinct Patterns of
Insertion Length and Success
The total number of polymorphic insertions found for each clade
is not directly related to the number of full-length insertions. In
most clades (with the notable exception of RTE) more truncated
than full-length elements were found. All the truncated elements
had their 3′ extremity and were truncated in 5′. This pattern is
typical of LINEs and is caused by premature termination of the
reverse-transcription reaction at the site of insertion (Ostertag
and Kazazian, 2001; Martin et al., 2005). The CR1 clade has
the largest number of insertions but the fraction of full-length
CR1 insertions is less than 10%. For the L2 clade, which is also
abundant, less than 7% of these insertions were full-length (769).
In contrast, the majority (53%) of the RTE insertions are full-
length and ∼40% of the L1 and R4 insertions are complete. It
is unlikely that the differences we observe result from differences
in the length of LINEs. L1 consensus sequences are the longest
(5.2–6.8 kb) whereas the R4 consensus is substantially shorter
(3.8 kb), yet the same fraction of insertions is full-length in these

two clades. The consensus sequences of L1 and L2 are of similar
length but the fraction of full-length insertions is six times larger
for L1 than for L2. These differences are likely due to variations in
the mode of truncation of the elements at the time of insertions.
Figure 1 depicts the length distribution of the different clades. It
shows that truncation in R4 and RTE1 can occur anywhere along
the length of the element but a large fraction of the elements
are transposed all the way to their 5′ end. The probability of
truncation in CR1 and L2 decreases proportionally to the distance
to the 3′ end and a minority of the elements insert as full-length.
L1 elements either truncate early on during transposition (and
don’t reach 1 Kb), or if they do, they tend to be complete, hence
the large fraction of elements longer than 5 Kb. It should be noted
that complete elements fall into two length categories: elements
between 5 and 5.5 Kb and elements longer than 6 Kb. These
two types correspond to two sub-clades of L1, the families with
short (∼230 bp long) 5′UTR (families L1AC16 to 20) and the
families with long (800–1,500 bp) 5′UTRs (families L1AC1 to
15) (Boissinot and Sookdeo, 2016). Finally, the RTEBovB family
contains a very small number of full-length elements, which is
probably related to the fact that this family is on its way to
extinction.

Most Polymorphic LINE Insertions Exist
at Low Frequencies
Strikingly few insertions occurred at high allelic frequencies
or are fixed in either population (Figure 2A). We found 16
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FIGURE 2 | Summary of allele frequency spectra and simulations. (A) Allele frequency spectra for SNPs and LINE insertions in the East Florida and
Gulf-Atlantic populations. For SNPs, the frequency of the minor allele in each population was considered. (B) FST distribution for SNPs and transposons clades. The
dotted line represents the median for SNPs. (C) Principal Component Analysis (PCA) summarizing the joint allele frequency spectrum for SNP simulations. (D) PCA
obtained after simulating insertion polymorphism in the six main clades. For all PCAs, the red crosses indicate the predicted position of the observed dataset.

LINE insertions that were fixed in the East Florida population
but absent in the reference genome (12 CR1, three L2 and
one R4), and 28 LINE insertions that were fixed in the Gulf
population but absent in the reference genome (27 CR1, four
L2, two R4 and one L1). Only two insertions were found to
be fixed across all the genomes sequenced here but absent in
the reference sequence and both were from the CR1 clade.
The site frequency spectrum (SFS) of insertions is consistently
skewed toward low frequencies when compared to SNPs’ minor
allele frequencies (Figure 2A), which we used as a proxy for
the “neutral” demographic history of the two populations. The
only exception to this pattern is RTEBovB, where insertions
at intermediate and high frequencies were more common in
both populations. The skew in SFS was captured by Tajima’s D,
which takes negative values for all categories of LINEs and for
both populations, and average pairwise differences over the two
populations, which were almost always lower for LINE insertions
than for SNPs (Table 3). These two statistics are consistent
with there being an excess of singletons and rare variants. This
pattern was especially strong for RTE-1 and R4 clades in the
Gulf population (Figure 2A), with a significant reduction in
the mean number of pairwise differences even compared with

other LINE clades (pairwise comparisons, Wilcoxon rank sum
tests, all P < 1.7 × 10−6). This reduced polymorphism was
also reflected by the lower FST values observed for insertions
when compared to SNPs (Figure 2B). The proportion of alleles
found exclusively in Florida (private alleles) was higher than
the proportion of private alleles in the Gulf-Atlantic population
(Wilcoxon signed rank test on all subgroups in Table 3, V = 91,
p = 2.4 × 10−4), suggesting a reduced genetic diversity in the
Gulf population. Similarly, Tajima’s D was consistently higher in
the Gulf population (V = 88, P = 3.3 × 10−3). This pattern was,
however, not observed for RTEBovB, which displayed a higher
proportion of shared alleles between populations than the other
LINEs analyzed here.

Polymorphic LINE Insertions are
Negatively Selected
Estimates of current effective population sizes assessed using
the SNP dataset confirmed a large Florida population (diploid
population size), and a smaller (but still large) population
in Gulf-Atlantic (see Table 5 for more details). This pattern
is consistent with the higher number of polymorphic sites
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TABLE 5 | Summary of parameters (in demographic units) estimated with
fastsimcoal2.5.

Parameter 2.50% Maximum
Likelihood
estimate

97.50%

Ancestral size (Gulf) 379795 1422722 8838592

Ancestral size (Florida) 366002 751115 1756393

Ancestral size (All) 564492 1167977 1488644

Current size (Florida) 1959085 3316203 4603720

Current size (Gulf) 101238 235789 351645

Time since size change (Gulf) 57331 274157 559121

Time since size change (Florida) 275163 802462 1110215

Migration rate (Gulf from Florida) 2.96E-07 3.94E-07 5.51E-07

Migration rate (Florida from Gulf) 2.19E-07 3.38E-07 9.00E-07

Parameters for modeling insertions were sampled from a uniform distribution
bounded by the 95% CI.

observed in Florida for all markers. Simulated joint SFS based
on the demographic model inferred from SNPs were consistent
with the observed SFS (Figure 2C), suggesting a good fit
of the model. Summary statistics obtained from simulations
displayed more negative values for Tajima’s D than the ones
obtained from random sampling of 100–500 SNPs across the
genome. This suggests that our model is conservative for
detecting signatures of purifying selection under insertion/drift
equilibrium. Nonetheless, observed SFS for LINE insertions
never matched the simulations (Figure 2D) and the simulated
summary statistics such as FST or Tajima’s D were generally larger
than the observed ones (Table 3). Again, the only exception to
this pattern was RTEBovB, which even displayed a higher Tajima’s
D than expected in Florida.

Since previous studies in other organisms have determined
that complete elements are found at lower frequencies than
truncated ones, we compared the frequency of these two types of
elements. We assessed whether there was any difference between
these two categories by comparing Tajima’s D, FST and the mean
number of pairwise differences between truncated and complete
elements (Figure 3). In Florida, Tajima’s D was significantly
skewed toward more negative values for complete elements
than for truncated ones (26 polymorphic families, V = 69,
P-value = 5.6 × 10−3). The average pairwise differences were
consistent with this pattern, being always significantly lower
for complete elements than for truncated elements in Florida
(Table 6). In the Gulf-Atlantic population, the values for Tajima’s
D tend to be lower for full-length CR1, R4 and RTE1 than
for truncated ones, but those differences are not significant.
However, the average pairwise differences were significantly
different between full-length and truncated elements RTE-1, R4
and CR1 but not for L1 and L2 (Table 6).

DISCUSSION

Using whole genome resequencing data, we investigated the
population dynamics of polymorphic LINEs in the lizard
A. carolinensis. We found that LINEs generate a considerable

amount of structural polymorphism in this species, in excess of
45,000 insertions, including close to 7,000 full-length elements.
This is considerably more than the 998 polymorphic L1 insertions
identified by the 1,000 genomes project in the global human
population (Stewart et al., 2011) but similar to the number of
LINE polymorphisms (∼40,000) found across 17 classical and
wild derived mouse strains, which evolution roughly covers a
similar time span (∼2 my) (Nellaker et al., 2012). The number
of polymorphisms detected here is about four times larger than
the number of copies detected in the published genome, which
is consistent with the idea that most insertions do not reach
fixation (Novick et al., 2009). Additionally, it is important to
note that the estimates of LINE polymorphism presented here
is likely a conservative one. There are several reasons for this:
we used stringent criteria (a maximum of 2% divergence) when
identifying LINE insertions, greater depth of coverage could
potentially improve the sensitivity of our analyses, and our
approach assumes that all insertions in the reference genome
are fixed. Together, this will bias our analyses against the
identification of rare or degenerate LINE insertions, however, a
reduction in this bias would only further support the observations
and conclusions described here.

We report substantial differences in the replicative success of
LINEs in anoles (Table 1). CR1 accounts for more than half of
these insertions, followed in abundance by L2, RTE, L1 and R4.
Interestingly the total number of insertion generated by a specific
clade is not related to the number of potential progenitors. For
instance 62% of the ∼2,850 RTE1 insertions, 41% of the ∼1,730
R4 and 43% of the ∼2,500 L1 are complete whereas only 7% of
the ∼11,210 L2 and 9% of the ∼27,800 CR1 are complete. This
pattern is clearly related to the probability of truncation of LINEs
(Figure 1). These different patterns of truncation are indicative
of variations in the processivity of the reverse-transcription
reaction among clades that will need to be further explored
experimentally. The inverse relation between copy number and
fraction of complete elements suggests that clades are using
different strategies to ensure their long-term success. Elements
that have a low probability of generating full-length copies (CR1
and L2) tend to generate a much larger number of insertions,
increasing the odds that some of these insertions are full-length
and potential progenitors. By analogy with the field of ecology,
this strategy would be similar to a species with an r reproductive
strategy, i.e., a strategy where many offspring are produced thus
compensating for the low survival to adulthood. In contrast, there
is no pressure for L1, RTE1 and R4 to produce a large number
of copies since many of the new insertions will be full-length
and capable of further transpositions. This is similar to the K
strategy where the number of offspring is limited but their chance
to propagate the species is high.

In all clades and families examined (with the notable exception
of RTEBovB which is discussed below), polymorphic LINE
insertions were found at very low frequency and the vast
majority were observed from only a single chromosome in our
sample. We also showed that the frequency distribution of LINE
polymorphisms is significantly skewed toward lower values than
the SNP distribution, which presumably reflects the effect of
purifying selection acting on LINEs. In addition, we found this
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FIGURE 3 | Comparison of variation between truncated and complete elements. Six groups were considered: L1 (families AC1 to 16), L1 (families 17 to 20),
L2, R4, RTE-1, and CR1 (top row). A more detailed analysis comparing all families within clades is also displayed (bottom). Only polymorphic families with at least 10
polymorphic sites in a population were retained. Wilcoxon signed rank test; ∗P-value < 0.05, ∗∗P-value < 0.01.

TABLE 6 | Comparison of the mean number of pairwise divergence for complete and truncated elements in the two populations.

Clade Florida,
complete

Florida,
truncated

W summary
statistics

P-value Gulf,
complete

Gulf,
truncated

W summary
statistics

P-value

CR1 0.209 0.225 19360000 6.41E-07 0.297 0.313 2865600 0.001878

L1 (AC 1 to 16) 0.213 0.249 142220 6.79E-06 0.322 0.296 30660 0.06041

L1 (AC 17 to 20) 0.172 0.203 57887 2.30E-05 0.276 0.314 8754 0.05928

L2 0.200 0.229 2043000 5.99E-07 0.278 0.280 517370 0.8827

R4 0.234 0.254 210700 0.01054 0.246 0.266 85305 0.02438

RTE01 0.176 0.192 403250 0.0001458 0.225 0.245 122830 0.01861

Significance for each comparison between truncated and complete elements was assessed using a Wilcoxon rank sum test. Significant comparisons are highlighted in
bold.

skew to be more pronounced for the Floridian population than
for the Gulf-Atlantic population and for long elements than
for the truncated ones. Purifying selection efficiently prevents
the fixation of LINE insertions in anoles because the effective
population size of extant and ancestral anole populations is
large, ranging from ∼236,000 individuals for the extant Gulf-
Atlantic population to ∼3,332,000 for Florida (Table 5). Under
such demographic conditions, the chance of fixation of a novel
insertion, deleterious or neutral, is very low (Gonzalez and
Petrov, 2012). In fact, the observation that more private alleles

are detected in Florida than in the Gulf population (as well as a
higher proportion of polymorphic sites, and a SFS skewed toward
low frequencies and singletons) is consistent with Florida’s larger
population size compared to the Gulf population (Tollis et al.,
2012; Tollis and Boissinot, 2014; Manthey et al., 2016) and
is suggestive of a stronger effect of drift on the Gulf-Atlantic
population, as previously noted (Tollis and Boissinot, 2013).
Thus, the low frequency distribution of LINEs in A. carolinensis
results both from the effect of selection and a large effective
population size. However, previous studies have shown that a
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number of insertions present in the published genome sequence
are fixed (Tollis and Boissinot, 2013). Under the current
demographic conditions, it is unlikely that the fixation of the
elements occurred recently. Instead it is plausible that these
insertions reached fixation when the effective population size
of A. carolinensis was smaller, possibly at the time of the
colonization of North America from Cuba (Glor et al., 2005).
Comparison of LINE polymorphisms with genomic sequence
from the Cuban species A. porcatus and A. allisoni will be
necessary to answer this question.

The case of RTEBovB is unique among the LINEs analyzed
here because it exemplifies the dynamics of a family going extinct.
This family is mostly constituted of truncated elements, and
is likely ancient (Novick et al., 2009). It displays the highest
proportion of shared alleles (49.42%), suggesting that many
insertions rose to relatively high frequencies even before the
split between populations. It is also the only family for which
we observed a higher Tajima’s D than expected, possibly due to
ancient demographic variation that is not even captured by the
SNPs. The observed pattern is thus consistent with the age of the
family and suggests that these elements were not eliminated by
selection.

The excess of singletons and the general lower frequency
of LINE polymorphisms than SNPs suggest that LINEs are
negatively selected and constitute a genetic load for their host.
This pattern is consistent with the very low divergence calculated
between elements from the same family (Novick et al., 2009;
Tollis and Boissinot, 2013) and supports a turnover model
in which insertions rarely reach fixation and in which novel
insertions are eliminated from the population as new insertions
are generated. We also determined that the intensity of selection
is stronger against complete elements. This is in line with
previous studies in human, fruit fly, and stickleback populations,
which showed that selection against TEs is length dependent
(Petrov et al., 2003; Boissinot et al., 2006; Blass et al., 2012).
However, truncated elements are also found at lower frequency
in the populations than expected under neutrality (Table 3)
suggesting that they are negatively selected. This result contrasts
with studies in humans where truncated insertions were shown
to behave like neutral alleles (Boissinot et al., 2006). Thus, the
negative effect of LINEs does not seem to be limited to long
elements in Anolis, although those seem to be more deleterious.
It was proposed that the deleterious effect of LINEs in vertebrates
result mostly from their ability to mediate ectopic recombination
leading to chromosomal rearrangements (Furano et al., 2004;
Boissinot et al., 2006; Song and Boissinot, 2007; Tollis and
Boissinot, 2013), and our observation that complete elements
are under stronger purifying selection than truncated ones
supports this model. However, the lower frequency of truncated
insertions compared with SNPs raises the possibility that ectopic
recombination in anoles could also involve short elements, thus
providing support to the hypothesis that ectopic recombination
may not be as tightly regulated in non-mammalian vertebrates
as it is in mammals (Furano et al., 2004; Novick et al., 2009;
Tollis and Boissinot, 2013), and that LINEs may impose a
stronger genetic load on reptile genomes than they do in
mammals.

An alternative explanation for the observed excess of
singletons is a departure from transposition-selection
equilibrium. Our coalescence simulations implicitly assume
a constant mutation/transposition rate. However, it has been
shown that transposable elements can go through bursts of
transposition, leading to an excess of insertions having the
same age. Thus, a recent burst of transposition can also lead
to an excess of recent insertions compared to the expectation
under equilibrium, even if LINEs are not under purifying
selection (Bergman and Bensasson, 2007; Blumenstiel et al.,
2014). However, we observed an excess of singletons across all
clades (except RTEBovB), which should not be the case unless
all families went through a recent, coordinated burst in both
populations. In addition, most clades display elements that are
shared between the two populations, and were therefore present
in the ancestral population, suggesting that the low frequency
of these polymorphisms is not caused by a very recent burst.
However, differences in the rate of transposition cannot be fully
excluded and could contribute to some of the differences we
observe. For example, the RTE1 family, which shows the most
negative values of Tajima’s D and the most skewed frequency
distribution, is also the one with the smallest fraction of shared
polymorphism, suggesting that a recent increase in the rate
of transposition could contribute to the excess of singletons
in this family. From this perspective, the inclusion of other
A. carolinensis populations should help characterize the extent of
shared polymorphism at the species scale, allowing us to better
evaluate the likelihood of recent bursts of activity in distinct
populations.

Even if non-equilibrium explanations for the excess of rare
insertions are considered unlikely (Petrov et al., 2011; Barron
et al., 2014), neutral models would benefit from new ways
to model the transposition process and provide even more
conservative assessments of either negative or positive selection
(Bergman and Bensasson, 2007). Future studies should focus
in more detail on the relationship between TE frequencies and
genomic features such as recombination hotspots, coding and
intergenic regions. Combining information about TE position
and SNP variation in regions flanking insertion sites is also a
powerful way to detect TEs under selection, and should provide
fundamental insights into the dynamics of transposable elements
in Anolis and vertebrates in general.
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Natural introgression can cause negative effects where rare species experience genetic

assimilation and invade by their abundant congeners. Quercus austrocochinchinensis

and Q. kerrii (subgenus Cyclobalanopsis) are a pair of closely related species in the

Indo-China area. Morphological intermediates of the two species have been reported

in this region. In this study, we used AFLP, SSR and two key leaf morphological

diagnostic traits to study the two Q. austrocochinchinensis populations, two pure

Q. kerrii and two putative hybrid populations in China. Rates of individual admixture

were examined using the Bayesian clustering programs STRUCTURE and NewHybrids,

with no a priori species assignment. In total, we obtained 151 SSR alleles and

781 polymorphic loci of AFLP markers. Population differentiation inferred by SSR

and AFLP was incoherent with recognized species boundaries. Bayesian admixture

analyses and principal coordinate analysis identified more hybrids and backcrossed

individuals than morphological intermediates in the populations. SSR inferred a wide

genetic assimilation in Q. austrocochinchinensis, except for subpopulation D2 in the

core area of Xi-Shuang-Ban-Na Nature Reserve (XSBN). However, AFLP recognized

more Q. austrocochinchinensis purebreds than SSR. Analysis using NewHybrids on

AFLP data indicated that these hybridized individuals were few F2 and predominantly

backcrosses with both parental species. All these evidences indicate the formation

of a hybrid swarm at XSBN where the two species co-exist. Both AFLP and SSR

recognized that the core protected area of XSBN (D2) has a high percentage of Q.

austrocochinchinensis purebreds and a unique germplasm. The Hainan population

and the other subpopulations of XSBN of the species might have lost their genetic

integrity. Our results revealed a clear genetic differentiation in the populations and

subpopulations of Q. austrocochinchinensis and ongoing introgression between Q.

austrocochinchinensis andQ. kerrii at the disturbed contact areas. Combining the results

from genetic and morphological analyses, the conservation of subpopulation D2 should
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be prioritized. Conservation and restoration of the integrity of tropical ravine rainforest is

an important long-term goal for the successful conservation ofQ. austrocochinchinensis.

The fine-scale landscape might play an essential role in shaping the spatial patterns of

hybridization. Further studies are needed to evaluate these patterns and dynamics.

Keywords: Quercus subgenus Cyclobalanopsis, AFLP, SSR, introgression, endangered species

INTRODUCTION

Natural hybridization is a frequent phenomenon in plants,
occurring in 25% of extant species (Mallet, 2005; Whitney et al.,
2010). The F1 hybrids without reproductive barriers can bridge
the gene flow between the two parental species by facilitating
further backcrossing to the parental species; this process
leads to introgression, which is an important evolutionary
process (Arnold, 1992; Barton, 2001). By interspecific genetic
exchange, introgression increases the genetic diversity of one
or both parental species and can lead to novel adaptations and
speciation events (Grant, 1981; Rieseberg, 1995, 1997; Mallet,
2007). However, hybridization and introgression events can also
have harmful effects on the progenitor’s fate. An endemic or
rare species may go extinct when it undergoes introgression
with common congeners or a more reproductively successful
prevalent species (Rieseberg, 1995; Levin et al., 1996; Rhymer and
Simberloff, 1996; Lepais et al., 2009). By repeated backcrossing,
ancestral alleles of rare species become diluted after a certain
number of generations (Briggs and Walters, 1997).

The genusQuercus s.l. contains∼400 to 600 species (Govaerts
and Frodin, 1998) and can be divided into the subgeneraQuercus
and Cyclobalanopsis, based on whether the cupule is imbricate-
scaled or lamellate. The subgenus Cyclobalanopsis is one of the
dominant tree taxa in evergreen broad-leaf forests (EBLFs) of
eastern and southeastern Asia, with∼90 to 122 species (Govaerts
and Frodin, 1998; Deng, 2007). Natural introgression is common
in oaks (Valbuena-Carabaña et al., 2005; Curtu et al., 2007;
Burgarella et al., 2009; Salvini et al., 2009; Ortego and Bonal,
2010; Moran et al., 2012). Renowned as “worst case scenario for
the biological species concepts” (Coyne and Orr, 2004) due to
apparent local interspecific gene flow (Burger, 1975; Whittemore
and Schaal, 1991; Lexer et al., 2006), widespread oak species of the
subgenus Quercus, nonetheless, exhibit genetic coherence across
a broad geographic range (Muir et al., 2000; Hipp and Weber,
2008; Cavender-Bares and Pahlich, 2009). However, most of these
studies were conducted on species of the subgenus Quercus.

Although trees of the subgenus Cyclobalanopsis are the
keystone elements in EBLFs of mainland Asia, studies on
hybridization and introgression among the species of this
subgenus are rather rare. Only two sympatric species (Q.
sessilifolia and Q. acuta) distributed in Korea and Japan
were investigated and revealed the introgression between the
two species (Tamaki and Okada, 2014). Indo-China is the
diversification center for the subgenus Cyclobalanopsis, with
about 70 species occurring in EBLFs in this region (Lou and
Zhou, 2001). Of these, one-third are endemic and rare species,
and a large number of them have sympatric distributions, but
maintain their prominent ecological niche and morphological

variation. So far, no studies have applied genotyping methods
to test the existence of gene flow among the different species of
the subgenus Cyclobalanopsis in Indo-China. Quercus kerrii and
Q. austrocochinchinensis is a pair of species closely genetically
related to the subgenus Cyclobalanopsis (Deng et al., 2013). Q.
kerrii is widespread common species in open slopes of EBLFs in
Indo-China, while the distribution of Q. austrocochinchinensis is
rather restricted, with only four known sites, of which two are
in China, and other two are located in Northern Vietnam and
Northern Thailand respectively (Huang et al., 1999; Phengklai,
2006).

We have previously described the morphological
intermediates Q. austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii using
leaf morphological traits, indicating that the two species can
form hybrids (Song et al., 2015). Intermediate morphology has
been widely used to reveal the status of hybrids in former studies
of plant hybridization (Kleinschmit et al., 1995; Craft et al.,
2002; Kremer et al., 2002). However, morphological diagnostic
traits have limited power to accurately identify the hybrids and
pure parental species (López-Caamal and Tovar-Sánchez, 2014).
Compared to morphologic methods, DNA markers are more
reliable and powerful tools compared (Harrison, 1993) and can
also precisely predict the ancestral states in later generation
hybrids (Pritchard et al., 2000; Falush et al., 2003; Evanno
et al., 2005). Preserving the genetic distinction of endangered
species is critical for their conservation and by using molecular
approaches, it is possible to select out non- or less-hybridized
subpopulations from a hybrid zone to use in ex-situ conservation.

In this follow-up study, we aim to (1) investigate
whether and to what extent introgression exists between Q.
austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii; (2) discuss the genetic
extinction risk of the rare oak species Q. austrocochinchinensis
and its possible conservation management; (3) compare the
results of different approaches (morphological traits, AFLP, and
SSR), and discuss the diagnostic power in distinguishing hybrids.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics Statement
Sampling of endangered oak species Quercus
austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii was granted and supported
by National Forestry Bureau of China and Local National Nature
Reserves.

Population Sampling and Species
Identification
In total, 57 and 36 individuals with typical traits of Q.
austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii, respectively, were used and
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15 morphological intermediates were included in this study.
The 108 individuals were sampled in five populations, A–E
(Figure 1 and Table 1). According to a previous investigation
(Song et al., 2015), Q. austrocochinchinensis trees can only be
found in populations D and E. Of these, E was considered as
a pure Q. austrocochinchinensis population (Song et al., 2015)
and D is located in the contact zone which contains both Q.
kerrii and Q. austrocochinchinensis trees. Six sub-populations,
D1–D6, were sampled within D population regions. Two putative
Q. kerrii purebred populations were sampled from populations
A and B. Population C is a putative hybrid population with
morphological intermediates, but trees with typical traits of Q.
austrocochinchinensis cannot be found in or close to region C.

Prior to the experiment, all individuals and their voucher
specimens were carefully inspected and identified based on
key morphological diagnostic traits, e.g., shape of cupule and
trichomes on leaf abaxial surface. The results were used as species
information for the studied samples in later analyses. Leaf tissues
used for DNA extractions were collected from each individual
and dried instantly using silica gel. All vouchers specimens of
each tree were stored at the herbarium of the Shanghai Chenshan
Botanical Garden (CSH).

Measurement of Leaf Morphological Traits
In a previous study, we found that the two macro-morphological
features leaf apex shape and leaf length-to-width ratio are the key
diagnostic features that can be applied to identify Q. kerrii and
Q. austrocochinchinensis and even to assign their hybrids (Song
et al., 2015). To link the genetic pattern to the morphological
features, we used ratios instead of absolute lengths to measure
leaf morphological traits for the two parental species and the
intermediates. The two ratios were leaf length-to-width ratio and
leaf apex length-to-width ratio. Themeasuringmethod of the two
ratios is shown in Figure 2. At least five leaves were measured
from each voucher specimen to compute an average for the
drawing of the scatter plot.

SSR and AFLP Analysis
Total genomic DNA for each sampled individual was extracted
from the silica gel-dried leaf tissue using the modified CTAB
method (Huang et al., 2000). The DNA quality was checked by
loading DNA on a 1.0% agarose gel, and the DNA concentration
of each sample was measured using a TBS-380 Fluorometer
(Turner BioSystems Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). The samples were
screened for 11 SSR markers. Of these loci, Qk15874, Qk17139,
Qk17611, and Qk20944 have been developed for Q. kerrii from
transcriptome data (An et al., 2016), QmC00693, QpZAG9,
QpZAG16, QpZAG36, QpZAG110, CG371 were from the non-
coding region (Steinkellner et al., 1997; Ueno et al., 2008; Tong
et al., 2012), and CR627959 was predicted in the coding region
of Cys-3-His zinc finger protein in nuclear genome (Ueno and
Tsumura, 2008). All of these loci show a relatively high degree of
transferability within the genus Quercus and an adequate degree
of polymorphism of the studied taxa. For the 11 SSR primer
pairs, 5′ end of forward primers were labeled with fluorescent
dye tags (6FAM or HEX or ROX) (Sangon, Shanghai, China).
The PCR reactions were performed in 20 µl reaction volume

containing 10 µl TIANGEN PCR Master Mix (TIANGEN,
Beijing, China), 0.3 µl/L of each primer (10mM), and 20 ng
genomic DNA; PCR reactions were performed as follows: 5min
initial denaturation at 94◦C, 35 cycles of 40 s at 94◦C, 30 s at
55◦C, 1min elongation at 72◦C, and 7min extension at 72◦C.
Finally, Gene-Scan-500 LIZ size standard (Applied BiosystemTM)
was added to all the samples before loading on an automated
sequencer ABI 3730 (Applied BiosystemTM). The final step was
performed by a private professional commercial lab (Shanghai
Majorbio Bio-pharm Technology Co., Ltd, Shanghai, China).

The AFLP method was performed following the protocol
by Vos et al. (1995), with minor modifications. Briefly, 500 ng
of genomic DNA were double-digested using 5U of EcoRI and
2U of MseI (New England BioLabs). The digestion mixtures
were incubated at 37◦C for 3 h and the digested mixture was
then incubated at 70◦C for 10min to denature the enzymes.
Subsequently, 4 µL of digested DNA were added to 16 µL
of ligation mix containing 2 U T4 DNA ligase (New England
BioLabs), 5 pmol EcoRI, and 50 pmolMseI adaptor. The mixture
was incubated at 10◦C for 14 h and then denatured at 70◦C
for 10min. The ligated DNA samples were diluted 5-fold with
double sterile water. Pre-selective amplification reactions were
carried out using EcoRI-A (5′-GACTGCGTACCAATTCA-3′)
and MseI-C (5′-GATGAGTCCTGAGTAAC-3′) in a 50 µL
volume containing 1.5 mmol/L MgCl2, 200 µmol/L of each
dNTP, 1.25 µmol/L of each primer, and 0.6 U rTaq DNA
polymerase (Takara Biotechnology, Dalian, China) under the
following cycle: 3min at 72◦C, 30 cycles of 30 s denaturing at
94◦C, 30 s annealing at 56◦C, 1min extension at 72◦C, and
a final extension for 5min at 72◦C. After a 1:20 dilution of
pre-selective PCR products, seven primer combinations were
performed in selective amplification (EcoRI-ACG/MseI-
CAC, EcoRI-AGG/MseI-CAA, EcoRI-AGG/MseI-CAC,
EcoRI-AGG/MseI-CAG, EcoRI-AGG/MseI-CTA, EcoRI-
AGG/MseI-CTC, EcoRI-AGG/MseI-CTT). The EcoRI primers
were fluorescently labeled with 6-FAM. These primer pairs were
chosen because they generated clear and fewer bands (thus
decreasing the risk of fragment non-homology) with sufficient
variability in preliminary tests. Selective PCRs were carried out
in a 20 µL volume containing 2.5 mmol/L MgCl2, 200 µmol/L
of each dNTP, 1.25 µmol/L of each primer, and 0.2 U of rTaq
DNA polymerase (Takara Biotechnology, Dalian, China) and
under the following cycle: 3min at 94◦C, 9 cycles of 40 s at
94◦C, 30 s at 65–57◦C touchdown (reducing the temperature
at 1◦C per cycle), 15min at 72◦C, 20 cycles of 40 s at 94◦C,
30 s at 56◦C, 1.5min at 72◦C, and a final extension for 7min
at 60◦C. The PCR products were 10-fold diluted and mixed
with Gene-Scan-500 LIZ size standard (Applied BiosystemTM);
products from each primer combination were loaded separately
on an automated sequencer ABI 3730 (Applied BiosystemTM) by
the same commercial service provider mentioned above.

Raw data of SSR and AFLP samples were collected and
analyzed using GeneMarker R©v2.2.0. The samples with low
quality of size calibrations or peaks were excluded from
allele calling. The allele sizes of SSR were read manually and
MicroChecker v 2.2.3 (Van Oosterhout et al., 2004) was used to
check for potential errors. For AFLP, the variable fragments in
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FIGURE 1 | Geographic distribution of the study populations of Quercus kerrii and Q. austrocochinchinensis. Population A and B are pure Q. kerrii

populations. C is a putative hybrid population without co-occurrence of any Q. austrocochinchinensis trees. D1–D9 are located in the contact zone. E is a population

of Q. austrocochinchinensis that has been reported previously in a morphological study as a purebred population (Song et al., 2015). Individuals were colored

according to parental species or intermediates (orange, blue, or purple) pre-identified by morphological features.

TABLE 1 | Sampling information of the study populations.

Site ID Population type Location N(a) N(k) N(i) Long (E) Lat (N) Elev (m)

A Pure site Luo-dian, Guizhou 0 11 0 106◦40′ 25◦15′ 526

B Pure site Heng-xian, Guizhou 0 17 0 105◦53′ 24◦59′ 459

C* Intermediate Si-mao, Yunnan 0 0 10 100◦50′ 22◦50′ 1077

D1 Mixed site XSBN, Yunnan 2 2 0 100◦48′ 22◦05′ 919

D3 Mixed site XSBN, Yunnan 14 4 0 100◦52′ 22◦19′ 1030

D2 Pure site XSBN, Yunnan 25 0 0 100◦46′ 22◦19′ 867

D6 Pure site XSBN, Yunnan 7 0 0 100◦53′ 22◦14′ 867

D4 Pure site XSBN, Yunnan 0 2 0 100◦50′ 22◦17′ 1036

D5 Intermediate XSBN, Yunnan 0 0 5 100◦53′ 22◦17′ 936

E Pure site BWL, Hainan 9 0 0 109◦05′ 19◦07′ 247

XSBN, Xi-Shuang-Ban-Na National Nature Reserve; BWL, Ba-Wang-Ling Nature Reserve; N (a/k/i): sampling number of Q. austrocochinchinensis (a), Q. kerrii (k) and morphological

intermediates (i). Long, Longitude; Lat, Latitude; Elev, Elevation.

the size range 50–500 base pairs (bp) were manually scored as
present (1) or absent (0). We only considered fragments with
similar fluorescence profile and intensities across the samples to
maximize the probability of homology.

Genetic Diversity Analysis
A set of statistical tests on SSRs, including allelic richness (Na),
allele frequency distribution, Shannon’s Information Index (I),
Observed and Expected Heterozygosity (HO and HE), were
performed by GenAlEx version 6.5 (Peakall and Smouse, 2012),
using all the individuals of Q. kerrii and Q. austrocochinchinensis.
In addition, Unbiased Expected Heterozygosity (uHE) was
estimated as (2N/(2N-1)) ∗ HE. Fixation Index (FIS), or
inbreeding coefficient was estimated as (HE–HO)/HE (Nei
and Li, 1979). We used GenePop v 4.2 (Rousset, 2008) to
test the departure from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE)
(heterozygote deficiency or excess) for each locus of the 11 SSR
loci, and to test for homogeneity of alleles distributions between

species. We also counted the number of private alleles for each
species.

For AFLP, percentage of polymorphic loci, unbiased estimates
of genetic diversity (Hj, analogous to HE), and differentiation
statistics were calculated using the AFLP-SURV v. 1.0 software
(Vekemans et al., 2002). With this software, allelic frequencies
at AFLP loci were calculated from the observed frequencies of
fragments using the Bayesian approach proposed by Zhivotovsky
(1999) for diploid species. A non-uniform prior distribution of
allelic frequencies was assumed with its parameters derived from
the observed distribution of fragment frequencies among loci.
These allelic frequencies were used as the input for the analysis
of genetic diversity within and between samples following the
method described in Lynch and Milligan (1994).

Genetic and Phenotypic Differentiation
The comparison of FST and QST provides a basis to distinguish
neutral from adaptive divergence (Leinonen et al., 2013). To
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FIGURE 2 | Distributions of two leaf morphological measures. Graph

displaying the relationship between the two morphological features that were

measured in this study, where the leaf apex length-to-width ratio is on the

x-axis and the leaf length-to-width ratio is on the y-axis. “�” represents

Population A; “�” represents Population B; “N” represents Population C; “♦”

represents Population E; the remaining symbols belong to Population D, of

which “×” represents sub-population D1; “ ” represents sub-population D2;

“•” represents sub-population D3; “+” represents subpopulation D4; “ ”

represents subpopulation D5; “ ” represents sub-population D6.

investigate genetic differentiation between the two species and
among populations, FST values were measured on AFLP and
SSR data using AFLP-SURV v. 1.0 (Vekemans et al., 2002) and
GenePop v. 4.2 (Rousset, 2008), respectively. The parameter QST

estimates the among-population proportion of the total additive
genetic variance of a genetic quantitative trait. If QST = FST, trait
divergence among populations could have been driven only by
genetic drift. If QST > FST, the populations are likely to have
been caused by directional selection, and if QST < FST, there is
evidence for uniform selection or stabilizing selection across the
populations. Because this is not possible for the breeding designs
for this study, we used PST, a proxy for QST, to compare with
FST (Leinonen et al., 2013). In this study, PST was calculated
between all theQ. austrocochinchinensis andQ. kerrii individuals,
using the equation of σ2GB/(σ

2
GB+2σ2GW), where σ

2
GW and σ

2
GB are

within- and among-population components of variance. Putative
hybrids were excluded from FST and PST estimation.

In addition, FST for each locus was also estimated. For AFLP,
allele frequencies of Q. austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii were
calculated separately. We calculated FST values between 57 for
Q. austrocochinchinensis and 36 for Q. kerrii individuals for
all polymorphic loci via the formula FST = 1-HS/HT (Nei,
1973). The variable HS represents average within-population
heterozygosity and HT represents expected heterozygosity for
the total population; HS and HT were calculated using the
following formula: HS = 1/2(2p1q1+2p2q2) and HT =

1/2(p1+p2)∗(q1+q2), with q = 1-p. For SSR markers, FST for
each loci was calculated using GenePop v. 4.2 (Rousset, 2008).

Finally, the frequency distribution of FST values for both markers
were plotted in a histogram.

To detect the outlier loci under selection of an AFLP dataset
(781 loci), program BayeScan v. 2.1 (Foll and Gaggiotti, 2008;
Fischer et al., 2011) was used to identify candidate loci under
natural selection across all 10 populations. A threshold value for
determining loci under selection was evaluated in accordance
with Jeffreys (1961) interpretation, which is a logarithmic scale
for model choice as follows: log10PO > 0.5 (substantial), log10
PO > 1.0 (strong), log10 PO > 1.5 (very strong), and log10PO >

2.0 (decisive support for accepting a model) (Fischer et al., 2011).
We employed a threshold of log10 PO > 2.0 for the rejection
of the null hypothesis in each of the conducted tests. BayeScan
analysis was conducted with a burn-in of 50,000 iterations, a
thinning interval of 50, and a sample size of 5,000. The number
of pilot runs was kept at 20, with a length of 50,000 each. The SSR
loci were not used to calculate outliers because of their limited
number.

Population Cluster Analysis
To cluster individuals into genetically distinct groups, a Bayesian
clustering approach was employed using STRUCTURE v. 2.3.4
(Pritchard et al., 2000; Falush et al., 2003), without consideration
of sampling information. We adopted the admixture model with
correlated allele frequencies (Lepais et al., 2009; Zalapa et al.,
2009). No prior knowledge of the species was included in the
analyzed data sets. To determine the optimal number of groups
(K), we ran STRUCTURE, with K varying from 1 to 10 and with
10 runs for each K value. The 1K was calculated using the mean
log-likelihood for each K according to Evanno et al. (2005). For
SSR and AFLP data sets, each run was performed for 100,000
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) repetitions with a burn-in
period of 50,000.

The admixture coefficient (q-value) generated from
STRUCTURE was used to classify individuals into purebred
and hybrids, using a threshold q-value of = 0.1, where samples
with q-values < 0.1 or > 0.9 were classified as purebred and
those with q-values between 0.1 and 0.9 as hybrids, including F1
and backcrosses (Vähä and Primmer, 2006; Lepais et al., 2009).
The F1 hybrids result in q-values = 0.5, but the coefficient of
backcrosses would be biased toward one of the parental species
and produce q-values between 0.5 and 0.9 (Lepais et al., 2009).
Taking errors into consideration, individuals with 0.6 < q-values
< 0.9 were recognized as backcrosses.

As the SSR loci were tested to violate the HWE assumption
(see result), we also used the program InStruct (Gao et al.,
2007), an alternative software of STRUCTURE, to ensure that
the results obtained from STRUCTURE were reliable. The HWE
within loci for co-dominant markers is not compulsory for the
model in InStruct. The optimal K (number of clusters) value was
selected according to Deviance Information Criteria (DIC) and is
presented in the result section. Mode 2 was selected to run 50,000
MCMC repetitions with 10,000 burn-in periods.

The NewHybrids software v. 1.1 beta, employing a Bayesian
analysis (Anderson and Thompson, 2002; Anderson, 2008), was
used as a second method to confirm the presence of hybrids in
our dataset. It calculates the posterior probability that sampled
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individuals fall into one set of hybrid categories (Parent K, Parent
A, F1, F2, BC to Parent K; BC to Parent A, thus covering parents
and two generations of offspring). All the 11 SSR loci were
analyzed using this software. For AFLP data, NewHybrids will
assign the individuals more accurately, using the loci with high
differentiation at interspecies level. Therefore, we filtered the
AFLP loci according to FST. We applied three approaches to
compare the results obtained by NewHybrids, using 100 loci with
highest FST value at interspecies level, 279 loci (FST ≥ 0.1), and
450 AFLP loci (FST ≥ 0.03), respectively, for analysis. A burn-
in period of 7,500 MCMC repetitions was defined and 10,000
iteration were run thereafter.

Principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) aims to visualize
similarities or dissimilarities of individual data based on a
distance matrix. This method is also an alternative algorithm
without any assumptions about the population genetic model.
For AFLP and SSR data, the pairwise Euclidian distance matrix
was constructed, and the first two principal co-ordinates were
visualized by GenAlEx v. 6.5 (Peakall and Smouse, 2012).

RESULTS

Morphological Analysis
Morphological measurements showed that the two species could
be distinguished using a combination of two ratio values, which
were leaf length-to-width ratio (LR) and leaf apex length-to-
width ratio (LAR) (Figure 2). We found that all Q. kerrii
individuals were grouped together, with an average of LR =

2.45 (1.88–3.02) and LAR = 0.78 (0.23–1.36). Of the sampled
Q. austrocochinchinensis individuals, only the samples from D2
and E were totally separated from Q. kerrii samples. They had
larger LR and LAR values compared to other populations, with
an average of LR= 3.71 (2.79–5.32) and LAR= 2.06 (1.50–3.20).
Morphological variation was higher in Q. austrocochinchinensis
individuals than in Q. kerrii specimens, with standard deviations
(σ) for Q. austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii of 0.72 and 0.25 for
LR and 0.64 and 0.25 for LAR, respectively.

The putative hybrids of D5 within the hybrid zone had
morphological values similar to Q. kerrii, with an average of LR
= 2.52 (2.22–2.74) and LAR = 0.82 (0.47–1.13). However, the
putative hybrids of population C had a sharper leaf apex with
LAR = 1.54 (0.86–2.27), although the leaves were as broad as
those of Q. kerrii with LR = 2.77 (2.35–3.47). In addition, there
were seven Q. austrocochinchinensis individuals from D3 and D6
with leaf morphological traits similar to those of Q. kerrii.

Population Diversity and Differentiation
In total, 151 alleles were obtained from the 11 SSR loci used in this
study. Some SSRs were highly variable, e.g., CG371, QpZAG16,
and QpZAG110, containing more than 20 alleles. These SSRs
also had higher Observed Heterozygosity (HO) and Expected
Heterozygosity (HE) (Table 2) than other loci. Although most
frequent alleles were shared by Q. austrocochinchinensis and Q.
kerrii, some loci showed greater variation in allele frequency
(Figure S1). Mean Expected Heterozygosity (HE) across all loci
in Q. austrochichinensis was 0.706 and higher than that in Q.
kerrii with 0.595. Species-specific alleles were found at several

loci, especially rare alleles restricted to Q. austrocochinchinensis
(Table 3). Frequency of the private alleles was 34.4 and 12.0%
in Q. austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii, respectively. All SSR
loci except Qk17611 significantly deviated fromHWE (p< 0.01).
Heterozygote deficiency was found at all loci except Qk17611 and
QpZAG36 (p < 0.01). The estimation of genetic differentiation
between Q. austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii was low across all
SSR loci (FST = 0.138). The differentiation among population
within species was also low for both species, with FST values
of 0.130 and 0.042 for Q. austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii,
respectively.

Application of the seven AFLP primer pairs to 108 individuals
resulted in 859 loci, of which 781 were polymorphic. The levels
of diversity within each species, either at the population (HW)
or the whole sample level (Ht), were very similar (Table 4).
Genetic differentiation between Q. austrocochinchinensis and
Q. kerrii across the 781 markers was low (FST = 0.095, p <

0.01) (Table 4). Similarly, the differentiation among populations
within species was also low, with FST = 0.0246 (p < 0.01) for
Q. austrocochinchinensis and FST = 0.0667 (p < 0.01) for Q.
kerrii. The FST distribution of 781 AFLP alleles followed an L-
shaped curve, which suggested that most of the alleles (471 of
781, 60.3%) had lower FST values (FST < 0.1). Only a few alleles
exhibited higher FST values (Figure S2). The PST values for all
individuals of the two species, except for the putative hybrids,
were larger (0.338) than FST (0.095 for AFLP, 0.082 for SSR). By
using BayeScan, 3 out of 781 AFLP loci (0.38%) were identified as
outlier loci under directional selection at a threshold of log10 PO
> 2 (posterior probabilities higher than 0.99) (Figure S3).

Structure Analysis
The most likely number of clusters (K) of STRUCTURE analysis
can be inferred by the peak of 1K. We found that K = 2
was the optimal K value for both AFLP and SSR (Figure S4),
representing two species, respectively. Following ten independent
STRUCTURE runs with K = 2, individuals morphologically
identified as Q. kerrii were assigned to one cluster with high
probability, whereas those morphologically identified as Q.
austrocochinchinensis were assigned to the other cluster with
similarly high probability. Therefore, these two clusters were
determined to represent Q. kerrii and Q. austrocochinchinensis,
respectively. The STRUCTURE analysis results of SSR and AFLP
are illustrated in Figures 3A,C, respectively, but the results are
very different. Among individuals morphologically identified as
Q. kerrii, both AFLP and SSR recognized populations A and B are
Q. kerrii purebred population, but the results of the remaining
populations are largely contradictory. For example, SSR results
assigned most of the individuals in populations/subpopulations
C, D1, D3, D4, D5, D6, E, and two individual of D2 to
the Q. kerrii cluster, and the remaining individuals in D2 to
another cluster, regardless of morphological identification. Based
on the AFLP results, among the individuals identified as Q.
kerrii in populations C, D1, D3, and D4, the mean proportion
of Q. kerrii was 0.575 (0.412–0.941). The two morphological
intermediate putative hybrid populations C and D5 contained
a high proportion of Q. austrocochinchinensis germplasm (with
a mean value of 0.901 [0.677–0.992]). Among the individuals
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TABLE 2 | Genetic diversity of 11 SSR loci for all individuals of Quercus asutrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii.

Locus N Na Ne I HO HE uHE FIS

CG371 96 24 9.352 2.593 0.781 0.893 0.898 0.125

QK20944 101 3 2.610 1.028 0.386 0.617 0.620 0.374

QK17611 69 5 1.615 0.796 0.420 0.381 0.383 −0.104

QK17139 93 11 5.269 1.822 0.688 0.810 0.815 0.151

QK15874 94 17 6.073 2.286 0.617 0.835 0.840 0.261

QpZAG36 93 5 2.884 1.177 0.484 0.653 0.657 0.259

QpZAG16 57 23 15.112 2.894 0.719 0.934 0.942 0.230

QpZAG110 99 28 9.343 2.728 0.677 0.893 0.898 0.242

QpZAG9 96 19 6.958 2.344 0.604 0.856 0.861 0.294

CR627959 93 8 1.612 0.869 0.269 0.380 0.382 0.292

QmC00963 61 8 2.717 1.373 0.459 0.632 0.637 0.274

N, number or alleles; Na, number of different alleles; Ne, number of effective alleles; I, Shannon’s Information Index; HO, Observed Heterozygosity; HE , Expected Heterozygosity; uHE ,

Unbiased Expected Heterozygosity; FIS, Fixation Index.

TABLE 3 | Comparison of genetic diversity and differentiation between Quercus austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii based on 11 SSR loci.

N An Ap HO HE FST

Locus QA QK QA QK QA QK QA QK QA QK Between species QA QK

CG371 54 30 18 17 6 5 0.778 0.800 0.841 0.906 0.041 0.076 −0.001

QK20944 53 33 3 3 0 0 0.302 0.606 0.579 0.501 0.224 0.034 −0.011

QK17611 38 31 5 4 1 0 0.526 0.290 0.467 0.259 0.025 0.027 0.040

QK17139 53 30 9 7 2 0 0.623 0.767 0.770 0.760 0.087 0.185 0.023

QK15874 53 27 15 5 11 1 0.698 0.519 0.892 0.502 0.201 0.009 0.079

QpZAG36 52 29 3 3 0 0 0.385 0.586 0.358 0.439 0.557 −0.002 0.007

QpZAG16 26 22 16 11 10 5 0.615 0.909 0.898 0.875 0.056 −0.123 0.056

QpZAG110 54 31 22 17 8 3 0.611 0.774 0.862 0.887 0.027 0.030 0.070

QpZAG9 50 31 15 15 4 4 0.600 0.677 0.851 0.877 0.004 0.249 0.113

CR627959 51 29 7 3 4 0 0.353 0.172 0.526 0.161 0.076 0.347 0.103

QmC00963 36 11 8 2 6 0 0.500 0.273 0.718 0.351 0.072 0.309 −0.144

All 121 87 52 18 0.545 0.579 0.706 0.593 0.138 0.130 0.042

QA, two populations of Q. austrocochinchinensis; QK, three populations of Q. kerrii; N, The number of individuals having the allele in each species; An, number of alleles over all the

populations for each species; Ap, number of private alleles; HO, observed heterozygosity; HE , expected heterozygosity; FST , differentiation between populations (species).

TABLE 4 | Comparison of genetic diversity and differentiation between Quercus austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii based on 781 AFLP loci.

Populations N Hj Ht SE (Ht) HW SE (HW) FST Lower 99% FST Upper 99% FST

Between species 2 0.2808 0.3084 <0.001 0.0294 0.0025 0.0953 −0.005 0.0096

Q. austrocochinchinensis 2 0.2765 0.2847 <0.001 0.2778 0.0015 0.0246 −0.0135 0.0203

Q. kerrii 3 0.2815 0.3009 <0.001 0.2808 0.0021 0.0667 −0.0154 0.0156

N, number of populations; Ht, total diversity; HW , average diversity within population; FST , differentiation between populations.

identified asQ. austrocochinchinensis, in populations D1, D2, and
E, the mean proportion of Q. austrocochinchinensis germplasm
was 89.1% (with the lowest value, 21.7%, found in individual
Ca44), but mean proportion was considerably lower in D3 with
34.5% (1.1–71.3%). Given that we considered individuals with q-
values between 0.6 and 0.9 as backcrosses, we did not identify
any backcrossed individuals based on SSRs. However, for AFLP,
25 out of 108 (23.1%) samples were recognized as backcrosses.

The software InStruct (Gao et al., 2007) was used
to verify the reliability of SSR results generated by
STRUCTURE. The result was highly consistent to the
results obtained from STRUCTURE. The optimal K value
selected by DIC was also 2, similar to the best K inferred
by STRUCTURE. The D2 subpopulation with pure Q.
austrocochinchinensis was still easily distinguished from the
analysis (Figure S5).
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FIGURE 3 | Genotype class assignment of all 108 individuals of Q. austrocochinchinensis, Q. kerrii, and putative hybrids based on the programs

STRUCTURE and NewHybrids using SSR (A,B) and AFLP (C,D) data. Bayesian assignment proportion for K = 2 cluster was determined in STRUCTURE for 11

SSR loci (A) and 781 AFLP loci (C). Genotype class assignment using NewHybrids was based on 11 SSR loci (B) and 100 AFLP loci with highest FST (D). There is a

one-to-one correspondence among individuals between the four histograms.

NewHybrids Analysis
Analysis of SSR data using NewHybrids did not obtain
results in agreement with the morphological identity of Q.
kerii and Q. austrocochinchinensis individuals examined. Most
individuals previously identified as Q. austrocochinchinensis,
based on morphological characters from subpopulation D2, were
still assigned to Q. austrocochinchinensis, with high posterior
probabilities (>0.974), except for one individual (Ca21). The
remaining individuals identified as Q. austrocochinchinensis
in D1, D3, D6, and E were assigned to either Q. kerrii
or backcrosses to Q. kerrii, as well as the morphological
intermediates individuals in Population C and D5. Among the
36 individuals identified as Q. kerrii, most were assigned to Q.
kerrii, with mediate to high probabilities, two (CK10, CK232)
were assigned to backcrosses to Q. kerrii, with probabilities of
0.935 and 0.802, respectively (Figure 3B).

The assignment of individuals to certain genotypes using
AFLP data better fits the morphological identification, but is still
very messy. The results obtained from 100, 279, and 450 loci
of AFLP were similar in terms of assigning the individuals of

Q. austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii from the D region, but
the results were different in terms of assigning the individuals
in Q. kerrii purebred populations A and B, as more backcrosses
to Q. kerrii were found when adding more loci with low
divergence of FST to the analysis (Figure 3, Figures S5B,C). To
accurately estimate hybrid classes, alleles with large divergence
of FST are required, or misclassification of backcrosses and
purebred parental individuals are very likely to happen (Vähä
and Primmer, 2006). Therefore, the NewHybrids results obtained
from 100 AFLP loci with highest FST value weremore reliable and
sensitive on assigning the genealogical classes.

Based on morphological features, 57 individuals were
identified as Q. austrocochinchinensis in populations D and E,
of which 30 were assigned to pure Q. austrocochinchinensis,
one was assigned to F2 hybrids, six to backcrosses to Q.
austrocochinchinensis, and four to backcrosses to Q. kerrii with
high probabilities. The remaining genotypes were mixtures of
certain amounts ofQ. kerrii, backcrosses to both parental species,
and F2 (Figure 3D). Among the 15 morphological intermediate
individuals of populations C and D5, seven were assigned to
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FIGURE 4 | PCoA plots of AFLP (A) and SSR (B) data. Shapes of the data points on the plot indicate a particular population, as “�”represents Population A; “�”

represents Population B; “N” represents Population C;“”represents Population E; The rest symbols belongs to Population D, of which “×” represents sub-population

D1; “ ” represents sub-population D2; “•” represents sub-population D3; “+” represents subpopulation D4; “ ” represents subpopulation D5; “ ” represents

sub-population D6; Q. austrocochinchinensis, Q. kerrii and morphological intermediates are represented by orange, blue, and purple, respectively. Clearly clustered

individuals are shown within a dashed line circle.

Q. austrocochinchinensis purebreds, seven to backcrosses to Q.
austrocochinchinensis with high probabilities, and one was an
admixture of Q. austrocochinchinensis and its backcrosses. The
morphologically identified individuals of Q. kerrii in A and
B populations were predominantly assigned to pure Q. kerrii.
The remaining genotypes were mixtures, with few admixtures
of certain amounts of Q. kerrii and backcrosses to Q. kerrii.
In D3 and D4, no purebred parental individuals existed, three
individuals were assigned to F2 with high probability. The
genotypes the remaining individuals were either backcrosses
to both parental species or a wide spectrum of admixtures
of the backcrosses to both parental species, F1, F2, and
Q. kerrii purebreds. Of the six individuals of Q. kerrii in
subpopulations D3 and D4, three were assigned to backcrosses
toQ. austrocochinchinensis, one to backcross toQ. kerrii, and two
were identified as F2 (Figure 3D).

Principal Coordinate Analysis
The PCoA results of the AFLP and the SSR data are shown in
Figures 4A,B, respectively. The PCoA results were in agreement
with the results of the STRUCTURE analysis. Individuals of the
two species were mostly separated for both AFLP and SSR data,
which indicated that interspecific differentiation was stronger
than intraspecific differentiation.

For the AFLP data, most Q. austrocochinchensis individuals
in D2, D6, and E showed little mixing with Q. kerrii and
were grouped together (left dashed line circle in Figure 4A).
The Q. kerrii purebred populations A and B were grouped
unambiguously (right dashed line circle in Figure 4A).
Populations D1 and D3, which contained both species, were
grouped between the two dashed line circles that represented
each species. The morphological intermediates in C and D5
were grouped together in the middle position and biased
toward Q. austrocochinchensis. For SSR analysis, most Q.

austrocochinchinensis individuals in D2 were grouped together
with smaller PC1 values (dashed line circle in Figure 4B). Other
samples did not separate into distinct clusters. Still, the result of
the PCoA seems to be more reliable, as it revealed more groups
than that inferred by STRUCTURE, which only recognized two
groups. Except for D2, the putative pure parental species and
hybrids were mostly grouped together, but the resolution was
not as high as the AFLP data.

DISCUSSION

Hybridization and Introgression between
Q. kerrii and Q. austrocochinchinensis
Quercus austrocochinchinensis is a rare species with only two
known distribution sites in China: Xi-Shuang-Ban-Na (XSBN)
Nature Reserve in Yunnan province and Ba-Wang-Ling (BWL)
Nature Reserve in Hainan Province (Huang et al., 1999; Song
et al., 2015). Trees with intermediate morphological form
between the two parental species have been found previously
in XSBN, suggesting ongoing natural hybridization (Song et al.,
2015). However, morphological intermediacy is not invariably
associated with hybrids, as it can be a result of hybridization or
phenotypic plasticity of the species in these areas (Rieseberg et al.,
1993). Therefore, one major objective of this study is to confirm
the possible hybridization and introgression in the two species.

Overall, our study revealed that there were fewer Q.
austrocochinchinensis purebreds than previously expected based
onmorphological diagnostic traits. Although AFLP and SSR have
different distinguishing power on the genotypes of examined
samples, both markers revealed the presence of hybridization
and introgression between the two species. The SSR data
indicated that subpopulation D2 of Q. austrocochinchinensis has
a unique germplasm composition and might be the only existing
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purebred. Further STRUCTURE analysis identified that only
one individual (Ca78), located at contact zone subpopulation
D1, is F1. NewHybrids analysis is more sensitive to assign the
genotype to different genetic categories and detected a general
presence of backcrosses to Q. kerrii, both in morphologically
identified Q. kerrii and Q. austrocochinchinensis and the
intermediate populations, but no F1, F2, or backcrosses to Q.
austrocochinchinensis. The SSR results indicate unidirectional
introgression from Q. kerrii to Q. austrocochinchinensis.

For the AFLP data set, both Bayesian clustering approaches
used (implemented in STRUCTURE and NewHybrids) detected
an unexpected high number of backcrosses and hybrid
genotypes. The threshold values and loci used on assigning
individuals to different genetic categories are different in
STRUCTURE and NewHybrids. Therefore, the two methods
provided different percentages on F1 and F2 hybrids and
backcrosses. STRUCTURE inferred the existence of F1 hybrids
and backcrosses, whereas NewHybrids inferred absences of F1,
but predominant backcrosses. STURECTURE is more efficient
to evaluate the presence of hybrids in wild populations,
whereas NewHybrids algorithm explicitly searches for hybrid
and parental classes with assumption of two parental classes,
which generally showed higher assignments accuracy than
STRUCTURE (Marie et al., 2011). The NewHybrids result
suggested that the formation of first-generation hybrids is less
likely to occur than the interbreeding of hybrids with purebreds
or with other hybrids. The occurrence of F2 hybrids and the
predominance of first-generation backcrosses to both parental
species also reflect recent hybridization between the two species.
Meanwhile, the genotypes of some individuals fell between F2
hybrids, the first-generation backcrosses, pure Q. kerrii, and pure
Q. austrocochinchinensis, with NewHybrids having no category
available to assign them. Those individuals might in reality
be second- or later-generation backcrosses or hybrids. This
phenomenon is quite prominent in subpopulations D3 andD4, as
no purebred individuals exist and the individuals are all hybrids,
with varying percentages of backcrossing and parental types.
Such evidence indicates that the two locations (D3 and D4)
contain historical and ongoing gene flow between the two species.

The intermediate individuals in populations C and D5 are
morphologically similar to Q. kerrii, mainly in terms of the
shallow cupule, persistent trichomes on the leaf abaxial surface,
and a relatively thick bark. However, their sharp leaf apex
and leaf margin teeth more resemble Q. austrochochinensis
(Song et al., 2015). The STRUCTURE results of the AFLP
and SSR data on individuals of C and D5 were contradictory.
The AFLP result indicated that individuals of C and D5
were Q. austrocochinchinensis purebred and backcrosses to Q.
austrocochinchinensis, but the SSR suggested that all individuals
in C and D5 were Q. kerrii purebreds. In the PCoA analysis,
morphologically intermediate individuals from C and D5
were grouped together and located between two parental
purebreds (Figure 4). Interestingly, C and D5 are geographically
distant. Population D5 is located between regions with Q.
kerrii and Q. austrocochinchinensis, but population C does
not have any individuals with the typical features of Q.
austrocochinchinensis; in addition, all the individuals are young

trees, as the area is almost entirely occupied by farming land.
The AFLP data revealed a high percentage germplasm of Q.
austrocochinchinensis in C and D5. A similar situation was also
found in population E and subpopulations D1 and D6, indicating
that they are genetically “swamped” and that this “swamping”
occurred recently, as a high percentage of germplasms of Q.
austrocochinchinensis can still be detected.

A hybrid swarm is often characterized by a wide spectrum
of phenotypic variation, the existence of backcrosses, and high
genetic variation (Cockayne and Allan, 1926; Keim et al.,
1989). Gathering all the evidences from molecular markers
and morphology, there is incidence that a hybrid swarm had
been established at the contact region of Q. kerrii and Q.
austrocochinchinensis in XSBN Nature Reserve, especially at
populations D3 and D4. The trees of Q. austrocochinchinensis
in the adjacent regions (locations C, D1, D3–D6, and parts of
D2) might have been already genetically swamped. The same
situation might also have occurred in population E in Hainan, as
SSR indicated that no Q. austrocochinchinensis purebreds exist,
and the AFLP inferred co-existence of Q. austrocochinchinensis
purebreds and its backcrosses.

It is worth noting that NewHybrids detected that the
genotypes of few individuals contain different admixture levels
of backcrosses to Q. kerrii and Q. kerrii purebreds in the two
Q. kerrii purebred populations A and B (e.g., CK10, CK27, and
CK30), which are distant from all the known populations of
Q. austrocochinchinensis. Interspecific gene flow is a widespread
and ongoing process among oaks, especially in species with
close genetic relationship (Coart et al., 2002; Burgarella et al.,
2009; Lepais et al., 2009; Moran et al., 2012). There is strong
evidence that Neogene climatic changes had little impact on
plant distribution in tropical and subtropical Asia (An, 2000;
Su et al., 2013; Jacques et al., 2014), although evergreen oaks
and other Fagaceae still experienced range shifts in this region
(Xu et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2016). A recent
biogeographical study has indicated that the tropical zone could
have extended further north in the geological past than it does
today, e.g., the line 20◦30′N was the northern biogeographical
boundary of the tropical zone in south and southeastern China
during the mid-Holocene (Zhu, 2013). The germplasm of Q.
austrocochinchinensis recovered inQ. kerrii purebred populations
probably reflects the historical gene flow between the two species
and a once wider distribution of Q. austrocochinchinensis at
this geological time in Indo-China. Future work will need to
include more populations of both species, using both maternal
markers and high throughput SNP markers to explore the
genetic structure and couple the niche modeling to estimate
the historical population size; such an approach could provide
a better understanding on the genetic patterns of the two oak
species.

Ecological Preference
Previous leaf anatomical work has suggested that population
E is a Q. austrocochinchinensis purebred population with very
distinct features compared to Q. kerrii, such as narrow leaves,
sharp leaf apex, and margin tips (Song et al., 2015). However,
the AFLP data showed evidences of hybridization in population
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E. Across all surveyed populations, only D2 was identified as a
pure Q. austrocochinchinensis subpopulation by both molecular
markers. It is situated in the core region of the Xi-Shan-Ban-
Na Nature Reserve with thick woods and geographically isolated
from theQ. kerrii population, which likely reduces the chances of
gene flow and hybridization. Population D2 has a much higher
forest canopy density than that of other populations, including
population E.

According to our field observation, Q. austrocochinchinensis
and Q. kerrii have different habitat preferences, as the former is
likely to grow in closed and moist forests, but the latter tends
to grow on open slopes or by roadsides (Figure S6). The fine-
scale closed and shady habitats with high humidity might favor
the growth of Q. austrocochinchinensis, but are also crucial to
maintain its genetic distinction. Subpopulations D3, D4, and D5
are located in the buffer area of XSBN Nature Reserve, where
human activities are intensified. These regions were inferred as
the location of the hybrid swarm of the two species based on
our study. Opening habitat as a result of deforestation will likely
favor colonization by Q. kerrii and facilitate pollen invasion.
Our study also showed that introgression of the two oaks
occurred at disturbed habitats, and pure Q. austrocochinchinensis
was found at core protection areas with minimum disturbance.
Habitat selection is intimately tied to niche differentiation and
coexistence in plant communities (Bazzaz, 1991). Although there
are no studies demonstrating the habitat preference of these two
species, our data suggests that fine-scale heterogeneous habitats
may play an important role in shaping the genetic structure of
the two species in areas where they co-exist.

Discrepancies between AFLP and SSR
Data
The results of STRUCTURE and NewHybrids showed
discrepancies between AFLP and SSR markers (Figure 3). For
many samples, AFLP and SSR provided different classifications
of species from the same set of samples. Such similar results have
also been detected in other plant groups, e.g., Abies ziyuanensis
(Tang et al., 2008) and the arctic-alpine genus Draba (Skrede
et al., 2009). This is probably caused by the limited genetic
differentiation between the two species, especially in a fine
sampling scale. If the two species are not fully differentiated,
they will have a number of incompletely differentiated alleles,
which may reduce the diagnostic power to distinguish one
species from another. In the cases of species with limited
genetic differentiation, sampling large numbers of loci across
the genome is required when using a molecular approach. The
AFLP method has advantages over the SSR method in sampling
loci numbers; consequently, AFLP generally reveals higher
polymorphism than SSR does (Varshney et al., 2007; Sun et al.,
2008; Skrede et al., 2009); it also has a higher assignment success
and solution compared to SSR loci (Zeng et al., 2010). Our results
also demonstrated that the AFLP data was more consistent with
morphology in STRUCTURE and NewHybrids analysis, and
the two species separated much better based on using AFLP in
PCoA than by using SSR markers. Therefore, we speculate that
the results generated from AFLP are more reliable than those

obtained from SSR. Our results also demonstrated that when
studying hybridization between two genetically closely related
oaks, high throughput markers e.g., AFLP or RAD, are more
appropriate.

In another aspect, the discrepancies between the two
molecular markers might be due to different selective pressures.
Similar to the results found by Scotti-Saintagne et al. (2004), the
FST values of 781 AFLP alleles fit an L-shaped curve. Most alleles
(60.3%) have low FST values (FST < 0.1). The results of BayeScan
also suggested that only three loci (0.38%) are potentially under
selection among the 10 populations. Therefore, most of the AFLP
markers are selectively neutral. However, SSR markers may have
been subjected to more selective pressure. Morgante et al. (2002)
mentioned that SSR repeats tend to occur at transcribed regions
of the genome. Selective pressures acting on coding regions are
higher than in non-coding regions. In turn, such pressure may
lead to genetic differentiation and as a result, SSR loci may have
higher genetic differentiation levels than AFLP. We particularly
used SSR loci that had been developed from coding sequences,
e.g., Qk15874, Qk17139, Qk17611, Qk20944, and CR627959.

Although SSR provided less information than AFLP, it is
still a valuable method to compare different marker types. For
a pair of species undergoing hybridization, the impermeable
genomic regions that are under high selective pressure often
serve as a way to maintain species integrity, and thus, these
regions accumulate genetic divergence, whereas the regions with
low selective pressure are permeable to introgression and show
decreased differentiation (Wu, 2001). Because of the higher
selective pressures, SSR is more representative of regions with
high species integrity, while AFLP is more likely to reflect
the effects of gene flow. It is important to note that SSR
identifiedmoreQ. kerrii than AFLP in the STRUCTURE analysis.
Moreover, in the PCoA analysis for AFLP, the morphological
intermediate populations C and D5 were clustered with Q.
austrocochinchinensis purebreds. However, for SSR, they were
closer to Q. kerrii purebreds instead. As discussed above, we
suggest that although the trees in the swarm were influenced by
the gene flow of Q. austrocochinchinensis, the alleles of Q. kerrii
were preferred in these hybrids. If this is the case, it indicates the
high genetic extinction risk of Q. austrocochinchinensis.

Discrepancies between Morphological and
Molecular Approaches
Our study revealed the discrepancies between the results
inferred by morphological traits and molecular markers. For
example, although morphological intermediates only make
up a small proportion of samples in the hybrid zone (15
of 61), the molecular method detected more hybrids than
expected.Moreover, individuals with one parental morphological
characteristic may be identified as another parental purebred,
e.g., a part of trees from population D3. There may be two
explanations for these discrepancies. First, trees with clear
parental characteristics could in fact be F1 hybrids or backcrosses,
and the morphological phenotypes may be a result of some
of the loci having dominant effects on controlling a certain
morphological trait. Moreover, hybrids that are in the second or
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later generation may return to homozygosis at specific loci and
thus resemble one parent only (Stebbins, 1950; Rieseberg et al.,
1993). However, this offers only a partial explanation, because of
the low chance that all loci controlling morphological diagnostic
characteristics return to homozygosis at the same time.

Another possibility of the inconsistency is that the phenotype
with one of the parental phenotype may be under positive
selection in natural habitats, as described previously (Hipp and
Weber, 2008). As discussed above, the two species appear to have
different habitat preferences. The two populations with typical
Q. austrocochinchinensis in appearance were all located in the
national nature reserve, where canopy density is usually high.
The stellate and fused fascicular trichomes and dense stomata, as
well as the thick leaf cuticles are important features in seasonal
dry areas with strong sun light (Mediterranean-type) climate
(Tattini et al., 2007). The glabrous leaves with sharp, spiny
teeth were generally an adaptation trait to humid and shady
environments (Sun et al., 2003), which may explain why the
trees are distributed in dense canopy areas of the Xi-Shuang-
Ban-Na Nature Reserve of Yunnan Province and Ba-Wang-
Ling Nature Reserves likely show the phenotypes of typical Q.
austrocochinchinensis, although introgression is common, as this
phenotypemight have a selective advantage over the hairy, obtuse
toothed phenotype in ravine habitats where the environment is
usually humid and shaded. Meanwhile, we also could not rule out
the possibility that the morphological variation in Q. kerriimight
encompass the typical morphology of Q. austrocochinchinensis.
In this case, the morphological features used to distinguish Q.
austrocochinchinensis from Q. kerrii need to be further clarified.
Common garden experiment coupling the high throughput
genotyping on the different populations of the two taxa and their
hybrids are need to reveal how and why traits evolved in response
to nature selection and local adaptation in the future.

Potential Threats to Q.

austrocochinchinensis and Conservation
Strategies
Our data indicates ongoing and historical introgression in
the two Q. austrocochinchinensis populations. Although the
introgression directions inferred by SSR and AFLP are not the
same (as SSR indicated unidirectional introgression from Q.
kerrii to Q. austrocochinchinensis, but bidirectional introgression
was inferred by AFLP). BayeScan analysis indicated most AFLP
loci were selection neutral, but almost all the SSR loci violated
HWE assumption. Therefore, AFLP result is more reliable
to infer the gene flow between the two species. Recently
simulation model study demonstrated when outercrossing rate
between the two parental species is different, hybridization
can facilitate invasions of the species with high outcrossing
rate, even without enhancing local adaption (Mesgaran et al.,
2016). Considering the fast shrinking and degradation of habits
favoring Q. austrocochinchinensis at middle to low elevation of
tropical Asia, the ongoing hybrid swarm and the predominance
of Q. kerrii at co-occur region, Q. austrocochinchinensis faces
critical extinction risks both in terms of lost habitat and
genetic assimilation. Furthermore, our results indicate that only

subpopulation D2 maintains its genetic integrity, as the most
pure individuals of Q. austrocochinchinensis are still purebreds.
The other subpopulations in XSBN Nature Reserve and adjacent
areas formed a hybrid swarm. Once introgression is detected
in an endangered species, protective intervention measures
should be adopted immediately to prevent species integrity loss.
Otherwise, all subpopulations in the reserve could become hybrid
swarms.

Firstly, in situ conservation of species genetic resource
can be realized by establishing nature reserves. According to
our results, the most pure Q. austrocochinchinensis population
D2 has the highest forest canopy density and lowest human
disturbance. Although it is difficult to prove the correlation
between ecological integrity and hybrid degree in this case study,
we hypothesize that it is important for in situ conservation
to maintain the existing ecological balance of the habitat of
population D2. To avoid further asymmetrical introgressions,
forest landscape restoration is also essential for the hybrid
Q. austrocochinchinensis populations. Secondly, considering the
abundance of Q. kerrii and the efficient pollen dispersal abilities
of oaks, ex situ conservation of pure Q. austrocochinchinensis
should also be considered. Although we cannot claim that
Q. austrocochinchinensis homozygous individuals still exist,
molecular markers and leaf morphological features all identified
D2 as the most pure Q. austrocochinchinensis population.
Therefore, we suggest that the D2 population area should be
designated as the priority conservation zone.

CONCLUSION

This study suggests that Q. austrocochinchinensis in China is
experiencing introgression fromQ. kerrii. The incoherent genetic
structure inferred by AFLP and SSR, as well as morphological
traits, might be due to the different selective pressures. The
extinction risk of Q. austrocochinchinensis is higher than
previously expected, as much less Q. austrocochinchinensis
purebreds were detected based on molecular markers; in
addition, the species faces ongoing hybrid swarm with Q. kerrii
and habitat loss in tropical Asia. The subpopulation D2 of
Q. austrocochinchinensis in the core area of the XSBN Nature
Reserve, with unique germplasm and vulnerable to disturbance,
should be prioritized for protection. The habitat with high
forest canopy density and humidity may act on shaping the
genetic structure of the two species at the contact zone. Further
studies using high throughput molecular markers and coupling
the environmental parameters at fine scale to study the genetic
diversity patterns at the co-occurring area of the two species and
scan more Q. kerrii purebred populations can provide a better
understanding on the dynamics of the hybrid zone and determine
the underlying genes involved in local adaptation.
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Figure S1 | Allele distributions in Q. austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii at

11 target loci. (A–K) Allele frequency of 11 SSR loci. Alleles are arranged on the

x-axis and allele frequencies on the y-axis. Blue bar indicates Q.

austrocochinchinensis; Orange bar indicates Q. kerrii. (A) Locus GB371; (B) locus

QK20944; (C) locus QK17611; (D) locus QK17139; (E) locus QK15874; (F)

QpZAG36; (G) locus QpZAG16; (H) locus QpZAG110; (I) locus QpZAG9; (J)

locus CR627959; (K) locus QmC00963. (L) Mean allelic patterns between Q.

austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii. Na, Number of different alleles; Na Freq. ≥

5%, number of different alleles with a frequency ≥ 5%; Ne, number of effective

alleles; I, Shannon’s Information Index; No. Private Alleles, number of alleles

unique to Q. austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii; No. LComm Alleles (≤ 25%),

Number of locally common alleles (freq. ≥ 5%) found in 25% or fewer Populations;

No. LComm Alleles (≤ 50%), number of locally common alleles (freq. ≥ 5%)

found in 50% or fewer populations; HE, Expected Heterozygosity; uHE, unbiased

expected heterozygosity.

Figure S2 | FST value distribution of AFLP and SSR loci between Q.

austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii. The x-axis represents the FST values and

the y-axis represents the number of loci.

Figure S3 | BayeScan plots of 781 AFLP loci in 10 sampled populations of

Q. austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii. The vertical read line is the threshold

(Log10(PO) = 2) used for identifying outlier loci. Dots that fall to the right of the

threshold line are identified as outlier loci.

Figure S4 | Changes of ∆K from each K cluster in program STRUCTURE.

∆K is used to identify the most likely number of clusters. For the AFLP and SSR

data, K = 2 was the most likely K value.

Figure S5 | Genotype class assignment of all 108 individuals of Q.

austrocochinchinensis, Q. kerrii, and putative hybrids based on the

programs InStruct and NewHybrids using SSR (A) and AFLP (B,C) data. K =

2 cluster was determined in InStruct for 11 SSR loci (A). The 249 (B) and 450 (C)

AFLP loci with highest FST were analyzed, respectively, using NewHybrids.

Figure S6 | Habitat preference of Q. austrocochinchinensis and Q. kerrii.

Q. austrocochinchinensis tends to grow in closed and moist habitat (A), while Q.

kerrii prefers open and dry habitat (B).
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In animals, interactions among gene products of mitochondrial and nuclear genomes
(mitonuclear interactions) are of profound fitness, evolutionary, and ecological
significance. Most fundamentally, the oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) complexes
responsible for cellular bioenergetics are formed by the direct interactions of 13
mitochondrial-encoded and ∼80 nuclear-encoded protein subunits in most animals.
It is expected that organisms will develop genomic architecture that facilitates co-
adaptation of these mitonuclear interactions and enhances biochemical efficiency of
OXPHOS complexes. In this perspective, we present principles and approaches to
understanding the co-evolution of these interactions, with a novel focus on how genomic
architecture might facilitate it. We advocate that recent interdisciplinary advances assist
in the consolidation of links between genotype and phenotype. For example, advances
in genomics allow us to unravel signatures of selection in mitochondrial and nuclear
OXPHOS genes at population-relevant scales, while newly published complete atomic-
resolution structures of the OXPHOS machinery enable more robust predictions of how
these genes interact epistatically and co-evolutionarily. We use three case studies to
show how integrative approaches have improved the understanding of mitonuclear
interactions in OXPHOS, namely those driving high-altitude adaptation in bar-headed
geese, allopatric population divergence in Tigriopus californicus copepods, and the
genome architecture of nuclear genes coding for mitochondrial functions in the eastern
yellow robin.

Keywords: mitochondrial, nuclear, mitonuclear, oxidative phosphorylation, OXPHOS, co-evolution, genome
architecture

INTRODUCTION

Rapid improvements in genomics hold much promise in advancing one of the most important
but demanding tasks in evolutionary biology: establishing genotype-to-phenotype links for
features of organisms that are important in adaptation and speciation (Savolainen et al., 2013;
Seehausen et al., 2014). The main challenge is that fitness-conferring characteristics in complex
organisms are typically quantitative traits, controlled by many loci with small individual effect sizes
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(Mackay et al., 2009). This is compounded by the astronomical
numbers of both meaningful gene interactions and spurious
correlations that arise from population structure and history.
Accordingly, adaptation can be implicated in species evolution
only when disentangled from population history (Hoban et al.,
2016). Identifying genotype-to-phenotype links of complex
traits can be made more tractable by focussing on genomic
variation expected to bestow major fitness differences based
on prior knowledge. If such predictions are consistent with
population genomic analyses, this will increase confidence that
the candidate genes and mechanisms are true positives worthy
of the demanding empirical investigations in wild populations
needed to test them (Cheviron et al., 2014; Gompert et al., 2014;
Egan et al., 2015).

An excellent opportunity to study the interplay between
population biology and genome architecture is presented by
interactions between mitochondrial proteins encoded by genes
of the mitochondrial and nuclear genomes. Such mitonuclear
interactions are required for fundamental physiological processes
such as cellular respiration (Bar-Yaacov et al., 2012) and thus
influence processes at multiple levels of biological organization:
cellular function, organismal fitness, and ecosystem processes
(Dowling et al., 2008; Wolff et al., 2014; Latorre-Pellicer et al.,
2016). Moreover, these interactions are so central to evolutionary
and ecological processes, including adaptation and speciation,
that the term ‘mitonuclear ecology’ was recently proposed for
their study (Hill, 2015, 2016).

While we have an incomplete understanding of most
mitonuclear interactions (Pagliarini et al., 2008), we have a
rich knowledge of a fundamental subset of them: those that
form the core protein complexes responsible for oxidative
phosphorylation (OXPHOS) (Rand et al., 2004; Gershoni et al.,
2009). This essential system is responsible for the availability
of nearly all cellular energy in eukaryotes, and thus through
metabolic, trophic and thermal biology, at some level underpins
virtually all eukaryotic ecological and evolutionary phenomena
(Rand et al., 2004). These interactions are amenable to
experimental investigation through interdisciplinary approaches.
Essential for fitness, tractably complex, and relatively well-
understood, these interactions thus represent strong study
systems for understanding the evolution of adaptive traits. In this
article, we present principles and case studies of investigations of
the mitonuclear co-evolution of OXPHOS complexes in wildlife.
We suggest an integrated experimental approach to this key issue
in evolutionary biology, including a novel perspective on the role
of genomic architecture in optimizing mitonuclear interactions.

OXIDATIVE PHOSPHORYLATION AS AN
EVOLUTIONARY STUDY SYSTEM

OXPHOS Depends on Intimate
Mitonuclear Interactions
Oxidative phosphorylation depends on the interaction of protein
complexes in the inner mitochondrial membrane. In most
animals, the four core complexes mediating OXPHOS are

encoded by the 13 protein-encoding mitochondrial genes and
an estimated 80 nuclear-encoded genes (Nicholls and Ferguson,
2013). The respirasome (comprising complexes I, III, and IV)
uses the energy liberated during electron transfer from NADH
to O2 to drive proton-translocation to the intermembrane
space and thus establish a proton gradient across the inner
mitochondrial membrane (Figure 1) (Gu et al., 2016; Letts et al.,
2016; Wu et al., 2016). The ATP synthase (complex V) uses the
proton-motive force thus generated to chemiosmotically drive
ATP synthesis (Allegretti et al., 2015; Hahn et al., 2016). Nuclear-
encoded proteins also serve as electron carriers (e.g., cytochrome
c), alternative electron inputs (e.g., complex II), and assembly
factors (e.g., NDUFC1, SURF1) throughout the OXPHOS system
(Mashkevich et al., 1997; Nicholls and Ferguson, 2013; Stroud
et al., 2016).

Intimate associations between mitochondrial- and nuclear-
encoded subunits are required for the electron transport chain
of the respirasome and ATP synthase activity for efficient
mitochondrial ‘coupling,’ i.e., the ratio of ATP synthesis per unit
substrate and O2 consumed (Lowell and Spiegelman, 2000). The
intimacy of such interactions is particularly reflected by OXPHOS
complex I. This enzyme couples electron transfer through its
nuclear-encoded hydrophilic arm to proton translocation
through its four mitochondrially encoded proton pumps. This
depends on long-range conformational changes mediated
through protein–protein interactions of the mitochondrially
encoded subunits with core and supernumerary nuclear-encoded
subunits (Fiedorczuk et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016). Genetic
studies have demonstrated that assembly of this complex
depends strictly on 39 of its 45 subunits (Stroud et al., 2016), and
even single amino acid substitutions can alter coupling efficiency
(Mimaki et al., 2012; Gershoni et al., 2014). In addition to serving
as the primary electron input in the respiratory chain (Nicholls
and Ferguson, 2013), OXPHOS complex I is also the main site
of cellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) production (Murphy,
2009).

The central physiological importance of OXPHOS means
that mitonuclear compatibilities are required for optimal fitness.
Even minor biochemical inefficiencies can have major fitness
consequences for an organism by modulating their energetic
efficiency and oxidative stress levels. There are therefore strong
selective pressures to maintain optimal mitonuclear interactions
in the OXPHOS system (Rand et al., 2004; Dowling et al., 2008;
Burton et al., 2013).

Mitonuclear Interactions Are Linked to
Thermal and Redox Adaptation
There are multiple lines of evidence that OXPHOS is important
for local adaptation. Experimental approaches with model
organisms have allowed researchers to test an impressive array
of mitonuclear combinations and assess their functional effects
under a wide set of conditions (Dowling et al., 2007; Arnqvist
et al., 2010; Paliwal et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2016; Mossman
et al., 2016). These efforts have revealed that mismatched
mitonuclear interactions (gene–gene interactions) can have
profound consequences, such as reduced metabolic performance,
fecundity, and lifespan. When mitonuclear combinations are
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FIGURE 1 | Overview of expected responses to selective pressures related to thermal metabolism at various levels of biological organization and
integrative approaches to studying the mitonuclear interactions they modulate. Environmental level: Significant differences in temperature and
precipitation can drive differences in food abundance and selection for local adaptation. Significant correlations between phenotype, genotype, and environment,
after controlling for confounding factors (e.g., genetic drift), can suggest the presence of local adaptation. Fitness/metabolic performance of organisms with diverged
mitolineages measured in different environments can indicate the presence of local metabolic adaptation, whereas fitness/metabolic performance of several
generations of crosses can show whether mitonuclear incompatibilities have evolved between lineages. Organismal level: Heat produced from less-coupled
mitochondria may be adaptive in colder environments for endothermic organisms (Pörtner et al., 1998); individuals with less-coupled metabolism are expected to
produce fewer ATP molecules (leading to lower amount of energy available for growth, immune function, or reproduction) and fewer ROS (leading to lower oxidative
stress and greater longevity) per unit of O2/nutrients consumed (Stier et al., 2014a,b). Higher O2/nutrient consumption could be expected to compensate for
metabolic inefficiency. O2 consumption at thermoneutrality can be measured with an open-flow respirometry system (Lighton, 2008) after some acclimation time in a
metabolic chamber; this can be used to calculate an organism’s resting metabolism, expected to be lower in organisms adapted to warmer environments (White
et al., 2007). Cellular function level: The level of mitochondrial coupling between substrate oxidation and ATP production determines the amount of ATP and heat
(through proton leak) produced per unit of O2/substrate consumed. A low level of coupling resulting in high heat production might be adaptive in cold climates.
Mitochondrial respiration in birds, fish, amphibians and reptiles can be measured non-destructively from red blood cells (RBC) instead of liver or muscle tissues; O2

consumption (blue line) can be measured at a baseline for comparison with responses to the additions of (a) the ATP synthase inhibitor oligomycin (measures
residual O2 consumption during proton leakage), (b) the mitochondrial uncoupler FCCP (measures maximal uncoupled O2 consumption), and (c) the inhibitor of
mitochondrial respiration antimycin A (measures non-mitochondrial oxygen consumption) (Stier et al., 2016). Molecular level: Complex I (NADH dehydrogenase),
complex II (succinate dehydrogenase), complex III (bc1 complex) and complex IV (cytochrome c oxidase) transport electrons (e−) from NADH, succinate and
FAD-linked substrates (not shown) to create a proton-motive force (H+ gradient). Complex V (ATP synthase) uses energy released by backflow of protons to create
ATP from ADP. Proteins of complexes I, III, IV, and V are encoded by both nuclear and mitochondrial genomes, leading to strong selection for compatible functional
allele combinations. Mapping genes with amino acid candidates for positive selection onto 3D models of OXPHOS complexes enables better understanding of
mitonuclear interactions. Here, the 3D structure of OXPHOS complex I (Fiedorczuk et al., 2016) is shown, with mitochondrially encoded subunits ND4 and ND4L,
found to contain positively selected amino acids in two eastern yellow robin lineages (Morales et al., 2016a), highlighted in purple. Genomic level: Selection for
co-transmission of co-adapted nuclear-encoded mitochondrial allele combinations with mitochondrial DNA lineages can drive the evolution of genomic architecture
that suppresses recombination between co-adapted genes; examples of such mechanisms include close proximity of co-adapted genes and location of co-adapted
genes near a centromere or within an inversion. Mapping single-nuclear-locus FST between populations fixed for alternative mitochondrial lineages to a reference
genome can help detect clusters of loci co-inherited with mtDNA. Here, FSTs between two eastern yellow robin lineages mapped to chromosome 1A (dots;
black dots- top 1% outliers) show the presence of the mtDNA-linked cluster of loci (Morales et al., 2016a); background lines show the location of genes with
predicted mitochondrial functions (red lines- OXPHOS genes), for which this genomic region was enriched. Organismal level (reproductive isolation and
incompatibilities): Selection against incompatible mitonuclear combinations [postzygotic reproductive isolation can drive evolution of prezygotic reproductive
isolation and result in speciation (Sloan et al., 2016)]. For example, organisms can advertize their mitonuclear genotypes through differences in color or vocalization
(Hill and Johnson, 2013; Hill, 2016). Behavioral experiments involving model presentations can elucidate whether individuals mate assortatively according to their
mitonuclear genotype, implying late stages of speciation.

assessed in multiple environments (e.g., diet, temperature or
hypoxia), interaction effects are commonly context dependent
(gene–gene-environment interactions; Koevoets et al., 2012;
Hoekstra et al., 2013).

In the wild, OXPHOS traits have been correlated with a
wide range of environmental pressures, including heat stress
(Morales et al., 2016a,b), cold stress (Cheviron et al., 2014;
Stier et al., 2014a,b), nutrient limitation (da Fonseca et al.,

2008), and hypoxia (da Fonseca et al., 2008; Scott et al., 2011).
Consistently, there is evidence for positive selection and climate-
linked differences in the sequences and expression of OXPHOS
genes in a range of animal species with wide biogeographic
ranges (Mishmar et al., 2003; Ruiz-Pesini et al., 2004; Toews
and Brelsford, 2012; Garvin et al., 2015; Morales et al., 2016a).
Accordingly, genes encoding the OXPHOS machinery are
frequently candidates for positive selection. This likely reflects the
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high levels of mitochondrial DNA variation within and among
populations combined with the selection pressures for optimally
adapted phenotypes (Gershoni et al., 2009; Bar-Yaacov et al.,
2012).

As mechanistic understanding of OXPHOS activity continues
to improve, it should be increasingly possible to make more
specific predictions of what kinds of protein-level changes
should be adaptive. For example, it is hypothesized that the
coupling efficiencies of OXPHOS complexes are closely linked
to adaptive thermal biology. OXPHOS generates chemical energy
and heat in proportions that depend on the coupling efficiency
of the respirasome and ATP synthase (Lowell and Spiegelman,
2000). It is proposed that the heat produced from less-coupled
mitochondria may be particularly beneficial for adaptation of
endothermic organisms to colder environments. In contrast,
heat production may be deleterious in warm environments,
necessitate higher nutritional intake, and is associated with high
oxidative stress due to increased ROS production (Figure 1)
(Pörtner et al., 1998; Brand, 2000; Somero, 2002; Fangue et al.,
2009; Stier et al., 2014a,b). It is important to account for variation
in such predictions among organisms and environments. For
example, contrary to the expectations for endotherms, cold
adaptation in fishes is linked to higher mitochondrial densities
in muscle (White et al., 2011), and so the associated high energy
demands for synthesis and maintenance of mitochondria may
favor genotypes with high coupling efficiency (Pavlova et al.,
2017).

Nuclear Genome Architecture May
Facilitate Co-evolution of
Mitochondrial-Encoded and
Nuclear-Encoded Mitochondrial Genes
Mitonuclear co-evolution should be enforced under strong
selection given the complex interactions and essential functions
mediated by OXPHOS (Burton et al., 2013). Challenges to
positive co-evolution include the fast mutation rate of the
mitochondrial genome (due to its proximity to ROS production,
high rate of replication and lack of efficient repair mechanisms),
typically maternal inheritance, and lack of recombination, which
generate a mutation load that the nuclear genome must counter
by compensatory mutation (Rand et al., 2004; Lynch et al., 2006;
Osada and Akashi, 2012; Havird et al., 2015; Havird and Sloan,
2016). In addition, mitonuclear co-evolution can be disrupted
by mechanisms that generate genetic variation or promote gene
flow. In particular, substantial gene flow and recombination in
nuclear DNA will tend to break up optimally functioning allele
combinations of co-adapted genes in each sexual generation
(Rand et al., 2004; Burton and Barreto, 2012; Burton et al., 2013).
Accordingly, we propose that nuclear genomic architecture
should tend to evolve to suppress recombination and prevent the
segregation of genome regions that mediate epistatic functions of
nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes.

With improvements in techniques to explore genome
structure, examples are building of how genomic architecture
can drive evolutionary adaptation, for example the ‘supergene’ of
125 genes associated with differences in male mating strategies

in birds (Küpper et al., 2016). Natural selection can locate co-
adapted loci in genome areas of low recombination (Schwander
et al., 2014; Thompson and Jiggins, 2014) or promote genomic
clustering of synergistically adaptive alleles (Yeaman, 2013) so
that they can be co-inherited and/or co-regulated. The three-
dimensional organization of the genome can dictate how and
which loci should be subject to genome changes that will
favor their co-location (Lanctôt et al., 2007; Wijchers and de
Laat, 2011). Reduced recombination among co-adapted genes
(increasing their co-inheritance) can occur through the evolution
of recombination modifiers or chromosomal re-arrangements,
such as transposition of a gene to a location close to a co-adapted
gene, movement of co-adapted genes toward a centromere or into
a region within an inversion between diverged lineages (Figure 1)
(Rieseberg, 2001; Butlin, 2005; Kirkpatrick and Barton, 2006;
Yeaman and Whitlock, 2011; Yeaman, 2013; Ortiz-Barrientos
et al., 2016).

To date, mitonuclear genomic architecture (encompassing
mitochondrial-nuclear and nuclear-nuclear) remains relatively
underexplored, except in the context of biased co-transmission
of mitochondrial and nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes
on sex chromosomes. Because mtDNA, due to its maternal
inheritance, accumulates mutations that are deleterious in males
(mother’s curse), selection to restore fitness in males that drives
compensatory evolution of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial
genes could be expected to prevent concentrations of such
genes on female-linked chromosomes (Havird and Sloan, 2016).
Results for different taxa variously support overrepresentation,
underrepresentation, or unbiased distribution of nuclear-
encoded mitochondrial genes on X and Z chromosomes
with respect to autosomes, supporting multiple theories of
the distribution of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes:
co-adaptation, sexual conflict and sexual selection (Drown
et al., 2012; Hill and Johnson, 2013; Dean et al., 2014, 2015;
Hill, 2014; Rogell et al., 2014). More recently, we uncovered
an autosomal genomic island of divergence associated with
mitonuclear interactions in a passerine (Figure 1) (Morales
et al., 2016a). This genomic island of divergence is implicated
in maintaining deep mitochondrial divergence between two
parapatric lineages connected by nuclear gene flow. Observations
of the fluidity of positioning of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial
genes in some systems (but see Dean et al., 2015) raise questions
about the role of genome organization in rates of co-evolution
between mitochondria and nuclear genes (Hill, 2014). We
contend that exploration of genomic architecture may be crucial
for understanding mitonuclear co-evolution, and also vice
versa given the crucial roles and considerable number of genes
concerned with mitochondrial function (Pagliarini et al., 2008).

INTEGRATIVE APPROACHES FOR
STUDYING MITONUCLEAR
CO-EVOLUTION

While signals of selection have frequently been identified in
OXPHOS-encoded genes, few studies have examined changes
in function due to observed substitutions; thus empirical
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demonstration of local adaptation is limited (Burton et al., 2013;
Levin et al., 2014). However, it is possible to develop relatively
strong genotype-to-phenotype links by bridging population
genetic studies with biochemical and physiological approaches
developed for studying OXPHOS. In the five decades since
its discovery by Mitchell (1961), a wealth of physiological,
biochemical, and structural studies have developed a rich
understanding of oxidative phosphorylation (Nicholls and
Ferguson, 2013), and much of the knowledge and methodology
can be translated to wild populations.

Here we suggest a flexible framework that draws on recent
technical advances in multiple fields for testing the significance
of mitonuclear interactions. First, candidate interacting loci can
be identified by improved methods for inferring loci under
selection. Second, these candidates can then be examined
through structural mapping and modeling to develop hypotheses
about biochemical interactions relevant to the species biology
in question. Third, these hypotheses can then be tested by
measuring phenotypic responses at different scales, notably
whole cell, whole animal, and fitness in the wild. Finally,
experimental approaches could be used to test for reproductive
isolation between differently adapted lineages (Figure 1). It is
particularly desirable to compare multiple species for repeated
signals of selection in the same genomic regions: common
signals of selection between lineages in the context of their
geographic arrangement relative to selection pressures provide
strong evidence of adaptation (Garvin et al., 2014). Adopting
this proposed framework should increase comparability among
studies.

Genetic Approaches for Detecting
Natural Selection
Detection of natural selection is one of the most contentious
and active fields in evolutionary biology. Here we highlight, in
the context of mitonuclear co-evolution, the more general issues
that are explored in depth elsewhere (Nielsen, 2005; Haasl and
Payseur, 2016; Manel et al., 2016; Stephan, 2016).

The power to detect candidate loci that evolve under natural
selection rests on the molecular tools available for a given
system: reduced representation genomic scans (SNPs), sequence-
based genomic scans (candidate genes, exome-sequencing, or
RNA-sequencing), whole genome re-sequencing, and/or physical
linkage maps (Manel et al., 2016; Stephan, 2016). The key
limitation to detecting natural selection in the wild is that
several ecological and evolutionary processes can leave a
similar signature to selection and lead to a high rate of false
positives. Confounding factors include demographic processes
(e.g., population size change and structure), background
selection, and heterogeneous mutation and recombination
rates. Given that mitochondrial and nuclear genomes can
have largely independent evolutionary histories (e.g., different
introgression patterns and mutation load), knowledge of the
demographic history of the study system is especially useful
to interpret patterns of mitonuclear co-evolution (Bar-Yaacov
et al., 2015; Morales et al., 2016a,b; Pereira et al., 2016; Sloan
et al., 2016). Given that mitonuclear co-evolution is likely

to respond to environmental variation (Burton et al., 2013),
approaches to detecting selection that rely on gene-environment
associations could be particularly useful to identify candidate
loci under selection (Rellstab et al., 2015; Forester et al.,
2016).

A common starting point in the search for signatures
of selection in mitonuclear co-evolution is sequencing full
mitochondrial genomes. A family of methods proven to be
especially useful in the context of mitogenome evolution
are codon-based approaches, which rely on the estimation
of the non-synonymous to synonymous ratio (ω = dN/dS)
[HyPhy and Datamonkey (Pond and Frost, 2005); PAML (Yang,
2007)]. There are multiple examples in the literature of how
complementary codon-based approaches have been combined
to discriminate positive and relaxed purifying selection in
mitogenome-encoded OXPHOS components (da Fonseca et al.,
2008; Garvin et al., 2011; Morales et al., 2015; Wertheim et al.,
2015; Pavlova et al., 2017). However, these types of methods
have important limitations: they require data across multiple
species, or sequences that are reasonably diverged, and only
allow selection inference within coding regions (Gonçalves da
Silva, 2017). It is important to consider this last limitation since
mitonuclear incompatibilities have been mapped to non-coding
regulatory genes, non-coding sequences such as transfer RNAs
and the mitochondrial control region (Montooth et al., 2009;
Meiklejohn et al., 2013; Rollins et al., 2016; Jhuang et al., 2017).

A natural follow-up is to look for evidence of natural
selection in nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes and signals of
mitonuclear co-evolutionary adaptation (Mishmar et al., 2006;
Gagnaire et al., 2012; Bar-Yaacov et al., 2015; Pereira et al., 2016).
For example, such approaches have identified supernumerary
and assembly factors of OXPHOS complex I implicated in local
adaptation (Garvin et al., 2016; Morales et al., 2016a).

Protein Mapping and Modeling Enable
Development of Mechanistic Hypotheses
Recent advances in understanding structure-function
relationships in oxidative phosphorylation enable better
prediction of how genetic substitutions affect mitochondrial
function. Largely as a result of recent advances in cryo-electron
microscopy, complete atomic-resolution structures of all
components in the mammalian electron transport chain are now
available, including the mitochondrially co-encoded complex I
(Figure 1) (Fiedorczuk et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016), complex III
(Iwata et al., 1998), complex IV (Tsukihara et al., 1996), and the
respirasome supercomplex (Gu et al., 2016; Letts et al., 2016; Wu
et al., 2016). In addition, near-complete structures of yeast ATP
synthase are also available (Allegretti et al., 2015; Hahn et al.,
2016).

With these newly available protein structures, it is now
possible to map the locations of subunits and amino acids
predicted to be under selection using protein visualization
software (Pettersen et al., 2004) and to develop homology
models using public servers (Källberg et al., 2012; Kelley
et al., 2015). Such approaches have been used to predict the
mechanistic effects of amino acid substitutions observed in
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OXPHOS subunits across diverse species (Scott et al., 2011; Finch
et al., 2014; Caballero et al., 2015; Zhang and Broughton, 2015;
Campana et al., 2016; Morales et al., 2016a). This approach
was first highlighted by Garvin et al. (2011) who detected
an amino acid under positive selection in the Pacific salmon
in an unusual region of OXPHOS complex I: the piston-
like horizontal helix (helix HL) of ND5. Meta-analysis has
since suggested that this helix is the most common region
of positive selection in the mitogenomes of diverse animal
species (Garvin et al., 2014). While the function of the helix
HL remains unresolved, it is hypothesized to influence coupling
by propagating conformational changes from proximal to distal
proton pumps; hence fine-tuning its properties may have
adaptive consequences for heat and energy production (Torres-
Bacete et al., 2011; Sazanov, 2014).

Bridging Gaps through Mitochondrial,
Cellular, and Organismal Physiology
In animal systems, it is challenging to validate experimentally that
certain amino acid substitutions affect mitochondrial function.
Due to their membrane localisation, multi-subunit cofactor-
bound composition, and complex assembly pathways, OXPHOS
complexes are incompatible with recombinant protein expression
and can rarely be purified natively (Nicholls and Ferguson,
2013). However, a suite of physiological techniques enable us
to measure the activities, kinetics, and efficiencies of OXPHOS
complexes. For example, classical respirometry techniques
enable measurement of the rates of substrate oxidation or
oxygen consumption by whole cells or purified mitochondria;
it is possible to calculate mitochondrial coupling efficiencies
and to probe the activities of specific protein complexes by
systematically comparing basal respiration rates with those in
the presence of specific agonists, inhibitors, and uncouplers
(Figure 1) (Nicholls and Ferguson, 2013; Stier et al., 2013, 2016;
Toews et al., 2014). Well-established assays using lysed cells also
enable measurement of potentially relevant parameters such as
the expression levels, protein content, and kinetic parameters of
individual OXPHOS complexes (Scott et al., 2011).

Another development that enhances the ability to measure
biologically relevant mitochondrial function is the recent
discovery that non-mammalian animals harbor functional
mitochondria in their erythrocytes. This presents options for
non-destructive sampling of wild populations (Stier et al., 2013,
2015, 2016). These cellular measurements of mitochondrial
respiration can be complemented with whole-organism
measurements of basal and maximal metabolic rates; while rarely
adopted in mitonuclear ecology, such approaches may have value
for understanding relationships between nutritional intake and
energy expenditure (White et al., 2007, 2011; Halsey and White,
2010).

Taking an approach amenable to experimental manipulations,
laboratory-based crossings have also been used to assess
the effects of intraspecific and interspecific mitonuclear
compatibilities using individuals sampled from wild populations
from different environments. As elaborated in a case study below,
there are several examples of how crosses have been combined

with measurements of enzymatic, cellular, or organismal
performance to consolidate genotype-to-phenotype links
(Edmands and Burton, 1999; Willett and Burton, 2001; Arnqvist
et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2015; Dordevic et al., 2016). In the few
study systems where cell lines can be established, experimental
cellular approaches can provide valuable functional insights
in study systems (Blier et al., 2006), for example through the
construction of mitonuclear hybrid cell systems (cybrids) that
allow testing of the effects of mitogenome variation on fitness
in a constant nuclear background (e.g., Barrientos et al., 1998;
Moreno-Loshuertos et al., 2006; Dingley et al., 2014). Within
these kinds of manipulative approaches, as well as more broadly,
rapid advances in molecular genomics, including the increasing
tractability of RNA sequencing, are facilitating investigations of
the roles, mechanisms and evolutionary genomics of genes of
interest in adaptation and divergence of wild species (Harrisson
et al., 2014; Havird and Sloan, 2016; Latorre-Pellicer et al., 2016).

Gaining Insights into the Genomic
Architecture of Mitonuclear
Co-adaptation
The level of resolution that can be reached in examining genomic
architecture depends on the genomic resources available. Full
resolution requires assembled genomes and physical linkage
maps, rarely available for wild organisms. However, powerful
approximations can be made by mapping genetic variants of
interest (e.g., candidate genes or loci under selection) on to a
reference annotated genome of the same species or a close relative
with known conserved synteny. Mapped variation provides the
presumed order, position and identity of loci of interest (e.g.,
nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes).

Linkage (gametic) disequilibrium (LD) is the non-random
association of alleles at different loci within individuals. These
correlations can arise through genes being near each other
on a chromosome, via population subdivision, and driven by
epistatic selection. Accordingly, LD can arise between markers on
different nuclear chromosomes, and between the mitochondrial
and nuclear genomes (Sloan et al., 2015). Linkage disequilibrium
has proven a powerful tool for studying the genomic architecture
of population divergence, local adaptation, and reproductive
isolation (Nosil et al., 2009; Servedio, 2009; Smadja and Butlin,
2011). Natural selection can favor the evolution of high LD
when multiple loci that influence a trait experience the same
divergent selection (Nielsen, 2005). Strong LD between nuclear-
encoded mitochondrial alleles could signal co-adapted genes
responding to the same selective drivers, which may or may
not be maintained by genomic architecture favoring reduced
levels of recombination. Significant clustering of nuclear genes
encoding mitochondrial or chloroplast proteins in Arabidopsis
has been demonstrated (Alexeyenko et al., 2006). Similar analysis
for animal taxa has rarely been performed, not least because
fully assembled genomes are unavailable for many of the
organisms for which mitonuclear co-evolution might be relevant,
but some significant mitochondrial-nuclear LD is present in
humans (Sloan et al., 2015). As genomic resources for non-model
organisms expand, we expect to see more studies of mitonuclear
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genomic architecture (e.g., genomic re-arrangements of nuclear-
encoded mitochondrial genes), as is increasingly the case for
other traits linked to reproductive isolation (Lowry and Willis,
2010; Jones et al., 2012; Egan et al., 2015).

Even without a reference genome, LD can be estimated by
analyzing LD clustering with LDna (Kemppainen et al., 2015).
This tool finds clusters of loci with similarly high levels of LD
independently of their position in the genome. This is a valuable
first step to studying the genomic architecture of organisms
without genomic resources. It is important to note that high LD
can also emerge through processes unrelated to selection, such
as population history and structure, which should be accounted
for (Mangin et al., 2012; Goicoechea et al., 2015). Demographic
factors, however, should impact many loci across the genome,
so significant excesses of high LD among nuclear genes with
mitochondrial functions is indicative of non-neutral processes
(Morales et al., 2016a). Comparative genomic approaches are also
recommended to investigate whether re-arranged or ancestral
genomic architectures in closely related taxa are more or less
prone to evolution of mitonuclear interactions, and whether
nuclear-encoded mitochondrial gene re-arrangements can be
favored to reduce recombination between locally co-adapted
alleles and can promote adaptive genetic divergence (Faria et al.,
2011; Yeaman, 2013).

CASE STUDIES HIGHLIGHTING
INTEGRATIVE APPROACHES

The strength of oxidative phosphorylation as an evolutionary
study system has been highlighted by several in-depth studies
on specific organisms. Each of these studies integrated different
combinations of the techniques described above to address
different questions about the role of OXPHOS in evolutionary
and ecological processes.

Mitochondrial Selection in High-Altitude
Adaptation in Bar-Headed Geese
One of the richest examples of the role of mitochondrial evolution
in local adaptation comes from studies of the bar-headed goose
Anser indicus. During its well-documented migrations over the
Himalayas, this bird sustains high metabolic rates as a result of
a multitude of physiological adaptations (Bishop et al., 2015).
Comparative physiological studies show that adaptations at
multiple levels of organization, from protein activity to organ
morphology, enable this species to enhance O2 supply and
modulate O2 usage compared to low-altitude geese species (Scott
et al., 2009, 2011).

Among the potentially adaptive differences observed is a
difference in the substrate kinetics of OXPHOS complex IV in
bar-headed geese compared to other species. Cardiac muscle
measurements show that this enzyme has a comparatively
high affinity but low activity for its nuclear-encoded substrate
cytochrome c. Scott et al. (2011) proposed that this may be
adaptively relevant by enabling the mitochondrion to maintain
redox balance in response to limitations and fluctuations in their
O2 supply during their extreme flights. The authors inferred the

genotypic basis of these changes by comparing the sequences
of the mtDNA and nuclear-encoded mitochondrial genes from
complex IV subunits between low- and high-altitude species. This
revealed several non-synonymous substitutions in bar-headed
geese, including a unique W116R substitution in COX3, as well
as subtle differences in the expression levels of the complex (Scott
et al., 2011).

Despite these strong phenotype-to-genotype links, it remains
to be determined how these substitutions affect the biochemistry
of the complex. Homology modeling suggests that the W116R
mutation disrupts inter-subunit interactions in complex IV, but
it is unclear if and how this affects the binding of cytochrome
c (Scott et al., 2011). These gaps reflect the major challenges
associated with purifying this enzyme complex for kinetic or
structural characterisation. A striking contrast is provided by
studies on why the O2-affinity of hemoglobin is so high in bar-
headed geese; the relative ease of purifying this protein from
erythrocytes has facilitated structural studies showing that a
single amino acid substitution markedly shifts the cooperative
behavior of the hemoglobin tetramer and in turn modulates O2
affinity (Zhang et al., 1996; Liang et al., 2001).

These studies of the bar-headed goose offer a strong example
of integrated research leading to an understanding of the
mechanistic links between genes affecting mitochondrial function
and ecophysiological phenotype. While there are multiple classes
of gene that might be expected to contribute to the adaptive
phenotype (Scott et al., 2011), there is no particular expectation
that strong genome architecture is required to promote the co-
evolution of these: the species does not interbreed with another,
and there are no apparent differently adapted lineages within the
bar-headed goose, so gene flow should not disrupt co-adapted
combinations.

Mitonuclear Co-evolution in the Marine
Crustacean Tigriopus californicus
Through extensive studies, Burton and colleagues have
demonstrated that mitonuclear discordance has contributed
to allopatric population divergence of Tigriopus californicus
copepods. There is extraordinary genetic differentiation between
populations of this intertidal copepod across geographic barriers
in the Californian coast, with mtDNA divergence exceeding 18%
between Santa Cruz and San Diego populations (Burton and Lee,
1994; Burton, 1998). Elegantly designed aquarium experiments
revealed that F1 hybrids from the T. californicus populations
are viable, but subsequent generations exhibit a range of fitness
defects and reduced ATP production rates (Burton and Lee, 1994;
Ellison and Burton, 2006, 2008). Consistent with a mitochondrial
origin, maternal but not paternal backcrossing can restore fitness
of progeny (Ellison and Burton, 2008).

Targeted sequencing revealed that there are high levels
of divergence in genes encoding key determinants of the
mitochondrial electron transport chain. While most of these
substitutions appear to be neutral, ω-based approaches provided
strong evidence for positive selection for substitutions in
mitochondrially encoded complex IV and its nuclear-encoded
substrate cytochrome c (Rawson et al., 2000; Willett and Burton,
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2004). Interpopulation crossing experiments substantiated this
by showing that mitonuclear compatibility was required for
optimal complex IV activity (Edmands and Burton, 1999) and
that the mitotype modulated segregation ratios of cytochrome
c (Willett and Burton, 2001). The authors went further by
validating these predictions using biochemical approaches.
Intrapopulation pairs of complex IV and cytochrome c
consistently showed up to fourfold higher activity than did
interpopulation pairs (Rawson and Burton, 2002). Moreover,
recombinantly produced cytochrome c variants (reflecting
different nuclear backgrounds) interacted differentially with
complex IV in tissue homogenates (reflecting different
mitochondrial backgrounds) (Harrison and Burton, 2006).
This work proved that single substitutions are sufficient to cause
mitonuclear incompatibilities in wild populations.

Despite these accomplishments, the evolutionary processes
and pressures that result in allopatric population divergence
remain under investigation. Pereira et al. (2016) recently
approximated the contribution of genetic drift and natural
selection in T. californicus divergence by comparing whole-
transcriptome sequences of allopatric populations at different
stages of divergence (Pereira et al., 2016). They found that the
pattern of shared polymorphism could be partially explained by
genetic drift, as lower effective population sizes led to less shared
polymorphism between populations, and higher mutation load.
However, natural selection possibly drives accelerated evolution
of some genes, including nuclear-encoded mitochondrial ones.
The authors predict that genomic architecture should regulate
the efficiency of selection and the impact of drift, for example
by modulating recombination rates, but this prediction was not
tested.

Genomic Architecture of Mitonuclear
Interactions in the Eastern Yellow Robin
Our studies on the population structure of eastern yellow robin
Eopsaltria australis have emphasized the importance of studying
genomic architecture (Morales et al., 2016a). This songbird is
one of multiple animals that maintains functional mitonuclear
interactions despite discordance between its mitochondrial and
nuclear genomes (Toews and Brelsford, 2012). Population
genetic data have shown that the major axis of nuclear DNA
differentiation runs north-south through the species range in
Eastern Australia, whereas mitochondrial DNA has diverged into
two mitolineages in the perpendicular coastal-inland direction
(Pavlova et al., 2013; Morales et al., 2016a). Coalescent analyses
suggest that the two genomes initially differentiated together in
a north–south direction during the early Pleistocene, but their
evolutionary history became separated due to two mitochondrial
introgression events in the mid-to-late Pleistocene (Pavlova et al.,
2013; Morales et al., 2016b). The two mitolineages show sharp
climate-correlated differences in their distributions. This suggests
that the mitochondrial introgression and resulting divergence
were driven by natural selection (Morales et al., 2016b).

There is evidence of positive selection for non-conservative
amino acid differences in the proton pumps ND4 and ND4L
of OXPHOS complex I between the mitolineages of the

eastern yellow robin. These polymorphisms are predicted to
cause differences in electrostatic subunit-subunit interactions
and in turn influence coupling efficiencies of the complex,
though this remains to be validated experimentally (Morales
et al., 2015). Comparison of fixation indexes in the nuclear
genomes between eastern yellow robin populations across their
biogeographic range revealed the existence of two genomic
islands of divergence against a background of low differentiation
(Morales et al., 2016a). One of these islands, located on autosome
1A (Figure 1), is statistically overrepresented with nuclear-
encoded genes with predicted mitochondrial functions; among
them are three complex I supernumerary subunits proposed to
be functionally linked to the mitochondrially encoded ND4 and
ND4L genes. Moreover, markers within the genomic island of
divergence exhibit very strongly elevated LD, suggesting genome
architecture that promotes reduced recombination between
nuclear-encoded genes with mitochondrial functions. Further
research will disentangle whether mitonuclear co-evolution
promoted the evolution of this particular genomic architecture or
pre-existing genomic architecture enabled this tight mitonuclear
co-evolution.

CONCLUSION

In this perspective, we have summarized some of the wealth of
information of the adaptive consequences of mitochondrial-
nuclear interactions, with particular focus on OXPHOS
functions. We make the case that the powerful fitness
consequences of mitonuclear gene interactions are likely to
select for optimized genome architecture that will hold together
effective combinations of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial
gene in the face of gene flow. Demonstrating the phenotypic
consequences of genome variation in wildlife species is
challenging: we suggest a workflow that utilizes advances in
detection of candidates of selection, biochemical understanding
of OXPHOS, phenotyping and studying genome organization.
The number of studies demonstrating major evolutionary
impacts of mitonuclear interactions in wildlife is currently
limited, but we anticipate they will be found to be common
under the application of the strong emerging methods of
investigation such as we present here. Comparative genomic
approaches will be important for deriving the deepest insights
into mitonuclear evolution and genome architecture, and
accordingly, we encourage the application of consistent
methodologies.
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The Nagoya Daruma pond frog Pelophylax porosus brevipodus is distributed in western
Japan and is traditionally divided into two local forms: the Okayama form in the west
and the Nagoya form in the east. These two forms are genetically differentiated, but
have never been defined taxonomically because their distributions are unclear to date.
To complete the distributions and identify the boundary of the two forms, we genetically
investigated 16 populations including eight populations located within the unexamined
area. We found that the distributional boundary is located within a small area of Hyogo
Prefecture where haplotypes of mitochondrial cytochrome b (cytb) and D-loop region
corresponding to the two forms co-existed. On the other hand, the polymorphic site
of the nuclear gene SOX3 revealed introgression over the boundary into Okayama cytb
clade. These results suggest that the two forms were geographically isolated from each
other in the past, and secondarily contacted and then accepted one-way introgression.
As a next step of the research, taxonomic approach is expected to define the two forms.

Keywords: Japanese pond frog, cytochrome b, D-loop, SOX3, two major forms

INTRODUCTION

Two pond frog species live in the Japanese islands, Pelophylax nigromaculatus and Pelophylax
porosus. The latter species is endemic to Japan and is called the Daruma pond frog. It is similar to a
traditional Japanese Daruma doll with its round shape. This species is comprised of two subspecies:
P. p. porosus (Tokyo Daruma pond frog), which is distributed in eastern Japan, and P. p. brevipodus
(Nagoya Daruma pond frog), which is distributed in western Japan. P. p. brevipodus
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is traditionally divided into two distinct, local forms called
the Okayama form in the west and the Nagoya form in the
east (Ito, 1941; Moriya, 1954; Kawamura, 1962; Matsui and
Hikida, 1985). They are genetically differentiated from each
other by their external morphologies (Figure 1), mating calls,
sex chromosomes, allozymes and mitochondrial genes (Moriya,
1951, 1954; Nishioka et al., 1992; Nishioka and Sumida, 1994;
Ueda, 1994; Sumida et al., 1998, 2000a,b; Komaki et al., 2015).
However, the two forms have never been defined taxonomically
because their distributions are unclear. Since the genetic
researches on the two local forms to date were always restricted
to several representative populations, the area covering around
150 km between the two forms remains unstudied. It is still
unknown whether the two forms are geographically separated
or distributed sympatrically with mutual genetic introgression.
Such information is definitely necessary for judging taxonomic
positions of the two forms. Recently, the geographic populations
of the Okayama form have been declining and are concerned
about their possible extinction (Okochi et al., 1997). The
degradation is especially severe in the western edge of the
distribution, Hiroshima Prefecture, where only a few tiny
populations have survived (Naito et al., 2014). Conservation
of the population and environment is an urgent issue and
taxonomic definition of the form is expected to assist the
conservation activities.

FIGURE 1 | External appearance of Pelophylax porosus brevipodus belonging
to the two local forms. (A) The Nagoya form and (B) the Okayama form.
Males and females are placed on the left and right, respectively. Central line
on the back is seen in the female of Nagoya form. The line is absent in all
frogs of Okayama form ever examined. The black spots on the back are larger
and lower in number in the Okayama form than Nagoya form.

In this study, we collected samples of the two major forms
in western Japan and investigated sequences of mitochondrial
and nuclear genes in order to assess whether the two forms are
separated geographically or are distributed sympatrically with
mutual genetic introgression. In particular, the eight populations
in Okayama and Hyogo Prefectures are located between the
known distributions of the two forms and were genetically
examined for the first time in 63 years since the primary
morphological study of Moriya (1954) (Figure 2).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Frogs
The number of frogs of Pelophylax porosus brevipodus,
P. p. porosus and P. nigromaculatus used for sequence analyses
are listed in Table 1 and their collecting locations are shown in
Figure 2. We collected three frogs of P. p. brevipodus each from
Aichi and Gifu Prefectures, and reared them at our laboratory,
while all other tissue samples were taken from the toe-clips in
the fields, and stored in 100% ethanol until use. The frogs were
thereafter released to the fields. Animal care and experimental
procedures were conducted under approval of the Committee
for Ethics in Animal Experimentation at Hiroshima University
(Permit Number: G13-3).

DNA Extraction and PCR Amplification
Genomic DNA was extracted from the tissue samples using
DNeasy blood and tissue kit (QIAGEN) according to the
manufacture’s instruction. Mitochondrial cytochrome b and
nuclear SOX3 fragments were amplified in 50 µl solution
including 1.0 µl of DNA solution, 0.2 µl GXL Taq polymerase
(TaKaRa), 5 µl of 10× Buffer, 4 µl of 2.5 mM dNTP, and 1 µl of
12.5 mM primers at 98◦C for 5 s followed by 30 cycles of 98◦C

FIGURE 2 | The collecting localities of Pelophylax porosus brevipodus.
Populations 5 to 12, which are placed under a hatched bar (150 km) with a
question mark, have never been examined genetically since the primary
morphological study of Moriya (1954). References 1–5: Nishioka et al. (1992),
Sumida et al. (1998, 2000a,b), Komaki et al. (2015). See the localities (shown
in number) in Table 1. Hi, Hiroshima prefecture; O, Okayama prefecture;
Hyogo, Hyogo prefecture; M, Mie prefecture; G/A, Gifu and Aichi prefectures.
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TABLE 1 | Populations, haplotype of mitochondrial cytochrome b, D-loop region, and genotype of nuclear SOX3.

Locality
No.

Species Population Prefecture City Town or
area

No. of frogs
(♂, ♀, juvenile)

cytb
haplotype

Repeats in
D-loop region

SOX3
(233rd)

1 Pelophylax K-Nagoya Aichi Kita-Nagoya Shikatsu 3 (2,1,0) A1, A3 AB GG

2 porosus Gifu Gifu Gifu 3 (1,2,0) A2, A3, A4 GG

3 brevipodus Iga A Mie Iga (A) 4 (1,3,0) B1 GG

4 Iga B Iga (B) 2 (0,2,0) B3 ABAB GG

5 Kobe-O Hyogo Kobe Oshibedani 9 (7,2,0) B1 AB GG

6 Kobe-H Kobe Hirano-machi 10 (3,2,5) B1 GG

7 Kakogawa-YA Kakogawa Yahata (A) 30 (3,6,21) B2, B1,C3 GT, TT

8 Kakogawa-YB Kakogawa Yahata (B) 6 (1,1,4) B1, C3 GG, GT, TT

9 Kagogawa-I Kakogawa Inami 10 (2,5,3) B1, C3 ABABAB, ABA GT, TT

10 Ako Ako Fukuura 12 (4,8,0) C2, C3 GT, TT

11 Okayama-S Okayama Okayama Seto 11 (5,5,1) C1, C3 ABA TT

12 Okayama-N Okayama Nodono 20 (5,11,4) C1 GG, GT, TT

13 Kurashiki Kurashiki Mabi 8 (1,2,5) C1 TT

14 Fukuyama Hiroshima Fukuyama Kannabe 8 (3,5,0) C1 ABA TT

15 Miyoshi-Y Miyoshi kisa, Yasuda 10 (0,0,10) C1 ABA TT

16 Miyoshi-K Miyoshi Kisa,
Kaitahara

10 (0,0,10) C1 ABA TT

P. p. porosus Itako Ibaraki Itako 11 (5,6,0) P1,P2,P3,P4 GG

P. nigromaculatus Outgroup Hiroshima Miyoshi Kisa,
Kaitahara

1 (0,0,1) GG

P. fukienensis Outgroup Taiwan AB029941.1

10 s, 64◦C for 40 s, and 72◦C for 60 s. The amplified product was
purified using GFX PCR DNA and Gel band purification kit (GE
Healthcare), and was used for nucleotide sequence determination
with 3130XL sequencing machine (ABI).

Mitochondrial fragments including D-loop region
(300∼500 bp) were amplified and purified by the above
methods, and were cloned into pUC118 vector using Mighty
cloning kit (TaKaRa) with competent cell DH5α (Ecos, Nippon
gene) according to the manufactures’ instructions. One to three
colonies were picked up and the nucleotide sequences were
determined by the method described above. Gene trees were
constructed based on the nucleotide sequence of cytochrome-b
gene by the methods of maximum likelihood (ML), neighbor
joining (NJ) and maximum parsimony (MP) methods using
Mega 7 software (Kumar et al., 2016). p-distance was also
calculated using the above software. Primers used are forward
5′-CCA TGC ACT ACA CAG CCG ACA-3′ and reverse
5′-AGG TTT TTG CGA TAG GGC GGA-A3′ for cytochrome b
(designed in this study using software Genetix ver. 7.3, Genetix
corp.), S1 5′-GTG CGC TCC TCC TGC TTC TTT-3′ and A1
5′-TCC TCA AGT TTT CTG CAT TCT GAT-3′ for SOX3
(Miura et al., 2016), and F23 5′-ATG AAT GCT ATA ATG
ACA TAA TGT-3′ and R21 5′-TGC TGG CTC CTA AGG CCA
GTG GAG GGC TGT-3′ for D-loop region (Sumida et al.,
2000a). The sequences of ten haplotypes (A1–4, B1–3, and
C1–3) of cytochrome b have been deposited with the DDBJ Data
Libraries under the accession numbers LC217488-LC217457,

and the sequences of SOX3 (Kurashiki and Iga populations),
under the accession numbers LC316654 and LC316655,
respectively.

RESULTS

Mitochondrial Cytochrome b
We collected samples consisting of 156 specimens (38 males,
55 females, and 63 juveniles) from 16 populations covering
their present habitat in western Japan (Figure 2 and Table 1).
We determined the nucleotide sequences of 566 base pairs
of the mitochondrial cytochrome-b gene. Ten haplotypes were
identified and the gene tree was constructed using the maximum
likelihood (ML) method (Figure 3 and Table 1). The haplotypes
formed two distinct clades, which are designated PB-N and PB-O
because they correspond to the Nagoya form and Okayama
form, respectively. The genetic (p) distance between the two
clades was 0.055 and that between the two subspecies was 0.054,
suggesting that the genetic relationships among P. p. porosus
and the two local forms of P. p. brevipodus are within almost
equal range of each other. Notably, two haplotypes of PB-O and
PB-N were detected in Kakogawa-YA, -YB and -I populations
of Hyogo Prefecture (7, 8, and 9 in Figures 2–4), which were
located immediately east over the Kakogawa River. Three of
30, one of six, and three of ten specimens examined in the
populations had PB-O haplotypes, while the others possessed
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FIGURE 3 | Maximum-likelihood (ML) tree of Pelophylax porosus brevipodus
collected from 16 populations based on mitochondrial cytochrome-b gene
and the repeating pattern of 17-bp sequences in D-loop region. The numbers
at each node on the tree are ML/NJ/MP bootstrap values. The numbers put
alongside vertical bars are population numbers shown in Table 1 and
Figure 2: the Kakogawa populations 7, 8, and 9 are circled and the
populations, of which D-loop regions were examined, are underlined. Repeats
of type A and B in D-loop region are indicated by open and closed round
squares, respectively, and the sequences of type A and B are shown in the
box. Dots in type B indicate the same nucleotides as type A.

FIGURE 4 | Haplogroup of cytochrome b and frequency of haplotype at
233rd position of SOX3 in 16 populations of P. p. brevipodus. The red and
blue circles indicate haplogroups of clade PB-O and PB-N, respectively.
Red-blue (half-half) circles indicate sympatric distribution of the two
haplogroups within a single population. The area including populations 5–9
are magnified with an arrow showing Kakogawa River. The frequencies of
thymine and guanine haplotypes at 233rd positions of SOX3 are indicated in
red and blue, respectively. See the localities (shown in number) in Table 1.

PB-N haplotypes. This indicates that the boundary between
the two clades is restricted to the small area of Hyogo
Prefecture.

Repeated Sequence in D-loop Region
The D-loop region of the mitochondrial genome includes a highly
repeated sequence. We cloned this region and determined the
nucleotide sequences of specimens from eight populations of
P. p. brevipodus (Table 1). The repeated region comprised of
repeats of two kinds of 17-bp units designated types A and B of
which nucleotides at the 9th and 10th positions were different:
AG and GT, respectively (Figure 3 and Supplementary Table 1).
The repeated pattern was different among populations (Figure 3
and Supplementary Table 1). Pattern AB was specific to the Kita-
Nagoya population (population No. 1 in Table 1 and Figure 3),
while pattern ABA was observed in the Kakogawa I2, Okayama-
S1 and three Hiroshima populations (9, 11, and 14–16). In the Iga,
Kobe-O and Kakogawa I1 populations (4, 6, and 9), the observed
patterns were ABAB, AB, and ABABAB, respectively. All the
repeat patterns were thus classified into two types: AB (or repeats
of AB) and ABA. The two types corresponded with the two major
clades of cytochrome b: PB-N with AB or repeats of AB and
PB-O with ABA, respectively. In the Kakogawa-I population (9),
the specimen with the PB-N cyt-b haplotype had the ABABAB
pattern while that with the PB-O haplotype possessed the ABA
pattern.

SOX3
The sequence of 860 base pairs of the nuclear SOX3 gene
was determined for 140 specimens from 16 populations. The
nucleotide at position 233 varied by population (Figure 4 and
Table 1). In the six eastern populations (1–6: Kita-Nagoya,
Gifu, Iga-A, Iga-B, Kobe-O, and Kobe-H), all specimens were
homozygous for guanine. On the other hand, in the five western
populations (11, 13–16: Okayama, Kurashiki, and three of
Hiroshima Prefecture), all were homozygous for thymine. In
the other five populations (7–10, 12) located at the intermediate
regions, the specimens were heterozygous or homozygous for
guanine or thymine (Figure 4). The frequency of guanine in these
populations varied from 10 to 41%.

DISCUSSION

Based on the mitochondrial cytochrome b, the two major
P. p. brevipodus forms of Okayama and Nagoya were identified
as distinct clades, and two major types of the D-loop region
supported the cytb clades. The genetic distance (p-distance, 0.055)
between the two forms was very similar to that (0.054) between
the two subspecies. These genetic relationships are well supported
by another study that used mitochondrial and nuclear genes
(Komaki et al., 2015). The distribution boundary between the
two forms was for the first time found in this study. It is located
at a very small area that included the Kakogawa populations
(7–9 in Figures 2, 4) of Hyogo Prefecture and was where two
haplotypes of the Okayama and Nagoya forms co-existed. This
shows that the two forms were geographically isolated from each
other in the past and have secondarily contacted at the small
area after they were genetically differentiated. The molecular
clock based on cytochrome b and seven nuclear genes estimates
that the two forms were separated from each other around 1.3
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MYA (Komaki et al., 2015). Currently, no remarkable barrier of
geographic structure could be identified around the boundary
that separates the two forms of Pelophylax porosus brevipodus, or
no geographic event that actually occurred 1.3 MYA is known.
However, some geographic barrier must have existed in the past
and prevented crossings across the boundary area, because many
other animals, such as grasshopper, harvestman, frog, landing
snail, and monkey, are likewise genetically differentiated between
the west and the east of the boundary region (Tsurusaki et al.,
1991; Kawakami, 1999; Nishi and Sota, 2005; Kawamoto et al.,
2007; Nishizawa et al., 2011). Conversely, it was found that
nuclear gene SOX3 showed introgression over the boundary
from eastern Nagoya form into the western Okayama form. The
genetic affinity between the two forms is also confirmed by the
results of artificial crossings in the study of Moriya (1960a,b),
showing fertile hybrids between the two forms. However, it was
quite difficult in this study to recognize the genetic introgression
in external morphology: for example, a central line on the back,
which was normally observed in 44% frogs of Nagoya form,
was not found in any populations of the Okayama form (except
one specimen in Kakogawa I population, No. 9 on the map).
A deeper analysis on nuclear genomes of the two forms focusing
on the populations around the boundary is required to verify the
on-going introgression of the genomes.

CONCLUSION

It is evident that the two local forms had been once isolated
from each other and accumulated their genetic differences, and
thereafter they have secondarily contacted immediately east over
the Kakogawa River (Figure 4) and possibly the Okayama form
is now accepting introgression from the Nagoya form. We
speculate that the ancestral lineage of the Okayama form remains
around the eastern edge of the range (Hiroshima Prefecture and
the western region of Okayama Prefecture in Figure 2) where

population declining and extinction are concerned. At a next
step of the research, taxonomic definition of the two forms are
expected (for example, name of Okayama Daruma pond frog is
given to the Okayama form), because they are precisely identified
and the geographic boundary between the two forms is very clear
based on the mitochondrial DNA. Unfortunately, the previous
study on morphology (Moriya, 1954) used no statistical analyses
and examined only one population of the Okayama form, and
the previous mating call analysis (Ueda, 1994) was restricted to
just one or two populations of each form, which are located at
the extremes in distribution. Hence, a future taxonomic approach
needs to consider the distribution range for choosing populations
and complete investigation on the morphology and mating calls
of the two forms.
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Copy number variants (CNVs) are intraspecies duplications/deletions of large DNA
segments (>1 kb). A growing number of reports highlight the functional and evolutionary
impact of CNV in plants, increasing the need for appropriate tools that enable locus-
specific CNV genotyping on a population scale. Multiplex ligation-dependent probe
amplification (MLPA) is considered a gold standard in genotyping CNV in humans.
Consequently, numerous commercial MLPA assays for CNV-related human diseases
have been created. We routinely genotype complex multiallelic CNVs in human
and plant genomes using the modified MLPA procedure based on fully synthesized
oligonucleotide probes (90–200 nt), which greatly simplifies the design process and
allows for the development of custom assays. Here, we present a step-by-step protocol
for gene-specific MLPA probe design, multiplexed assay setup and data analysis in a
copy number genotyping experiment in plants. As a case study, we present the results
of a custom assay designed to genotype the copy number status of 12 protein coding
genes in a population of 80 Arabidopsis accessions. The genes were pre-selected
based on whole genome sequencing data and are localized in the genomic regions that
display different levels of population-scale variation (non-variable, biallelic, or multiallelic,
as well as CNVs overlapping whole genes or their fragments). The presented approach is
suitable for population-scale validation of the CNV regions inferred from whole genome
sequencing data analysis and for focused analysis of selected genes of interest. It
can also be very easily adopted for any plant species, following optimization of the
template amount and design of the appropriate control probes, according to the general
guidelines presented in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

The rise of high-throughput genomics techniques – DNA arrays and, more recently, whole-
genome sequencing (WGS) – has revealed the structural complexity and dynamics of
eukaryotic genomes. In particular, the ability to re-sequence and compare hundreds or
even thousands of genomes of individuals within one species has paved the way for the
investigation of the extent to which individual genomes differ from each other. One type
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of structural variation that is ubiquitous in the genomes of
humans, animals and plants is copy number variation (CNV).
This term refers to intraspecies duplications and deletions of large
DNA segments, usually >1 kb [although variants >50 bp have
been recently included in this spectrum (Alkan et al., 2011)].
The human genome is the most intensively studied eukaryotic
genome in terms of the distribution and functional significance
of CNVs and the mechanisms leading to the formation of
copy number rearrangements (Zarrei et al., 2015). However,
the number of species for which CNV regions have been
inferred on the genome-wide scale is growing rapidly. For plants,
this list includes maize, rice, sorghum, Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis
thaliana), soybean, wheat, and barley (Springer et al., 2009; Beló
et al., 2010; Swanson-Wagner et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2011;
Saintenac et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2011; McHale et al., 2012;
Muñoz-Amatriaín et al., 2013; Duitama et al., 2015; Bai et al.,
2016). As in humans, CNV regions in plants are not uniformly
distributed across the chromosomes. Although they are more
common in the intergenic regions, they also co-localize with
hundreds of protein-coding genes (Swanson-Wagner et al., 2010;
Beló et al., 2010; McHale et al., 2012; Muñoz-Amatriaín et al.,
2013). The ability to alter the gene structure and copy number
makes CNV an important factor that influences gene expression
(Żmieńko et al., 2014). By the gene dosage effect, CNVs can
also affect the interaction of the genes’ products within protein
and metabolic networks (Hanada et al., 2011; Conant et al.,
2014). Quite often, such variation accounts for adaptive traits or
- as shown for humans - can underlie disease (Stankiewicz and
Lupski, 2010; Zarrei et al., 2015). In plants, a growing number of
studies highlight the shaping role of CNVs in genome evolution,
phenotypic variation and – sometimes rapid - adaptation to
environmental challenges (Gaines et al., 2010; Cook et al., 2012;
Maron et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015).
Therefore, it is anticipated that the number of genetic studies
focused on individual CNVs of interest will grow and that new
CNV-associated traits will be revealed.

In-depth analysis of individual CNVs in plants has rarely
been conducted (Gaines et al., 2010; Cook et al., 2012; Maron
et al., 2013). Likewise, in plants for which the CNV regions
were inferred from WGS data, the subsequent validation was
not conducted or was limited to the PCR-based detection of
CNV deletions (Swanson-Wagner et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2011;
Tan et al., 2012; Bai et al., 2016). Therefore, there is an urgent
need to widen the range of experimental studies of CNV in
plants to contribute to the creation of high-confidence CNV maps
and enhance association studies linking CNVs with phenotypic
traits in plant species. In this context, the lack of validated
experimental approaches for the analysis of individual CNVs in
plants is apparent, as opposed to the well-established methods
and standardized protocols available for the human genome.

The range of popular molecular methods used for DNA copy
number genotyping in humans is wide (Ceulemans et al., 2012;
Cantsilieris et al., 2013; Bharuthram et al., 2014). Among them,
multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA), first
introduced in 2002 (Schouten et al., 2002) and later developed
by the MRC Holland company, is considered a gold standard
in the diagnosis of numerous DNA copy number-related human

diseases (Hömig-Hölzel and Savola, 2012). MLPA is a simple
and robust method of relative quantification of DNA sequences
on a population scale. The standard multiplex assay utilizes up
to 50 probes targeting specific DNA regions (e.g., exons in a
gene of interest). Each probe is composed of two half-probes
(physically separate DNA fragments, one fully synthetic and
one clone-derived) that match the target sequence in directly
adjacent positions with their target-specific sequences (TSSs).
Successful hybridization of both half-probes to the genomic DNA
enables their ligation and linear amplification. The amplification
products are then analyzed by capillary electrophoresis. Relative
quantification of the signal peaks from fragments of unique size,
generated by individual probes in the assay, provides information
about the template DNA copy number. MLPA requires little
genomic DNA input (Schouten et al., 2002). Additionally, the
genomic sequence targeted by the probes is quite short (50–70
nt), which enables use of MLPA for the analysis of regions too
small to be detected by the FISH method. MLPA has been shown
to be superior to qPCR for gene copy number quantification
(Perne et al., 2009; Cantsilieris et al., 2014). Additionally, it
presents similar performance to droplet digital PCR in accurate
quantification of up to eight gene copies, making it suitable for
the analysis of multiallelic CNVs, i.e., those that exist in more
than two genotypes in a population (Zmienko et al., 2016).

According to PubMed, the seminal MLPA work (Schouten
et al., 2002) has been cited almost 450 times (∼220 times
within 5 last years). Additionally, ∼2,000 articles in PubMed
matched the search keyword “Multiplex Ligation-Dependent
Probe Amplification”. Among these papers, only 16 also matched
the search keyword “plant”. Those that actually described plant
applications of MLPA involved alternative applications of this
method: the detection of genetically modified organisms (GMO-
MLPA) (Rudi et al., 2003), single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) genotyping (Thumma et al., 2009), or gene expression
analysis (RT-MLPA) (Li et al., 2009, 2011, 2013). However,
none of these papers presented a primary MLPA application
of copy number analysis. Several reasons might account for
the fact that the MLPA approach has not been adopted by
the plant community. One is much later recognition of the
intraspecies variation and CNV prevalence in the plant genomes
than in humans. Additionally, the commercial MLPA assays
are focused on biomedical studies and cover only humans.
Therefore, to assess plant genome variation with MLPA, it is
necessary to self-design synthetic probes. It should be noted that,
over the years, numerous modifications of the MLPA strategy
have been introduced that simplify the probe design procedure
(Marcinkowska et al., 2010; Ling et al., 2015, and references
therein). In the current work, we present the optimized protocol
for MLPA-based CNV analysis and provide guidelines for
designing and performing MLPA assays in plants. The protocol
is based on the MLPA adaptation developed previously by one of
us (PK) that involves fully synthetic oligonucleotide probes, 90
to 200 nt in length, and allows for simultaneous genotyping of
>30 different positions in the genomic DNA (Kozlowski et al.,
2007). The protocol combines MLPA probe design, synthesis,
experimental procedures, data preprocessing and analysis stages
into one comprehensive procedure. The lack of MLPA-based
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genotyping studies in plants highlights the need for such an
integrated resource. We also provided the probe design template,
developed specifically for the presented MLPA variant. It allows
for semi-automatic probe sequence setup, clarifies the idea of
probe set composition and shortens the design process by days.

High and low copy level duplications may have different
effects on the gene dosage and the phenotype, e.g., by triggering
differences in gene expression level or inducing the silencing
mechanisms in plants. Therefore, an important aspect of plant
CNV genotyping studies is to estimate the actual gene copy
numbers in the analyzed lines in order to analyze their influence
on the trait of interest (Cook et al., 2014). To illustrate the
performance of the MLPA method for precise DNA copy number
genotyping in plant populations, we present exemplar assays
for 12 genes with different levels of copy number diversity in
a population of 80 Arabidopsis ecotypes, including multiallelic
CNVs. We also describe the set of experimentally verified
normalization control probes and the results of genomic DNA
template amount optimization performed for this model species.

An advantage of the presented approach is that the assay -
after it has been standardized for the particular organism – is
always performed in the same conditions, regardless of the probe
set composition. It may be utilized for the detailed analysis of a
genomic region of interest using a set of MLPA probes scattered
along this region or for large-scale validation/genotyping studies
of WGS-based predicted CNVs, with 1-2 MLPA probes per
inferred CNV.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

Materials
(1) High-quality genomic DNA for each analyzed sample,

evaluated using a NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer
(Thermo Scientific) and with standard gel electrophoresis;
the working concentration is typically 0.4 to 50 ng/µl,
depending on the species (see the following sections).

For Arabidopsis: We successfully genotyped CNVs
using genomic DNA from 3-week-old rosette leaves
extracted with a DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen).

(2) Self-designed synthetic oligonucleotides (MLPA half-probes;
see the following section for the probe design instructions)
purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (or similar
provider) as 100 nmol oligo, purified by HPLC (for
oligonucleotides up to 100 nt in length) or PAGE (for
oligonucleotides over 100 nt in length); the right half-probes
should be additionally modified by 5′ phosphorylation.

(3) Nuclease-free water (not DEPC-treated) (Ambion, cat. no.
AM9938)

(4) SALSA MLPA EK-1 reagent kit (MRC-Holland, cat. no. EK1-
FAM), which includes the following components:

SALSA MLPA Buffer
SALSA Ligase-65
Ligase Buffer A
Ligase Buffer B
SALSA PCR Primer MIX
SALSA Polymerase

(5) Consumables for capillary electrophoresis, depending on the
instrument type; here, for the ABI Prism 3130XL Genetic
Analyzer:

HiDi formamide (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. no.
4440753)
GeneScan 600 LIZ Size Standard (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, cat. no 4366589)
POP7 Polymer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. no
4352759).

Equipment
(1) 0.2 ml PCR strips and suitable caps, e.g., 8-Strip PCR tubes

(Starlab, cat. no. I1402-3500) and 8-Strip caps (Starlab, cat.
no. I1400-0800).

(2) Standard and multichannel pipettes.
(3) Thermocycler with heated lid (e.g., Bio-Rad T100 Thermal

Cycler or equivalent).
(4) Vortex mixer (e.g., ELMI V-3 Sky Line or equivalent).
(5) Mini laboratory centrifuge with Eppendorf tube adapter and

PCR strip adapter (e.g., Labnet Spectrafuge or equivalent).
(6) Capillary electrophoresis instrument (AppliedBiosystems

ABI Prism 3130XL Genetic Analyzer or equivalent) or access
to a capillary electrophoresis service provider.

(7) Software tool for the extraction of the intensity data
after size-separation of MLPA reaction products (e.g.,
GeneMarker by SoftGenetics).

STEPWISE PROCEDURES

The general concept of the MLPA strategy is presented in
Figure 1. The entire procedure involves three main stages: (A)
designing the MLPA probes; (B) performing MLPA assay, which
involves half-probes hybridization to DNA template, subsequent
ligation and amplification; and (C) data collection and analysis,
including the estimation of the copy number genotypes.

Stage A: Design the MLPA Probes (Time:
Approximately 1 Week + Oligonucleotide
Synthesis and Transportation by an
External Provider)
The presented MLPA procedure based on fully synthetic
oligonucleotide probes allows for simultaneous copy number
analysis of ∼30 individual regions in the genomic DNA. Of
these, at least 3 to 5 MLPA probes should target the confirmed
non-variable control regions, distant from the studied genomic
positions. These probes serve as normalization controls in the
subsequent analysis of the MLPA data to account for the possible
variation of the input DNA template amount and technical issues.
The typical targets of the MLPA assays are protein-coding genes,
as the changes in their copy number potentially affect the protein
level and may contribute to the phenotype. The number of probes
designed for each gene and their density in the covered genomic
region depend on the user’s requirements.

The procedure for individual MLPA probe design has
been graphically presented in Supplementary Figure S1 and is
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FIGURE 1 | Overview of the multiplex ligation-dependent probe
amplification (MLPA) method. MLPA is comprised of three main stages:
designing the probes, performing the multiplex MLPA assay and data
collection and analysis. The three stages are described in the detail in the main
text. TSS, target-specific sequence; 5′-phos: phosphorylation at the 5′ end of
the oligonucleotide. Note that Arabidopsis, as a self-pollinating plant, typically
carries pairs of identical alleles. For simplicity, single alleles are depicted.

described in detail in the following sections. We used Arabidopsis
gene AT1G01040 encoding Dicer-like 1 protein as an example.

Select TSSs for the MLPA Probes
Step 1. Retrieve the genomic sequence of the gene of interest from
the appropriate database, including the exon-intron positions.
We recommend localizing the MLPA probes within the exon
sequences because they display lower variation than the non-
coding regions of genes.

For Arabidopsis: Use the gene locus identifier (e.g.,
AT1G01040) to localize that gene in the TAIR10 genomic
sequence, available through the Arabidopsis genome browser1,
and display its splice variants, when applicable (Protein Coding

1https://gbrowse.arabidopsis.org/cgi-bin/gb2/gbrowse/arabidopsis/

Gene Models track). In Arabidopsis, protein coding genes have
five exons on average, each with mean length of ∼240 bp
(Koralewski and Krutovsky, 2011). This length is sufficient for
selecting two adjacent TSSs (one for each half-probe). Use the
GBrowse navigation tools to zoom in to the selected exon and
export its DNA sequence as a FASTA file.

Step 2. Ensure your sequence does not include any repetitive
elements.

For Arabidopsis, rice, maize, wheat, and some other crops:
Submit the extracted sequence to the CENSOR software tool
(Kohany et al., 2006) that masks the repetitive elements in the
query sequence using the collection of repeats for selected animal
and plant species. Select a fragment of at least 100 nt that is not
interrupted by any masked regions.

Step 3. If possible, check the selected sequence for the presence
of SNPs and small indels.

For Arabidopsis: Use the 1001 Genomes Project VCF Subset
tool2 to download the subset of VCF files that contain full-
genome VCF data for 1135 accessions (as of September 2016)
(1001 Genomes Consortium, 2016). Download SNP information
for the region and accessions of interest. Evaluate whether the
selected sequence is free of common polymorphisms.

Step 4. From the selected region, choose two directly adjacent
fragments of at least 21 nt (left and right TSS) and adjust their
length and position so that the melting temperature (Tm) of each
fragment will be as close as possible to 71◦C (calculated with
the free RaW program available from MRC Holland3 with the
following settings: method Go-Oli-Go, salt concentration 0.1 M,
oligo concentration 1 µm). Avoid long homopolymer tracts and
GC tracts of ≥4 bases.

Step 5. Join the adjacent left and right TSSs and use the
resulting sequence in a homology search against the genomic
sequence of the analyzed species to check for its specificity.

For Arabidopsis: Perform a BLAST search against A. thaliana
NCBI reference genome with the following parameters: blastn
algorithm, word size 7, match/mismatch scores 2;-3, gap costs 5;2,
no sequence masking and filtering, E-value threshold 0.001.

Step 6. Repeat steps 3 to 5 until the pair of adjacent TSSs that
satisfies all design criteria is found for a given gene.

Design the Half-Probes
Step 7. Add the respective PCR primer annealing sequence to
each TSS and – optionally – the stuffer sequence, in the following
order (see Figure 1):

for the left half-probe:
5′-left primer annealing sequence – stuffer – left TSS -3′,

where the left primer annealing sequence is GGGTT
CCCTAAGGGTTGGA;

for the right half-probe:
5′-right TSS – stuffer – right primer annealing sequence – 3′,

where the right primer annealing sequence is TCTAGA
TTGGATCTTGCTGGCGC.

For the stuffer, use the fragment of enterobacteria phage
M13 sequence (NCBI/GenBank ID V00604, range: 3-119). This

2http://tools.1001genomes.org
3http://www.mrc-holland.com/
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fragment has no significant blastn matches to any eukaryotic
genomic sequence deposited in the NCBI/RefSeq Representative
Genome Database (accessed July 4th, 2016). It has been
successfully applied as a stuffer in our previous MLPA assays
performed for Arabidopsis and human DNA (Marcinkowska-
Swojak et al., 2014; Klonowska et al., 2015; Zmienko et al.,
2016).

Note: The addition of the optional stuffer sequence allows the
user to adjust the length of the half-probes so that the resulting
PCR amplification fragments would be of unique size and differ
by 3 nt for probes in the 90-120 nt range and by 4 nt for probes
>120 nt long. The length of the two half-probes in the pair
should be the same or differ by 1 nt. For example, to obtain the
MLPA probe of length 120, the left and right half-probe sequences
should each be 60 nt long (and at least 21 nt of each half-probe
should constitute TSS).

To facilitate the process of MLPA probe design and combining
multiple MLPA probes in one experimental assay, we provided
a Microsoft Excel template (Supplementary Table S1). This
template includes the formulas that automatically adjust the
length of the stuffer sequence and add the required adapter
sequences to both the left and right half-probes. As a result,
the final sequence of the MLPA probe of the desired length is
returned. The user can choose the MLPA probe length. Typically,
when fewer than the maximal number of MLPA probes are
included in the assay, we recommend designing shorter probes to
minimize the oligonucleotide synthesis costs. Often, the MLPA
assays contain two or more probes targeting adjacent genomic
regions. We recommend randomization of these probe MLPA
lengths to minimize the influence of the possible biases or
artifacts. Likewise, we recommend distributing the control probe
lengths to cover the entire range of the MLPA probes in the
assay.

For Arabidopsis: We provide pre-designed sequences for five
control MLPA probes (ctrl1–ctrl5) that target genes located on
chromosomes 1, 2, 4, and 5. The first gene is DCL1, coding
for a RNA helicase involved in microRNA processing. The
second gene encodes an oxidoreductase belonging to a zinc-
binding dehydrogenase family protein. The third non-variable
gene is APG10, coding for a BBMII isomerase involved in
histidine biosynthesis. The fourth gene is PDF5, coding for a
prefoldin, involved in unfolded protein binding. The fifth gene
is PS2, coding for a pyrophosphate-specific phosphatase. The
lengths of the probes cover the entire range of the MLPA assay
(Supplementary Table S1). The regions were selected as not copy-
number variable in Arabidopsis based on WGS data and were
experimentally validated in 189 natural accessions (Zmienko
et al., 2016).

Order the Oligonucleotide Synthesis
The synthesis of the designed MLPA probes is typically
performed by an external service provider, such as Integrated
DNA Technologies (IDT).

Step 8. Order the synthesis of left and right half-probes,
each as separate oligonucleotides, at a 100-nmol scale. All right
half-probes must be additionally modified at their 5′ ends
(5′ phosphorylation).

Caution: 5′ phosphorylation of the right half-probes is
essential for a successful ligation step (described below). The
oligonucleotides designed for MLPA assays should be of
high purity; therefore, we recommend selecting a PAGE or
HPLC purification option, depending on the oligonucleotide
length and according to the oligonucleotide manufacturer’s
recommendations.

Step 9. Re-dissolve the lyophilized oligonucleotides upon
arrival in deionized water to a concentration of 20 µM.
Alternatively, the oligonucleotides can be re-dissolved in 10 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 8.2.

Step 10. Store the half-probe stocks at –20◦C.

Stage B. Perform MLPA Assay (Time:
2 Days)
Note: When performing the MLPA assay, keep all reagents, stock
solutions and working solutions on ice. Set up the reactions
in PCR tubes or strips (recommended) at room temperature,
unless indicated otherwise. Depending on the user’s experience,
we recommend running assays for 8–32 samples at once in 1–4
PCR strips.

Note: Whenever applicable, prepare the reagent master mixes
for all assayed samples with 10% volume surplus to minimize
sample-to-sample variation and save pipetting time. Distribute
the master mix to eight tubes of a new PCR strip and then transfer
the required amount to all PCR strips containing your samples
with a multichannel pipette.

Note: Perform all incubation steps in a thermocycler,
programmed as specified in Table 1.

Caution: Do not vortex the tubes containing Ligase-65 or Salsa
Polymerase enzymes. Likewise, do not vortex the master mixes
after adding any of these enzymes.

Prepare the MLPA Probe Set Mix
The correctly composed assay should include both half-probes
(left and right) for each region of interest. Each pair of half-
probes should generate a ligation product of unique length in the
assay. The concentration of the MLPA probes in the final reaction
mixture is very low (see below); therefore, it is convenient to
perform a two-step oligonucleotide dilution during the probe set
mix preparation as follows.

Step 1. Melt all half-probe stocks constituting one assay.
Step 2. Dilute each 20 µM stock with water to a 0.2 µM

working solution (200 µl).
Step 3. Mix 2 µl of each half-probe working solution and fill

to 400 µl with water.
The resulting 1 nM MLPA Probe Set Mix will contain all the

desired pairs of half-probes in equal concentrations and is directly
applicable in the reaction setup.

Note: MLPA Probe Set Mix can be stored at –20◦C until later
use.

Hybridize Half-Probes
For each genomic DNA sample, perform the MLPA assay in a
separate tube. We recommend running MLPA assays in multiples
of 8 in PCR strips with caps.
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TABLE 1 | Programmed thermocycler conditions for multiplex
ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) assay.

Program Action

Denaturation (Step 5)

98◦C, 5 min; Denature samples.

25◦C,∞; Cool down samples before removing.

Pause Proceed to Step 6.

Hybridization (Steps 9-10)

95◦C, 1 min; Hybridize half-probes to their genomic targets.

60◦C, 16–20 h;

54◦C,∞; Adjust the temperature for the next step.

Pause Proceed to Step 11.

Ligation (Step 14)

54◦C, 15 min; Ligate adjacently hybridized half-probes.

98◦C, 5 min; Inactivate the enzyme.

20◦C,∞; Cool down samples before removing.

Pause Proceed to Step 15.

Amplification (Step 18)

35 cycles of: 95◦C, 30 s; Amplify the correctly ligated MLPA probes.

60◦C, 30 s;

72◦C, 1 min;

72◦C, 20 min; Perform final extension of PCR products.

4◦C,∞; Cool down samples before removing.

End Proceed to Step 19.

Caution: Replace the strip caps with new ones at each opening
during the entire procedure to prevent cross-contamination.

Step 4. Aliquot 5 µl of genomic DNA (0.4 to 50 ng/µl) to
individual strip tubes to obtain a final template amount of 2–250
ng per assay, depending on the species.

Note: We recommend performing template optimization
assays for each species.

For Arabidopsis: We successfully performed MLPA assays
using 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and 100 ng genomic DNA per assay (see
the next section).

Step 5. Insert the samples into the thermocycler. Heat for
5 mins at 98◦C then let the samples cool to 25◦C.

Step 6. Remove the samples from the thermocycler and
centrifuge.

Step 7. Prepare master mix I. Briefly vortex and centrifuge
the SALSA MLPA buffer and MLPA Probe Set Mix. Prepare
the adequate amount of the master mix I by mixing 1.5 µl of
SALSA MLPA buffer and 1.5 µl of 1 nM MLPA Probe Set Mix
per sample, with 10% volume surplus. Vortex and centrifuge the
tube.

Step 8. Add 3 µl of the master mix I to each denatured DNA
sample and mix briefly by pipetting. Close the strips with the new
caps and centrifuge. The reaction volume in each tube should be
8 µl.

Step 9. Put the samples back into the thermocycler and
incubate for 1 min at 95◦C, then for 16 to 18 h at 60◦C.

Step 10. Adjust the thermoblock temperature to 54◦C before
proceeding to the next step.

Caution: Do NOT remove the samples from the thermocycler!

Ligate the Hybridized Half-Probes
Step 11. Prepare master mix II without enzyme. Briefly vortex
and centrifuge Ligase Buffer A and Ligase Buffer B. Mix 3 µl of
Ligase Buffer A, 3 µl of Ligase Buffer B, and 25 µl of nuclease-
free water per sample, with 10% volume surplus. Vortex and
centrifuge the tube.

Step 12. Centrifuge the tube containing SALSA Ligase-65
enzyme. Add 1 µl of the enzyme per sample with 10% volume
surplus to the master mix II. Mix briefly by pipetting. Centrifuge
the tube and store on ice until use. Proceed to the next step
without delay.

Step 13. Without removing the strips from the thermocycler,
add 32 µl of master mix II to each sample. Mix by pipetting and
close the strips with new caps. The reaction volume in each tube
should be 40 µl.

Step 14. Incubate the samples for 15 min at 54◦C, followed by
heat inactivation of the ligase enzyme (5 min at 98◦C). Cool the
thermoblock to 20◦C and remove the samples.

Amplify the Ligated MLPA Probes
Step 15. Prepare master mix III. Briefly vortex and centrifuge the
SALSA PCR primer mix. Mix 2 µl of SALSA PCR primer mix
and 7.5 µl of nuclease-free water per sample, with 10% volume
surplus. Vortex and centrifuge the tube.

Step 16. Centrifuge the tube containing SALSA Polymerase
enzyme. Heat the tube in hands for approximately 10 s, then add
0.5 µl of the enzyme per sample with 10% volume surplus to
master mix III. Mix briefly by pipetting. Centrifuge the tube and
store on ice until use.

Step 17. Add 10 µl of master mix III to each sample and mix
by pipetting. Close the strips with new caps and replace in the
thermocycler. The final reaction volume in each tube should be
50 µl.

Step 18. Perform the PCR comprising 35 cycles of: 95◦C for
30 s; 60◦C for 30 s and 72◦C for 1 min, followed by a 20 min final
elongation at 72◦C. Cool the thermoblock to 4◦C.

Step 19. Store the samples at 4◦C, protected from light, until
the product size-separation (1–3 days).

Stage C. Collect and Analyze the Data
(Time: 1 Day for the Data Collection,
Variable for the Analysis)
Size-Separate the PCR Products by Capillary
Electrophoresis
The product separation should be performed under denaturing
conditions on any standard capillary DNA analyzer. The
specific run parameters must be adjusted according to the
recommendations of the instrument manufacturer.

We typically use the services of the local Molecular Biology
Techniques facility (at the Department of Biology of Adam
Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland) and separate the samples
in ABI Prism 3130XL Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems),
using the following procedure.

Step 1. Each MLPA reaction sample is diluted 20× with
nuclease-free water, mixed with 9 µl of HiDi formamide (Thermo
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Fisher Scientific) containing GeneScan 600 LIZ Size Standard
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) and denatured.

Step 2. Samples are injected at 1.2 kV voltage and separated
on ABI Prism 3130XL Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) at
15 kV, in POP7 separation matrix (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Analyze the Electropherograms
Evaluate the data quality and extract the signal intensity from
the electropherograms. Numerous software tools are appropriate
for this purpose. Below, we describe the step-by-step analysis
performed with GeneMarker (SoftGenetics) (Supplementary
Figure S2).

Note: The GeneMarker functions used here are accessible in
the limited demo version of the software, freely downloadable
from the manufacturer’s web site. The details regarding use
of these functions are described in the software manual, also
available for download.

Step 3. Load the electropherogram data to GeneMarker.
Step 4. Analyze the raw data files with the MLPA analysis

type option and appropriate DNA standard selected (depending
on the capillary electrophoresis conditions). Select the size
call method and data normalization approach (Supplementary
Figure S2A).

Note: GeneMarker software provides two normalization
options (intra-sample “Internal Control Probe Normalization”
and inter-sample “Population Normalization”) that aim to
correct for the variation in signal intensity caused by the
differences in the lengths of the probes in the multiplex assay. We
typically use the intra-sample normalization against our control
probes, although at this step it is not critical, because the range of
the probe lengths in our assay (96–200 nt) is much smaller than
in the case of commercial MLPA assays (130–490 nt).

Caution: Use the same parameter settings for all samples.
When applying internal control probe normalization, use the
same set of control probes for analysis of all samples in the MLPA
assay.

Note: At the first analysis of a new MLPA assay, run the
analysis for a selection of samples using the “NONE” panel
selection. This will allow you to manually create the custom
MLPA panel later by indicating the peak positions in your pre-
processed samples (see Step 5). If the MLPA panel has already
been created, select that panel for the final analysis of all your
samples.

Step 5. Perform this step for the new MLPA assay only.
Manually create the probe panel with the Panel Editor
(Supplementary Figure S2B). Use the pre-processed set of
representative MLPA electropherograms (see Step 4) to locate
and insert the alleles at the expected positions. Label the alleles
with the MLPA probe names. If you want to use the “Internal
Control Probe Normalization” option during the analysis, mark
the control probes as 1. Repeat Step 4 to re-run all samples using
the newly created panel.

Note: In our assays, all peak sizes consistently appeared∼3 bp
shorter than the theoretical length of their attributed MLPA
probes. This is not an unexpected result because the migration
times of the peak maxima depend on many factors, including
the amount of the sample injected, the temperature and the dye

used. The capillary electrophoresis systems estimate the relative
allele size (using internal standard) and do not necessarily report
the true fragment size (McCord, 2003). Therefore, the observed
shift is specific to the system and MLPA assay conditions. As
long as the peaks are consistently observed at the same positions
in all samples under comparison, it does not influence the peak
discrimination and subsequent analysis of the MLPA data.

Step 6. Evaluate the quality of individual electropherograms
in accordance with the peak pattern of the size standard,
the electrophoresis baseline, signal sloping and overall signal
intensity. Samples that show abnormalities should be excluded
from the analysis.

Step 7. Configure the report layout and copy the results to
MS Excel or similar program for further analysis (Supplementary
Figure S2C).

Note: The processed data can be reported as the fluorescence
intensity (peak height) or the peak area values for each allele. The
choice of the output typically does not affect the downstream data
analysis and we obtained comparable results with both options.
We preferably use the fluorescence intensity data.

Estimate the DNA Copy Number
Step 8. Use the normalization controls to perform within-sample
normalization of all your sample data before comparison.

For Arabidopsis: Use at least 3 of the provided control probes
(ctrl1–ctrl5) for normalization. Divide each intensity value by
the average intensity of the control probes, separately for each
sample.

Step 9. For each region analyzed, compare the normalized
intensity between the samples. Cluster the samples with the
similar intensities and infer the copy numbers from analysis
of histograms or two-dimensional plots (see next section).
Whenever possible, use the (set of) positive and negative control
samples with known copy number status to determine the
duplication/deletion intensity thresholds (see the next section for
exemplar results).

ANTICIPATED RESULTS

Exemplar MLPA Assay
Based on the available WGS data from 1001 Arabidopsis
Genomes Project (1001 Genomes Consortium, 2016) and our
own analysis of a subset of this data including 80 accessions,
originally described in (Cao et al., 2011), we selected 12 genes that
overlapped CNVs with various levels of structural complexity.
Genes AT1G47670 and AT1G80830 do not present copy
number changes. Genes AT1G32300 and AT4G19520 are biallelic;
more specifically, they display presence-absence variation. The
remaining eight genes are multiallelic and present duplications
(AT4G27080, AT5G09590, and AT5G61700) or duplications and
deletions (AT1G27570, AT1G52950, AT3G21960, AT4G27080,
and AT5G54710). Additionally, gene AT5G09590 overlaps CNV
only partially, whereas AT1G52950, AT5G54710, and AT1G27570
are members of multigene families and are localized in the
regions of high structural diversity (manifested e.g., by the
presence of adjacent or overlapping CNVs, presence of nearby
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transposable element genes or the presence of clusters of highly
similar paralogs). To present the performance of the MLPA
approach we set up a multiplex assay Ath.test for these genes
(Table 2). We evaluated the genes’ copy number status in 80
Arabidopsis accessions, characterized in the first stage of 1001
Arabidopsis Genomes Project (Cao et al., 2011). All seeds were
obtained from The European Arabidopsis Stock Centre4 and
grown as described previously (Zmienko et al., 2016).

Optimization of the Template Amount
The multiplex MLPA-based strategy presented in this paper
was originally developed for CNV genotyping of human DNA
(Kozlowski et al., 2007; Marcinkowska et al., 2010). To adjust it
for use with the Arabidopsis genome, we aimed to optimize the
amount of DNA template. For humans, the typical MLPA assays
include 50-250 ng genomic DNA per reaction. In our previous
study, we successfully performed MLPA-based copy number
analysis using 100 ng Arabidopsis genomic DNA (Zmienko
et al., 2016). However, because the Arabidopsis genome is ∼20
times smaller than the human genome, we expected that the
template amount could be substantially reduced without affecting
the reaction performance. To evaluate the acceptable range of
DNA amount for this species, we used the Col-0 accession,
performed serial dilutions of the DNA template and performed
MLPA assays for each of the following DNA amounts: 100,
60, 30, 15, 10, 5, and 2 ng, in three replicates. We observed
that the intensity data showed little variance across all DNA
concentrations tested and the peaks showed very good resolution
and similar distribution, regardless of the template amount
(Figures 2A–C; Supplementary Data Sheet S1). The normalized
signal intensity data for various template amounts were highly

4http://arabidopsis.info/

correlated, with the results calculated for 2 ng DNA input
showing only slightly lowered correlation than the other amounts
(Figure 2D). From this comparison, we concluded that the whole
range of tested DNA amounts generates valid data. Below, we
used the smallest tested amount of DNA (2 ng) to perform the
exemplar Ath.test MLPA assay.

Gene Copy Number Analysis
We generated MLPA data, processed it in GeneMarker and
exported it to a Microsoft Excel worksheet (Supplementary
Data Sheet S1). Three samples were excluded at this stage due to
poor data quality. To enable sample-to-sample comparison, we
normalized the data within each sample using the mean signal
intensity of the control probes ctrl1–ctrl5. The data were then
compared and the copy numbers were estimated relative to the
Col-0 accession that has the basic copy number of each gene
analyzed in this assay (2n = 2) and therefore served as the
reference sample. To reveal groups of accessions with distinct
gene copy numbers, the population data were displayed as dot
plots, histograms of the signal intensities or (for genes targeted by
two MLPA probes) as 2D plots. We set the duplication/deletion
thresholds at <0.7 and >1.3 of the relative intensity, respectively,
for all genes in the assay. Subsequently, for each gene, the samples
passing the threshold values were clustered and the clusters were
manually assigned the copy numbers, as demonstrated previously
(Marcinkowska-Swojak et al., 2014; Zmienko et al., 2016).

Non-variable Regions
The probes mlpaA, mlpaB1, and mlpaB2 targeted two genes
predicted to have the same copy number in all accessions:
AT1G47670, coding for lysine histidine transporter-like 8
(mlpaA), and AT1G80830, coding for NRAMP1 transporter
(mlpaB1 and mlpaB2). For all accessions, the relative signals

TABLE 2 | The probe composition and gene targets of Ath.test assay.

Probe name Probe length Target genomic site Locus ID Predicted CNV status Source∗

ctrl1 96 nt Chr1:25593..25645 AT1G01040 Non-variable; normalization control a

ctrl2 111 nt Chr4:11476533..11476582 AT4G21580 Non-variable; normalization control a

ctrl3 124 nt Chr2:15194440..15194490 AT2G36230 Non-variable; normalization control a

ctrl4 144 nt Chr5:7847361..7847414 AT5G23290 Non-variable; normalization control a

ctrl5 172 nt Chr1:27465468..27465522 AT1G73010 Non-variable; normalization control a

mlpaA 160 nt Chr1:17539289..17539343 AT1G47670 Non-variable b; c

mlpaB1; mlpaB2 90 nt 148 nt Chr1:30374276..30374321 Chr1:30373647..30373699 AT1G80830 Non-variable b; c

mlpaC 93 nt Chr1:11651708..11651754 AT1G32300 Biallelic b

mlpaD1; mlpaD2 105 nt 114 nt Chr1:9575624..9575678 Chr1:9577003..9577055 AT1G27570 Multiallelic b; c

mlpaE1; mlpaE2 136 nt 196 nt Chr1:19726669..19726721 Chr1:19727385..19727439 AT1G52950 Multiallelic b; c

mlpaF1; mlpaF2 99 nt 120 nt Chr3:7737420..7737467 Chr3:7737872..7737929 AT3G21960 Multiallelic b; c

mlpaG1; mlpaG2 128 nt 164 nt Chr4:10641616..10641668 Chr4:10644628..10644679 AT4G19520 Biallelic c

mlpaH 180 nt Chr4:13592606..13592658 AT4G27080 Multiallelic b; c

mlpaI 117 nt Chr4:17705274..17705327 AT4G37685 Multiallelic b

mlpaJ1; mlpaJ2 108 nt 156 nt Chr5:2976409..2976464 Chr5:2978013..2978065 AT5G09590 Multiallelic; part of the gene c

mlpaK1; mlpaK2 188 nt 102 nt Chr5:22228424..22228479 Chr5:22229438..22229488 AT5G54710 Multiallelic b; c

mlpaL 132 nt Chr5:24796111..24796161 AT5G61700 Multiallelic c

∗The initial information about the gene CNV status comes from the following resources: a, Zmienko et al. (2016); b, Arabidopsis 1001 Genomes Project; c, our unpublished
analysis of the WGS data originally presented in Cao et al. (2011).
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FIGURE 2 | Optimization of the DNA template amount for copy number variant (CNV) genotyping in Arabidopsis. The data were obtained from three
replicates of MLPA assay per each DNA amount tested: 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, and 100 ng. (A) comparison of the peak heights and localization on the
electropherograms. (B,C) Variance of probe intensity measurements across tested DNA concentrations. Boxplots (B) present the distribution of coefficients of
variation (CV) calculated separately for each probe and each DNA amount; The linear plot (C) presents regression analysis (CV vs input amount). For visibility, mean
CV values (all probes, each in three replicates) per input amount are displayed on the plot; (D) pairwise correlation of results obtained for all template amounts tested,
presented as coefficients of determination (R2) of the MLPA probe intensity data.

from these three probes were at the same level as those in Col-0
(mean intensity 1.01, 1.03, and 0.93, respectively, see Figure 3A)
and showed very little variance (CV 0.060, 0.089, and 0.064,
respectively). Additional evaluation of the mlpaB1 and mlpaB2
probes on a 2D plot revealed that all samples were grouped in
one cluster (Figure 3B).

Biallelic CNVs
We analyzed two genes with presence-absence variation revealed
by the WGS data analysis: AT1G32300 (coding for D-arabinono-
1,4-lactone oxidase family protein) and AT4G19520 (coding for
TIR-NBS-LRR class disease resistance protein). We designed one
probe (mlpaC) for AT1G32300 exon 1 and two probes, mlpaG1
and mlpaG2, for AT4G19520 exons 3 and 5, respectively. For
AT1G32300, we observed a dominant population of samples
with mean signal intensity 1.08, indicative of two gene copies
per diploid genome. The remaining samples formed a distinct

group with mean signal intensity 0.09, indicative of the absence
of the analyzed gene in the respective accessions (Figure 4A).
In the case of AT4G19520, the combined data for the mlpaG1
and mlpaG2 probes revealed the presence of two compact
clusters (Figure 4B). One cluster included 29 accessions with
no difference in copy number relative to Col-0 (mlpaG1 mean
intensity 1.03; mlpaG2 mean intensity 1.01). The other cluster
included 47 accessions with substantially reduced intensity
(mlpaG1 mean intensity 0.14; mlpaG2 mean intensity 0.12),
indicative of the deletion.

Multiallelic CNVs: One MLPA Probe Per Gene
For three genes that overlap multiallelic CNVs we designed
1 MLPA probe per gene in Ath.test assay (Figure 5A). Gene
AT4G37685 codes for a hypothetical protein and is targeted by
the mlpaI probe. Majority of accessions (39) harbor two copies
of this gene. Gene deletion was detected in eight accessions and
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FIGURE 3 | Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification assay results for non-variable regions. (A) relative intensity distribution of the mlpaA probe,
targeting the AT1G47670 gene as well as mlpaB1 and mlpaB2 probes, both targeting the AT1G80830 gene, among the accessions; (B) 2D plot of intensity from
probes mlpaB1 and mlpaB2.

duplication in 30 accessions. Of the latter, 22 accessions had four
copies, seven accessions had six copies, and one harbored a very
high-level duplication, most likely ≥12 copies.

Gene AT5G61700 codes for ATH16, a member of ABC
transporter subfamily A and is targeted by probe mlpaL. In most
analyzed accessions, the gene exists in two copies per diploid
genome. In eight accessions, however, duplications were detected:
four copies in three accessions, six copies in two accessions,
and ≥10 copies in three accessions. It is worth noting that, in
MLPA assays, the signal intensity is non-linearly related to the
DNA copy number (Zmienko et al., 2016). This is manifested
by reducing the distance between the clusters with different
duplication levels for high copy numbers. Consequently, a large
number of samples harboring high-level duplications is needed to
precisely distinguish the clusters of 8 and more copies from each
other.

Gene AT4G27080 codes for a protein disulfide isomerase
that is involved in cell redox homeostasis and is targeted
by the mlpaH probe. From the WGS data, we predicted
that majority of accessions harbor partial or full duplications
of this gene. Likewise, MLPA analysis revealed that only
nine accessions harbor two copies of AT4G27080 gene, while
duplications were detected in 68 accessions. Among them, we
clearly identified a group of 44 accessions with four copies,
but the remaining accessions were less distinctive and formed
two heterogeneous groups which we named “medium-level
duplications” (10 accessions) and “high-level duplications” (14
accessions). For 12 of these “high-level duplication” accessions,
the mlpaH peak intensity counts reached the upper detection
limits (see Notes section below for additional comments). We
concluded that designing two or more MLPA probes targeting
this genomic region and repeating the assay with adjusted
capillary electrophoresis parameters would be helpful in more
accurate distinction of the CNV genotypes or resolution of the
structural complexity of the investigated gene.

Multiallelic CNVs: Two MLPA Probes Per Gene
For 2 other genes that overlap multiallelic CNVs we designed
two MLPA probes per gene (Figure 5B). The AT5G54710 gene

codes for an ankyrin repeat family protein and is positioned
between two other ankyrin repeat family protein coding genes,
in the region that is highly copy number variable. We used two
specific probes (mlpaK1 and mlpaK2), located in the fourth and
third exons of AT5G54710, respectively, and confirmed that this
gene is multiallelic. The high linear correlation of the mlpaK1 and
mlpaK2 probe intensities allowed us distinguish several clusters
of accessions with distinct copy numbers: 0 copies (2 accessions),
2 copies (54 accessions), 4 copies (8 accessions), 6 copies (6
accessions), and 8 copies (1 accession). We did not assign the
integer copy numbers for 6 accessions which displayed uneven
duplication level based on the mlpaK1 and mlpaK2 probe signal.

The AT5G09590 gene, encoding mitochondrial heat shock
protein MTHSC70-2, is localized in the breakpoint of a
large CNV that encompasses loci AT5G09590 – AT5G09630.
Consequently, AT5G09590 is only partially duplicated in several
accessions. We designed two probes, localized outside of and
within the CNV region (mlpaJ1, targeting fourth exon and
mlpaJ2, targeting sixth exon, respectively). The results of the
MLPA assay clearly revealed that only the 3′ part of AT5G09590
(targeted by probe mlpaJ2) is duplicated: 43 accessions harbored
four copies, two accessions harbored six copies, and one accession
harbored at least 10 copies. The region targeted by probe mlpaJ1
invariantly had two copies in all accessions.

Complex Multiallelic CNVs
Some genomic regions, e.g., these that harbor clustered multigene
families, may display high structural diversity in the populations.
A gene may be fully duplicated/deleted in some accessions while
in the other ones only part of this gene may display copy number
alteration. Additionally, the duplicated DNA copies within one
sample may differ from each other in length and sequence, which
may affect the affinity of the MLPA probe to some (but not all)
copies. Consequently, the copy number pattern revealed by the
MLPA analysis may be complex. Below we present some examples
of MLPA analysis in multiallelic CNVs with a complex structure
(Figure 5C).

The AT3G21960 gene is localized in the central part of a
∼50 kb CNV, that encompasses 21 genes, mainly members of
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FIGURE 4 | Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification assay
results for presence-absence CNVs. (A) relative intensity from probe
mlpaC targeting the AT1G32300 gene, in individual accessions; (B) 2D plot of
relative signal from mlpaG1 and mlpaG2, both targeting the AT4G19520
gene. Clusters are colored according to the deduced CNV status.

the receptor-like protein kinase-related family and genes coding
for proteins with unknown domain DUF26. We assayed the
AT3G21960 gene with specific probes targeting exons 1 and 2
(probes mlpaF1 and mlpaF2, respectively). In 30 samples the
signals from these probes were highly correlated and formed 4
distinct groups of: 0 copies (1 accession), 2 copies (26 accessions),
4 copies (1 accession) and 6 copies (2 accessions). In 6 accessions,
however, only the mlpaF2 probe intensity was elevated (1.83–
6.54), while mlpaF1 intensity was about 1. On the contrary,
the remaining 41 accessions formed a compact cluster, with the
mlpaF1 intensity below 0.7 (the value that has been set as the
deletion threshold), and the mlpaF2 intensity about 1. A brief
evaluation of the AT3G21960 genomic sequence inferred from
WGS data5 (obtained with Pseudogenomes Download Tool)
provided evidence that this complex pattern is true, as 519 out

5http://1001genomes.org

of 1135 accessions with available genomic data had 80–100%
uncalled sites (Ns) in the exon 1 sequence, while only 3 accessions
had 80–100% uncalled sites in exon 2 sequence.

Complex multiallelic CNVs are often related to the activity
of mobile genetic elements, which may trigger partial or full
deletion/duplication of the nearby genes. Gene AT1G52950 codes
for a nucleic acid-binding OB fold-like protein and is localized
within one CNV region with a nearby transposable element
gene AT1G52960 (the two loci are separated by only 3.6 kb
distance). We assayed the copy number status of AT1G52950
using two probes, mlpaE1 to target exon 6 and mlpaE2 target
exon 9. For 69 accessions, we detected compact clusters with
distinct copy numbers (0 to 6 copies) and a high correlation
between the two measurements (R2

= 0.9881). Interestingly, in
two cases, the intensity data suggested the existence of one copy
and three copies of the AT1G52950 gene per diploid genome in
the surveyed individuals. Arabidopsis is a highly self-pollinating
species for which most genomic loci are expected to exist in
a homozygous state, therefore assaying additional individuals
would be necessary to establish the representative gene copy
number for these two accessions in a population study. For
seven accessions, of which six originated from Southern Tyrol
region and 1 was a Spanish relict accession (1001 Genomes
Consortium, 2016), the copy number status indicated by probe
mlpaE1 was always higher than the copy number status indicated
by probe mlpaE2. This effect may have many reasons, e.g., partial
duplication or deletion of a gene of interest, sequence divergence
in some duplicated copies that affect the hybridization of one
MLPA probe, etc. Unambiguous interpretation of these data
would require additional region characterization by sequencing.
Nevertheless, the signals from both probes were also well
correlated (R2

= 0.9856). Finally, one accession displayed an
extremely high level of duplications at the mlpaE1 target site
while no copy number changes were observed at the mlpaE2 site.

Effect of Non-specific Hybridization on MLPA Signal
To present the effect of compromised probe specificity on the
MLPA results, we assayed a gene AT1G27570, which encodes
the phosphatidylinositol 3- and 4-kinase family protein and is
localized within the large multiallelic CNV (over 20 kb). We
designed two probes, mlpaD1 and mlpaD2, targeting this gene,
of which only mlpaD2 was specific to AT1G27570. Probe mlpaD1
had an alternative target site (with only two mismatches in the
left TSS and one mismatch in the right TSS, distant from the
ligation site) in the nearby gene AT1G27590, not copy number
variable. As a result, the signal from the mlpaD1 probe was
elevated by the background signal from the alternative target
site. This background signal was stable (due to unchanged copy
number of AT1G27590 gene in all accessions) therefore the high
correlation between the data for mlpaD1 and mlpaD2 probes
was preserved (Figure 6A). As a rule, we suggest re-designing
of the MLPA probes that produce non-specific signal. However,
if a set of the control samples that carry confirmed deletion of
the gene of interest can be defined, these samples may be used
for the data correction. In the present example, we calculated
the mean non-specific signal of probe mlpaD1 in the cluster
of 15 samples with gene deletions (marked in black color in
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FIGURE 5 | Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification results for multiallelic CNVs. (A) CNV genotyping with one MLPA probe per gene. Histograms
present the relative signal distribution from probe mlpaI (targeting the AT4G37685 gene), probe mlpaL (targeting the AT5G61700 gene), and probe mlpaH (targeting
the AT4G27080 gene). The histogram bin size is 0.2 in all plots; (B) CNV genotyping with two MLPA probes per gene. 2D plots present the relative signal from
probes mlpaK1and mlpaK2 (both targeting the AT5G54710 gene) and from probes mlpaJ1 and mlpaJ2 (both targeting the AT5G09590 gene). Clusters are colored
according to deduced CNV status. The coefficient of determination (R2) is calculated for accessions with assigned copy numbers. (C) Genotyping complex
multiallelic CNVs. 2D intensity plots present relative signal from probes mlpaF1and mlpaF2 (targeting exon 1 and exon 2 of the AT3G21960 gene, respectively) and
from probes mlpaE1and mlpaE2 (targeting exon 6 and exon 9 of the AT1G52950 gene, respectively). Clusters are colored according to deduced CNV status. The
coefficient of determination (R2) is calculated for subsets of accessions, as detailed in the main text.

Figure 6A). This value was then subtracted from the probe
mlpaD1 signal in each sample, before estimating the intensity
ratio relative to Col-0 accession. The correction improved the
relative intensity ratio observed for probe mlpaD1 (Figure 6B).
We note here, that the process of data correction had no effect on
the overall correlation between the signals from probes mlpaD1
and mlpaD2. This correlation was high (R2

= 0.9386), therefore
allowing to distinguish the copy number clusters on 2D plots
pretty easily both before and after data correction.

NOTES

Below we included some notes on the limitations of the
procedure, common mistakes and possible artifacts related to the
presented application.

Probe Design
Oligonucleotide MLPA probes described in this procedure target
specific sequences in the genome, typically 45–75 bp. Regions
located outside of the probe’s recognition sequence may have
different copy number status. If partial gene duplication/deletion
or insertion of duplicated sequence is suspected, additional
probes, e.g., covering different exons of the gene should be
included in the assay.

Compromised ability of MLPA probe to recognize the target
sequence may be the source of false positive results. Sequence
changes (SNPs, indels, point mutations) in the target sequence
detected by a probe can negatively affect or completely prevent
probe binding. The critical positions in the TSS sequence are
these constituting the ligation site; the presence of a SNP at or
near the ligation site will disrupt the ligation step and result in
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FIGURE 6 | Effect of non-specific probe hybridization on the MLPA results. Probes mlpaD1 and mlpaD2 target the AT1G27570 gene. Additionally, probe
mlpaD1 targets also the AT1G27590 gene. (A) 2D intensity plot of relative signal from probes mlpaD1 and mlpaD2; (B) 2D intensity plot of relative signal from probe
mlpaD1 corrected for the presence of non-specific hybridization signal (see main text for details) and probe mlpaD2. Clusters are colored according to the deduced
CNV status and are identical for each sample on both plots. The coefficient of determination (R2) is calculated for all accessions. The deletion of AT1G27570 gene
has been confirmed by PCR in accessions from the “0 copies” cluster (not shown).

no signal from the MLPA probe, falsely indicative of deletion of
the region in the affected sample (Kim et al., 2016). Note that the
MLPA technique can be also used for detecting small mutations
(Marcinkowska-Swojak et al., 2016), but these applications are
not covered in the present protocol.

The accuracy of the results is also strictly dependent on
the MLPA probe specificity. If alternative target site exists in
the genome (e.g., in a paralogue or a pseudogene), it will
generate non-specific signal (see Effect of Non-specific Probe
Hybridization on the MLPA Results Section). To this end, for
plants with incomplete genome information we strongly advise
designing ≥2 MLPA probes per gene, to minimize this risk.

In the case of newly designed MLPA probes we recommend
verifying their performance on a (set of) well characterized
reference samples. If no product is observed, make sure that the
common mistakes interfering with the experimental steps are
avoided (see below). If needed, re-design the MLPA probe.

Assay Design and Performing
Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification results may be
compromised by multiple factors that will affect the enzymatic
reactions and result in reduced peak signals. These factors
include but are not limited to: DNA integrity and contamination,
presence of PCR inhibitors in the samples, incomplete DNA
denaturation, sample evaporation, suboptimal amount of the
sample DNA used. In the Section “Stepwise Procedures” we
included useful tips regarding the sample preparation and assay
setup. Additional comments are given below.

If the DNA sample contamination is a suspected problem,
perform new DNA extraction. From our experience, we advise
using column-based methods, e.g., DNeasy Plant Mini Kit
(Qiagen) for DNA extraction (or purification of DNA extracted
with other methods) because they produce samples of high purity
and comparable amounts.

Use multichannel pipettes to reduce the pipetting time and
avoid sample evaporation.

Reduce sample-to-sample variability by simultaneous
performing multiple assays, using strips (preferable) or multiwell

PCR plates. Use the same MLPA Probe Set Mix preparation for
all samples under comparison.

Replacing the strip caps on each opening minimizes the risk of
sample cross-contamination.

Follow the capillary electrophoresis protocols (size standard,
sample preparation, injection time and voltage) suitable for the
instrument used. Decrease injection time if the peaks are out of
range. We recommend prior optimization of the DNA template
amount in the assay and capillary electrophoresis conditions on a
validated reference sample.

Abnormal pictures after capillary electrophoresis may indicate
capillary electrophoresis problems but they also may result from
the PCR step troubles. See the MLPA troubleshooting wizard by
MRC Holland6 for common peak pattern problems and possible
solutions.

Data Analysis and Copy Number
Estimation
It is advisable to manually check the peaks identified by
GeneMarker before further data processing. In our assay, we
repeatedly observed that the software did not detect the peaks for
probe mlpaH in 12 samples and reported “0” intensity for this
probe (Supplementary Figure S3). In fact, high intensity peaks
from probe mlpaH with their tops flattened (cut) were present
in these samples, which indicated that the signal exceeded the
capillary electrophoresis system detection limits. We manually
corrected the peak localization and used the maximum reported
values for copy number calculation, but this likely resulted in
underestimation of the gene copy number in these samples in
our study (see Section “Multiallelic CNVs: One MLPA Probe Per
Gene”). To accurately quantify the probe signal, repeating the
electrophoresis with lower injection time would be necessary. The
results from high and low injection time electropherograms may
be then merged after internal control probe normalization step,
to preserve good resolution of the low intensity peaks.

6http://www.mlpa.com/elearning/tswizard/
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Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification is a relative
technique, therefore selecting well validated reference samples
with basic copy number of the region of interest (usually two
copies) is essential for accurate quantification. However, in case
of population scale CNV genotyping of numerous independent
genomic regions in a multiplex assay (similar to example
provided in this paper) such a reference sample may not exist
or remains unknown. Providing that sufficiently large number of
samples in the population are genotyped, the presented protocol
still allows for inferring the cluster copy numbers without a
reference sample, under the assumption that the neighboring
clusters of accessions/lines differ by two copies and that the
distances between these clusters are ∼equal in the range of 0–
4 copies (see Zmienko et al., 2016 for further discussion on the
distances between the clusters in MLPA assays).

Validation of the Results
Regardless of the number of probes and samples used, we
recommend to verify the positive MLPA results with an
independent technique. We advise performing droplet digital
PCR (ddPCR) on selected samples, as this approach allows for
estimating gene copy numbers at the same or even higher range,
as the MLPA procedure described in this protocol (Zmienko
et al., 2016). Additionally, ddPCR generates amplicons of ∼60–
200 bp, therefore allows for genome assaying at similar resolution
as MLPA.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we described the protocol for the simple MLPA-
based CNV genotyping in plants, with particular emphasis
on the model plant Arabidopsis. We provided a description
of the probe design process, experimental setup, and data
analysis. We also discussed the results of the exemplar multiplex
assay and showed that the MLPA method is very robust
and is a rich source of information regarding the CNV in
the analyzed samples. The abundant genomic data obtained
for a growing number of species as a part of large-scale
sequencing projects, highlight CNV as the major contributor
to natural diversity at a genotype level (Zarrei et al., 2015;
1001 Genomes Consortium, 2016; Bai et al., 2016). Gene
duplication has been considered the major factor driving long-
term evolution and gene birth by sub- and neofunctionalization
of the duplicated copies (Conant et al., 2014). Some regions
in the genome may be more prone to CNV than the others,
due to their specific structural features, that will locally induce
the mechanisms leading to CNV formation, e.g., non-allelic
recombination (Zmienko et al., 2016). The duplication / deletion
events may have also consequences on organism’s fitness and
contribute to the adaptation to environmental challenges, as well
as to coevolutionary interactions between host and pathogen
or a symbiont (reviewed in: Kondrashov, 2012, Żmieńko
et al., 2014). Remarkably, the protein coding genes displaying
CNVs are often related to environmental stress response and
pathogen resistance (Cook et al., 2012; Maron et al., 2013).
The creation of high-confidence CNV maps and assessing

the gene copy number in large populations will enhance the
studies on the evolution of genomes in the context of CNV
origin, fixation and the impact on the phenotype. These data
can be later combined with the results of the transcriptomic,
proteomic, metabolomics, protein interaction, phenotyping,
and other studies). We recently used the MLPA method to
genotype MSH2, AT3G18530, and AT3G18535 copy number
in a set of 189 natural accessions. Based on these results,
we were subsequently able to reveal the recurrent nature of
AT3G18530 and AT3G18535 duplications/deletions and to dissect
the structural features that promoted non-allelic homologous
recombination, leading to a widespread occurrence of the
AT3G18530 and AT3G18535 genes deletion in nature (Zmienko
et al., 2016).

This protocol will enable potential users to introduce the
MLPA technique in plant genetic and population biology
studies. The technique is multiplexable and very well suited for
verification of WGS-based analyses or for rapid characterization
of copy number status across a region of interest in large
populations. Notably, once designed, the individual MLPA
probes may be used in various combinations according to one’s
needs, providing that the lengths of the probes in one assay are
unique. We believe that the MLPA protocol presented in the
current work will contribute to accelerating the discovery of new
associations between CNV and important traits in plants.
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